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EAR Reader, it is our pleasure to present to you Posi-
tion Papers of the 2019 Federated Conference on Com-

puter  Science  and  Information Systems (FedCSIS),  which
took place in Leipzig, Germany, on September 1-4, 2019.

D
Position papers comprise two categories of contributions

– challenge papers and emerging research papers. Challenge
papers propose and describe research challenges in theory
or practice of  computer  science  and  information systems.
Papers in this category are based on deep understanding of
existing research or industrial problems. Based on such un-
derstanding  and  experience,  they  define  new exciting  re-
search directions and show why these directions are crucial
to  the  society at  large.  Emerging research papers present
preliminary research results from work-in-progress based on
sound  scientific  approach  but  presenting  work  not  com-
pletely validated as yet. They describe precisely the research
problem and its rationale. They also define the intended fu-
ture work including the expected benefits from solution to
the tackled problem. Subsequently, they may be more con-
ceptual than experimental.

FedCSIS 2019 was Chaired by prof.  Bogdan Franczyk,
while prof. Rainer Unland acted as the Chair of the Organiz-
ing Committee.  This year,  FedCSIS was organized by the
Polish Information Processing Society  (Mazovia Chapter),
IEEE Poland  Section  Computer  Society  Chapter,  Systems
Research  Institute  Polish  Academy  of  Sciences,  Warsaw
University of Technology, Wrocław University of Econom-
ics, and Leipzig University, Germany.

FedCSIS  2019  was  technically  co-sponsored  by:  IEEE
Region  8,  IEEE  Poland  Section,  IEEE Computer  Society
Technical  Committee  on  Intelligent  Informatics,  IEEE
Czechoslovakia  Section  Computer  Society  Chapter,  IEEE
Poland  Section  Gdańsk  Computer  Society  Chapter,  IEEE
Poland  Section  Systems,  Man,  and  Cybernetics  Society
Chapter,  IEEE  Poland  Section  Control  System  Society
Chapter,  IEEE  Poland  Section  Computational  Intelligence
Society  Chapter,  Committee of  Computer  Science  of  the
Polish Academy of Sciences,  Polish Operational  and Sys-
tems  Research  Society,  Mazovia  Cluster  ICT Poland  and
Eastern Cluster ICT Poland. FedCSIS 2019 was sponsored
by Intel.

During  FedCSIS  2019,  keynote  lectures  were  delivered
by:
• Enrique Alba, University of Málaga, Spain, “Intelligent 

Systems for Smart Cities”
• Francisco Herrera, Dept. Computer Sciences and Arti-

ficial  Intelligence  Andalusian  Research  Institute  in
Data Science and Computational Intelligence (DaSCI)
University  of  Granada,  “Deep Data and Big Learn-
ing: More quality data for better knowledge”

• George Spanoudakis, Research Centre for Adaptive 
Computing Systems (CeNACS), School of 
Mathematics, Computer Science and Engineering, 
City, University of London, “Cyber security risks: 
Comprehensive mitigation through technical, 
contractual and financial mitigation mechanisms”

FedCSIS  2019 consisted  of  five  Tracks  and  a  doctoral
symposium.  Tracks  were  divided  into  Technical  Sessions.
Sessions were preannounced in Call for Papers as track-re-

lated events (conferences, symposia, workshops, special ses-
sions). 

• Track 1: Artificial Intelligence and Applications
∘ Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Applications 

(14th Symposium AAIA'19)
∘ Computational Optimization 

(12th Workshop WCO'19)
∘ Smart Energy Networks & Multi-Agent Systems 

(7th Workshop SEN-MAS'19)
• Track 2: Computer Science & Systems

∘ Computer Aspects of Numerical Algorithms 
(12th Workshop CANA'19)

∘ Cryptography and Security Systems 
(6th Conference C&SS'19)

∘ Language Technologies and Applications 
(4th Workshop LTA'19)

∘ Multimedia Applications and Processing 
(12th Symposium MMAP'19)

∘ Advances in Programming Languages 
(7th Workshop WAPL'19)

∘ Scalable Computing (10th Workshop WSC'19)
• Track 3:  Network Systems and Applications

∘ Advances in Network Systems and Applications 
(ANSA)

∘ Internet of Things - Enablers, Challenges and 
Applications (3rd Workshop IoT-ECAW'19)

• Track 4: Information Systems and Technology
∘ Advanced Information Technologies for 

Management (16th Conference AITM'19)
∘ Data Science in Health (1st Special Session 

DSH'19)
∘ Data Analysis and Computation for Digital 

Ecosystems (1st Workshop InC2Eco'19)
∘ Information Systems Management 

(14th Conference ISM'19)
∘ Knowledge Acquisition and Management 

(25th Conference KAM'19)
•  Track 5: Software and System Engineering

∘ Advances in Software and System Engineering 
(ASSE)

∘ Cyber-Physical Systems (6th Workshop IWCPS-6)
∘ Lean and Agile Software Development 

(3rd International Conference LASD'19)
∘ Multimedia, Interaction, Design and Innovation 

(7th Conference MIDI'19)
∘ Software Engineering (39th IEEE Workshop SEW-

39)
Each paper, found in this volume, was refereed by at least

two referees.
The program of FedCSIS required a dedicated effort  of

many people. Each event constituting FedCSIS had its own
Organizing and Program Committee. We would like to ex-
press our warmest gratitude to all Committee members for
their hard work in attracting and later refereeing 298 regular
submissions.

We thank the authors of papers for their great contribution
to research and practice in computing and information sys-
tems. We thank the invited speakers for sharing their knowl-
edge and wisdom with the participants. Finally, we thank all
those responsible for staging the conference in Leipzig. Or-



ganizing a conference of this scope and level could only be
achieved by the collaborative effort of a highly capable team
taking charge of such matters as conference registration sys-
tem, finances, the venue, social events, catering, handling all
sorts of individual requests from the authors, preparing the
conference rooms, etc.

We hope you had an inspiring conference and an unforget-
table stay in the beautiful city of Leipzig. We also hope to
meet you again for 2020 in Sofia, Bułgaria.

Co-Chairs of the FedCSIS Conference Series

Maria Ganzha, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland 
and Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Warsaw, Poland
Leszek Maciaszek, Wrocław University of Economics, 
Wrocław, Poland and Macquarie University, Sydney, 
Australia
Marcin Paprzycki, Systems Research Institute Polish 
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw Poland and Management 
Academy, Warsaw, Poland
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12th International Workshop on Computational
Optimization

MANY real world problems arising in engineering, eco-
nomics, medicine and other domains can be formulated

as optimization tasks. These problems are frequently charac-
terized by non-convex, non-differentiable, discontinuous, noisy
or dynamic objective functions and constraints which ask for
adequate computational methods.

The aim of this workshop is to stimulate the commu-
nication between researchers working on different fields of
optimization and practitioners who need reliable and efficient
computational optimization methods.
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by taking into consideration the scores suggested by the
reviewers, as well as the quality of the given oral presentation.
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• Wang, Yifei
• Zilinskas, Antanas, Vilnius University, Lithuania







Abstract— Nowadays technologies  are  changing every  day

and  with  them  all  services  and  tools  in  cases  of  disaster

situations increase.  However some sectors such as emergency

planning and response are still having difficulties to implement

the new technologies. In our paper we will present an idea on

how new technologies in flood risk mapping visualization can

give  more options to the first  responders and optimize  their

time for reaction. The test area is located in Armenia, where

exist a special dam constructed for mining purposes. It is built

in earthquake vulnerable area and we evaluate the risk of dam

break at that location.  The final results which are flood risk

maps are implemented in specially developed open source web-

GIS  tool.  This  tool  is  applicable  for  decision  making  in

operational room or any other first responder facilities. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE Alliance  for  Disaster  Risk  Reduction  project

(ALTER project) has been designed in the framework

of DG ECHO external line call. These types of projects have

as main goal to address cooperation between EU and third

party countries. Main idea is best practices transfer from EU

to  external  neighboring  country.  In  ALTER  project  that

selected  country  is  Armenia.  The  project  has  as  main

objective  to  create  public  private  partnerships  to  increase

resilience  in areas  of  Armenia that  face risks from floods

originating in earthquakes.  Methods, tools, know how and

experience  from  Greece,  Bulgaria  and  Cyprus  have  been

shared  with  Armenian  partners.  The  partnership  of  the

Armenian  government  and  local  stakeholders  gave  an

opportunity to the consortia to work on larger scale at the

selected  test  areas.  The  project  is  focused  on  three  pilot

areas in Armenia where dams and other activities such as

mining  processes  are  presenting  the  risks  to  local

communities.  The areas  are:  Akhtala  and  Teghut  areas  of

Lori Marz along the Shamlugh river; the Vorotan Cascade

and its associated dams in the Syunik region; and the Voghji

river basin of Syunik region. In the paper will be presented

T

 This  work  has  been  supported  by  the  DG  ECHO  project  called:

“Alliance for disaster Risk Reduction in Armenia” with acronym: ALTER

and Grand Number: 783214.

information about  the Armenian study area.  Data that has

been  collected  for  dams   at  this  study  area.  Calculations

about potential dam failure and possible flood risk maps. As

a final section will be summarized a specifically developed

open source web-GIS tool and its main functionalities. The

purpose of the web tool is to support a decision making on

the field and to optimize resources allocation.

II.STUDY AREA 

One of the activities of the project ALTER was to identify

the most suitable best practices on risks related to dams in

earthquake  zones  available  within  and  outside  the

consortia. The study area selected for Armenia was: Kapan

and Voghji River Basin. This area is located about 300 km

southeast of Yerevan and has a population of about 45,000.

It  contains  some  of  Armenia’s  most  intensive  mining

activities  and  two  of  Armenia’s  largest  tailing  dams  –

Artsvanik  and  Geghanush.  Additionally,  the  Geghi

Reservoir  upstream  of  Kapan  were  also  included.  The

villages  Kavchut,  Andiokavan,  Hamletavan,  Shgharjik,

Syunik and the Kapan Town are located in the immediate

floodplain of the Geghi and Voghji Rivers. The village of

Verin  Giratagh  and  Nerkin  Giratagh  are  not  in  the

floodplain, however the only road access to these villages is

through  the  floodplain  below  the  Geghi  dam.  The  two

tailing dams also pose risk to Kapan’s airport which would

be needed in case of an emergency and the main highway

connecting Armenia and Iran. 

The Geghi reservoir is located in Syunik, the southernmost

province of Armenia (Figure 1). The reservoir is situated on

the Geghi river, the left-bank tributary of the river Voghji.

The  maximum  water  level  discharge  occurs  during  the

spring. Due to the high altitude nature of the area, snowmelt

increases  gradually  as  does  the level  of  the  river  and  the

reservoir. Snowmelt typically occurs from March to August

(Armenian  State  Hydrometeorological  and  Monitoring

Service).

Emergency planning and optimizations based on dam break flood

risk maps visualized with open source web-GIS tool 
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Figure 1. The location of Geghi reservoir. The inset shows its location

within Armenia. Background image: Sentinel-2, RGB composite.

The surface of the Geghi reservoir is 50 ha and the elevation

above sea level is nearly 1400 m. The height of the dam is

70  m and  the  length  along  the  crest  is  270  m.  The total

volume  of  reservoir  is  15  million  m3,  but  the  effective

volume  is  about  12  million  m3 [1].  Nearly  4,300  people

would be affected by a dam break affecting the reservoir [2].

Geghanoush Tailing Storage Facility (TSF)

Geghanoush TSF is located in the gorge of the Geghanoush

River,  in  the  southern  part  of  Kapan  (Figure  2).  The

difference  of  relative  heights  between the tailing  dam,  on

one hand, and city buildings and transport infrastructure, on

the other  hand, is 75 meters.  In case the reservoir dam is

broken due to an earthquake, the sliding mass could cover

industrial  and  residential  buildings,  and  as  a  result  of

barrage,  the polluted water could flood central  quarters of

the city. 

Figure 2. The location of Geghanush Tailing Dam. The inset shows its

location within Armenia. Background image: Sentinel-2, RGB composite.

The existing Geghanoush Tailings Repository was designed

in early 1960’s  and had been operated between 1962 and

1983,  when  the  Kajaran  Tailings  Repository  at  Artsvanik

was commissioned. The Geghanoush tailings repository was

re-commissioned  in  2006  after  the  completion  of  the

diversion works and continues to be used today along with

an  upstream  extension  currently  under  construction.  The

volume of the tailing is 5.4 million m3 and the dam height is

21.5 m [1]. 

Tailing and  water  dams in the appointed  pilot  area  are

hazardous  hydro-technical  structures  because  of  their

location in earthquake prone zone. In addition, dam break

could occur due to the technical condition of the dams and

improper exploitation. Catastrophic flood are possible in this

place caused by dam failure.  Therefore,  the assessment of

dam  break  consequences  has  a  crucial  meaning  for

emergency management and development for measures and

action  plans  for  stakeholders  and  respective  authorities  in

Armenia.

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATA USED

A. Methodology

Flood modeling basics refer to 1D and 2D models, which

provide steady and unsteady flows, including the necessity

of Manning N values usage.

There are many event types and phenomena that can lead

to dam failure:

 Flood event

 Landslide

 Earthquake

 Foundation failure

 Structural failure

 Piping/seepage (internal and underneath the dam)

 Rapid drawdown of pool

 Planned removal

 Terrorism act

Given  the  different  mechanisms  that  cause  dam  failures,

there can be several possible ways dam may fail for a given

driving  force/mechanism.  In  1985  and  in  2002  has  been

analyzed a list of dam types [3,4] versus possible modes of

failure.

The reports from 1985 noticed that of all dam failures –

34% were caused by overtopping,  30% due to foundation

defects, 28% from piping and seepage, and 8% from other

modes  of  failure.  In  the  same report  of  dam failures  are

included  earth/embankment  dams,  for  which   35%   have

failed  due to overtopping,  38% from piping and  seepage,

21% from foundation  defects,  and  6% from other  failure

modes.

In  our  work  we  are  doing  analysis  of  a  potential  dam

failure. The prediction of the reservoir outflow hydrograph

and the routing of that hydrograph through the downstream

valley are evaluated to determine dam failure consequences.

There are calculated results about the risk of the population

located close to the dam, it is important to accurately predict

the  breach  outflow  hydrograph  and  its  timing  relative  to

4 POSITION PAPERS. LEIPZIG, 2019



events in the failure process that could trigger the start of

evacuation efforts [5].

B. Hydro-meteorological Observation Data

Hydro-meteorological  Observation Data Flood formation

and its behavior is highly dependent from hydro-meteorolo-

gical  conditions  of  the  territory.  Rainfall  intensity  and

duration,  snowmelt,  air  temperature  and  other

meteorological factors are key drivers in flood development

process.     Hydro-meteorological  monitoring  within  the

territory of Armenia is conducted by Hydromet Service of

the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Armenia.

There  are  2  operational  meteorological  stations  within

Voghji  River  Basin:  Kajaran  and  Kapan  providing

information. Their location is presented in table 1.

Table 1. Operational Monitoring Stations within Voghji River 

Basin

 

Thermal conditions normally decrease in the Voghji Basin

as  altitude  increases.  Multiyear  annual  average  air

temperature is in Kajaran is 6.8°C and in Kapan is 12.3°C

(Table 2).

Table 2. Annual and monthly average air temperatures in the 

Voghji River Basin, Cօ

Rainfall generally increases by altitude in the basin (table 3).

Table 3. Intra-annual distribution of atmospheric precipitation in 

the Voghji River Basin, mm

The average annual  relative humidity is  50-60%, and less

than 30% at low altitudes (up to 1000 m). Frost-free days

vary by altitude – annually from 260 (at the altitude of 700

m) to 50 days (higher  than 3000 m).  The annual  average

relative  humidity is  60-80% (over  2600 m),  and at  lower

altitudes - up to 30% (up to 1000 m).    

Permanent snow cover starts at altitudes of 1200 m and it

lasts for 35-165 days. The snow depth is 15-180 cm. It lasts

1-1.5 months at altitudes of up to 1500 m, and 6.5-7 months

at altitudes of 3000 m and higher. The depth of snow cover

is 15-20 cm at altitudes of 1300-1500 m and 120-180 cm at

altitudes of 3000 m and higher (from place to place a 300

cm thick snow cover is formed, due to winds occurring in

concavities).     

Evaporation drops to 482-220 mm as altitude increases in

the Voghji River Basin.  The highest  value of evaporation,

500-480 mm,. is observed at altitudes up to 800 m.

There  are  3  operational  hydrological  monitoring  posts

within Voghji  River Basin: Voghji-Kajaran, Voghji-Kapan

and  Geghi-Kavchut.  Data  of  closed  monitoring  posts  of

Geghi-Geghi  and  Geghanoush-Geghanoush  were  analyzed

as well due to their importance for the Geghi reservoir and

Geghanoush tailings dam break modeling (tables 4 and 5). 

Table 4. Hydrological Monitoring Posts within Voghji River Basin

Table 5. Flow Characteristics in the Hydrological Monitoring 

Posts within Geghi River Basin

A. Elevation Data

Elevation  data  has  a  crucial  meaning  in  each  flood

modeling  process.  There  are  various  free  digital  elevation

models (DEMs) available online (SRTM, ASTER, ALOS),

the spatial resolution of which is ~30 m. This resolution is

not  enough  for  detailed  flood  mapping  in  mountainous

areas. 

Georisk CJSC provided linear shapefile of elevation isolines

of 1:10,000 scale. From this shapefile, 5 m resolution DEM

of studied area was calculated using Topo to Raster inter-

polation tool of ArcGIS Spatial Analyst toolbox (Figure 3):

Figure 3. 5m DEM of Studied Area
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Geomorphometric  parameters  (slope,  aspect  and  shaded

relief)  were  derived  from  DEM  and  by  using  ArcHydro

Tools,  raster layers were calculated from the DEM (Filled

DEM  (hydrologically-corrected);  Flow  Direction;  Flow

Accumulation;  Streams  (defined  and  segmented);

Catchments GRID).

Catchment  polygon  has  been  created  based  on  the  layers

created  and  drainage  line  vector  layers  were  obtained.  A

detailed  land-cover  and  land-use  maps  have  been  created

using the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European

Commission services [6]. For open water (including Geghi

reservoir) and tailing ponds Sentinel-1 (SAR) data was used.

After obtaining the results of open water and tailing ponds

then they were superimposed on the other classes. The final

map is shown in the Figure 4.  

Figure 4. Land-cover and land-use map of Voghji river basin

IV. DESKTOP APPLICATION FOR FLOOD HAZARD AND

RISK IN ARMENIA

Based on the flood maps presenting different scenarios of

water spill from the dam break a specially developed open

source  desktop  tool  has  been  created.  Its  architecture  is

based on model designed within the ALTER consortia with

no use of  commercial  software.  The application is mainly

based  on  open  source  GIS  software;  server  part  for  the

dynamic events, JavaScript and its libraries and frameworks.

The tools implemented are open source software solutions

such  as:  Geoserver,  Qgis,  Web  App  Builder,  Boundless

WEBSDK,  OpenLayers.

Geoserver allows the user to display spatial information

to the world;\newline

QGIS  is  a  professional  GIS  (Geographic  Information

System)  cross-platform application  that  is  Free  and  Open

Source Software (FOSS); 

Web App Builder is a plugin for QGIS that allows easy

creation of web applications; 

Boundless  WEBSDK which  provides  tools  for  easy-to-

build JavaScript-based web mapping applications;\newline

OpenLayers is  an  open-source  JavaScript  library  for

displaying map data in web browsers.

 It includes different features and tools that may lead to

faster response and easier way of taking decisions in flood

event cases. 

The  application  has  the  function  to  visualize  the  most

vulnerable  buildings  (Figure  5).  It  includes  different

scenarios that can be analyzed in operational room and by its

tools  can  support  better  management  of  the  current  and

future  situation in  cases  of  flood  events.  It  is  focused  on

visualization of high waves coming after dam break in cases

of failure. 

Figure 5. Application main screen

The application has the ability of switching the predefined

layers and the base map layers. The predefined layers have a

very rich data by turning them off or on. Users can easily

make  analysis  of  the  risks  in  cases  of  flood  events.  It

includes different scenarios of the water spread in support of

better decision making and faster resource allocation. Layers

can  be downloaded as  geojson  files.  Geolocation  of  team

members on the field is available for the users.

The base map layers  are including Street  map,  Satellite

map, Shaded relief map and NatGeo map which can be used

in operational room analysis.

Figure 6. Layers list

Draw feature tool can mark the zone of interest (Figure 6)

by polygon or line which will be visualized and be seen in

the operational room in real time. 
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The  Popup  feature  visualizes  information  about  the

vulnerable  buildings  such  as:  schools,  kindergartens  and

others (Figure 7). 

The  export  feature  can  save  maps  with  new  data  as

picture format files. This feature can be used in future data

analysis.

Measure and distance options can be used to measure the

distances and also can measure the size of the focused area.

Figure 7.  Application Popup

The  application  provides  connection  to  the  current

weather forecast via openweather with detailed information

about  the  current  or  future  weather  conditions.  It  is

connected to EFAS emergency management service which

provide extra satellite data about current conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

GIS raster layers of flood inundation zones and depths, as

well  as  tables  of  simulated  dam  break  characteristics  for

Geghi  Reservoir  and  Geghanoush  TSF  Dams  were

developed for three failure scenarios: full failure, half failure

and 10% failure. Maximum depth of the flooding, maximum

absolute  altitude,  flooding  time,  maximum flow discharge

and  velocity  in  given  cross-section  and  other  parameters

were calculated.  Based on the analysis and discussions of

these  results  open  source  web-GIS  visualization  tool  has

been developed and implemented for testing the areas of the

research work.
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Abstract—This work presents organization, architecture and 

synthesis as well as analysis of the reconfigurable heterogeneous 

parallel processing system. Reconfiguration takes place on two 

levels of the connection network: physical and logical. For its 

implementation, passive multi-channel optical networks were 

used. Due to its dynamic nature, the system is designed to handle 

computational and communication load of an explosive nature 

and is addressed in the first place to the production sphere of 

economy. The dynamically combined connection network not 

only prevents traffic bursts, but also based on the physical and 

logical circuit commutation gives the possibility of adapting to 

the existing traffic pattern. Although the described solution is 

addressed to the optical transmission environment, its effective 

functioning in the Ethernet networks with circuit switching and 

partly in wireless networks has been confirmed empirically. The 

theoretical foundations were verified in the design and 

construction of a reconfigurable super-microcomputer and the 

intelligent system detection of attacks addressed to industrial 

Internet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE progressive globalization of information systems and 

dynamic development of data transmission techniques 

have resulted in significant changes in the use of information 

systems and parallel computing. While earlier systems and 

parallel processing were the domain of scientific centers, they 

are now also widely used in industry and management. It is 

difficult to talk about any comparison of computer used in 

science and industry; however, they share a common feature: 

the parallelization of the computational process, which is 

implemented on many devices. 

The performance of a parallel computer system is primarily 

determined by the performance of its components: 

computational elements and connections between them. 

Theoretically, the communication subsystem has less impact 

on the performance, but in practice it determines the size of 

entire system and thus its final efficiency. Computational 

efficiency, also referred as its performance, is a quantitative 

feature of the speed at which specific operations are 

performed. In turn, the most important parameter of the 

communication subsystem is its bandwidth defining the 

number of information units sent over time unit. 

In the book [1] considered to be classical, the mathematical 

and methodological basis for estimating the above parameters 

has been comprehensively presented. Similar considerations 

for computer systems, networks and cloud computing can be 

found in [2]-[5]. This subject can be found in the latest 

publications in conference materials and magazines. They 

focus on determining power in heterogeneous systems, 

including IoT [6]-[8]. Solutions of this type are used in 

computations in the area of basic research, nuclear physics, 

medicine, and so on. 

Assigning to all computer systems a statement known from 

the literature, that the only criterion for their evaluation is 

computational efficiency they offer, is inappropriate [9]. In 

supercomputers and clouds, the maximum efficiency is 

indeed an important factor of the entire solution [10], [11]. In 

other classes of systems, other properties may be desirable. 

For example, in management systems, information gathering, 

industrial IT, control systems, power and bandwidth should 

correspond to the actual demand and other characteristics or 

parameters are particularly desirable. The following 

statements can be distinguished: 

a. In industrial IT crucial system properties change over 

time, including efficiency, bandwidth, availability, 

latency, etc.; 

b. The effectiveness of inter-communication depends on 

the relationship between topology and supported 

traffic pattern, which is not constant and can change 

dynamically over time; 

c. The size of computations made, and the volume of data 

transferred per time unit vary and may temporarily 

have a bursty character that can cause system’s 

malfunctions; 

d. In the system exist temporarily underloaded units that 

can participate in computations within any part of the 

system and tasks being solved. 

From an economic point of view, the solution to the 

problem of insufficient resources cannot be handled by their 

redundancy as it generates significant costs both at the 

construction and operation stage. Most likely, these resources 

would be never used in satisfactory manner [9], [12]. 

In this work, the problems of insufficiency and redundancy 

of resources are solved by self-adjusting communication 

network based on multi-channeling, grouping and 

hierarchization. It is assumed that parameters and 
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characteristics of the communication network are most 

important properties of entire computer system. 

In the classification of the topology optimization methods 

presented in [13] among reconfigurable networks, there are 

demand-aware networks in which the adaptation to the load 

can be static or dynamic. In the first case, the topology is 

immutable while in the second one is reconfigurable. 

Reconfigurable networks are also called self-adjusting. 

Additionally, it can be noted that although reconfigurable 

architectures represent an interesting development paradigm, 

there are currently no analytical tools to study their potential 

[13]. 

The concept of distributed passive commutation developed 

in this work was proposed in [14] and the organization of 

experiments conducted is described and justified in [15]. The 

main goal is to present research on creating a budget 

reconfigurable heterogeneous system intended for the 

industry. 

The paper starts with section 2, where main idea of the 

virtual multi-bus connection system and fundamental 

assumptions are presented. This section ends with 

classification of the communication efficiency improvement 

methods and the design task definition. 

In section 3, a description of the design tasks is described 

and the methodology for designing a parallel processing 

system based on the virtual multi-bus connection system is 

provided. Three independent optimization criteria were 

considered: reliability, efficiency (computational and 

communication) and latency. For each, an appropriate 

algorithm were developed. 

The paper ends with description of simulation tests 

performed, conclusions and further research goals. 

II. PRELIMINARY ARRANGEMENTS 

A. Bus Systems and Their Representation 

Let’s assume that a parallel computer system with bus 

communication is a combination of two types of equal 

objects: computational nodes 𝑁𝑁 and buses 𝐵𝐵. A node can be 

incidental with any number of buses. A network composed of 𝑛𝑛 nodes and 𝑚𝑚 buses is usually denoted as [𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚] and 

describes an incident matrix 𝐼𝐼 = �𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� of size 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑚𝑚. The 

element 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐼 is equal to 1 if the node 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛 is 

incidental with bus 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 = 1, … ,𝑚𝑚, otherwise 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0. By the 

definition of incident matrix, bus networks do not allow loops 

for both buses and nodes. Therefore, if there are multiple 

connections between any two elements in the system (i.e. the 

selected node will be integrated with the selected bus by 

means of several connections), the traditional method of bus 

denotation cannot be used. 

If the number of buses incident with 𝑖𝑖-th node is designated 

as 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤, 𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛 (node degree) and the number of nodes 

incident with 𝑗𝑗-th bus as 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 (bus degree), then for any bus 

network [𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚] there is relationship between the total degree 

of nodes and buses: 

 
= =

= =∑ ∑
1 0

n m
w m

i j

i j

s s s . (1) 

Expression (1) is the basis of network synthesis method 

developed by authors with single connections presented 

among others in [16], [17]. In contrast to the network with 

direct connections, for the bus network [𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚] with incidence 

matrix 𝑀𝑀, there is always a network with a transposed 

incidence matrix 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇. 

Bus networks are structurally equivalent to hypergraphs. 

They are used to analyze bipartite graphs [18]. The number of 

nodes in 𝑋𝑋0 and 𝑋𝑋1 parts of bipartite graph is equal to 𝑛𝑛 and 𝑚𝑚, respectively. Its edges are local connections 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝,𝑞𝑞 where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞 

– the number of computational node and the bus respectively, 

whose purpose is to connect the computing node with the bus. 

This is, in fact, a description of the PBL neighborhood graph 

(Processor-Bus-Link). 

The PBL graph 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉,𝐵𝐵, 𝐿𝐿) containing |𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺| = 𝑛𝑛 nodes, 

|𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺| = 𝑚𝑚 buses and 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺 link set is the bipartite graph 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 

which can be described by following pair: �𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ,𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃� and 𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∪ 𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, where 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺 and 𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺. Connections in graph 𝐺𝐺 between buses and 

nodes are represented by 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. The nodes 𝑣𝑣𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝑖𝑖 
are connected by the edge 𝑙𝑙𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝑘𝑘 if and only if in the source 

bus system, the bus 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 is connected to the node 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 with link 𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘. Such a representation of the bus system is shown in Fig. 1. 

v1 v2 v3 v4

b1 b2 b3 b4

l1

l5
l9

 

Fig. 1. The general form of multi-bus system 

To describe graph in simulation programs a neighborhood 

matrix with a block structure was used: 

 
 

=  
 

,

,

0

0

n n

T

m m

W
A

W
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where 𝐴𝐴 – matrix with size 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑚𝑚, 0𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛, 0𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚 – zero 

matrices with size 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑛𝑛 and 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑚𝑚 respectively. When 

storing in computer’s memory, these elements are omitted and 

all information about the graph is contained in the sub-matrix 𝑊𝑊, sometimes called bi-neighborhood matrix. For a bipartite 

graph 𝐺𝐺 with parts 𝑉𝑉 = {𝑣𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑣𝑛𝑛} and 𝐵𝐵 = {𝑏𝑏1, … , 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚} the 

bi-neighborhood matrix 𝑊𝑊 is a binary matrix of size 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑚𝑚 

where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 = 1 if and only if �𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖� ∈ 𝐿𝐿 [19]. 

The designed parallel processing system is heterogeneous, 

consists of server units with relatively large computing power, 

and dynamically connected low-efficient Raspberry, Arduino 

or similar units. Therefore, for the mathematical description 

of the system tripartite graph was used, whose components 
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are servers 𝑆𝑆, support servers 𝐾𝐾 and buses 𝐵𝐵. It was presented 

on Fig. 2. 

s1 s2 sm

k1 k2 km

B ( ),G V E≡ =

 

Fig. 2. Multi-bus system presented as tripartite graph 

The denotation of tripartite graph in the matrix form was 

proposed in [18], [20]. Their representation is reduced to a 

diagonal graph, then presented as a subgraph of an upper 

graph which is, in fact, an algebraic graph. 

As an alternative method for describing the bus network 

topology, graph algebra was developed for this purpose [20]. 

Let sets 𝑆𝑆 = {𝑠𝑠1, 𝑠𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟}, 𝐵𝐵 = {𝐵𝐵1,𝐵𝐵2, … ,𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚}, 𝐾𝐾 =

{𝑘𝑘1,𝑘𝑘2, … , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛} describe sets of primary servers, referred to as 

servers, buses and support servers, respectively. Informally, 

connections between elements can be described using 

following rules: 

1. The recipient prefers the selected service provider. 

Preferences are not permanent and can be changed 

without restrictions during the work of Multi-bus 

Reconfigurable Computer System; 

2. Connection between service recipients and service 

providers is performed by means of logical bus 

channel. 

The formalization of this process takes place in the 

following way. Let’s define a threefold relation 𝑃𝑃 ⊆𝐾𝐾 × 𝑆𝑆 × 𝐵𝐵 on sets 𝐾𝐾, 𝑆𝑆,𝐵𝐵: (𝑘𝑘, 𝑠𝑠, 𝑏𝑏) ∈ 𝑃𝑃 ⇔ 𝑘𝑘 prefers the 

service provider and these preferences are carried out using 

bus 𝑏𝑏 (𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑆, 𝑏𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝐵). Relation 𝑃𝑃 induces two relations 

of equivalence 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑅𝑅− on sets 𝐾𝐾 and 𝐵𝐵 respectively: 

 ( ) ( )⇔ ∈ =, ', ' , , ", " i ' "
i j i j
k Rk k s B k s B P s s , (3) 

 
( ) ( ) ( )⇔ ∈
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Informally, the relations 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑅𝑅− mean that the supporting 

servers 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 and 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 prefer the same server and joining it is 

carried out using the 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 buses. Connecting the selected 

server to the supporting server is performed by means of one 

and the same bus, i.e. 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 ⇒ 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 = 𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙, 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 = 1, …𝑛𝑛, 𝑡𝑡, 𝑙𝑙 =

1, … ,𝑚𝑚 and 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 ⇒ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖. The model in the form of 

finite algebra of undirected connected graph can be described 

as: 
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 (5) 

Due to the alternation of connection operations and 

mutually unambiguous connection, it can be noticed that 

service providers and buses are equal and can be 

interchanged. The graphical representation of the 

organization described by expression (5) is shown in the form 

of tripartite graph in Fig. 2. The element ensuring its 

consistency is bus set 𝐵𝐵. 

B. Organization of the Multi-bus System 

The organization of a parallel reconfigurable computing 

system with multi-bus connections is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The basic organization of parallel reconfigurable computing 

system: BCU – bus control unit. 

Each of the computing nodes has been equipped with at 

least one fixed and one adjustable single-channel 

communication interface. If it is possible, the parameters of 

each fixed channels are unique in the whole organization, not 

limiting to setting up networks of any connection architecture. 

Deviation from the above rule is the management channel 

which all computational nodes are connected to. This channel 

always uses broadcast transmission and is intended only for 

sending information on the configuration of adjustable 

transceiver devices. 

In the design of the connection system following 

assumptions were made: 

1. The purpose of using multi-channel connections is to 

minimize the complexity of the design, construction 

and operation of computer systems using a set of 

processing elements. Instead of direct connections 

(which ale complex in design), broadcasting logical 

channels are used defining the architecture which is 
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relatively simple. In addition, multi-channeling should 

ensure maximum efficiency of using the bandwidth 

available in the physical transmission channel. 

Communication channels can work not only in the 

broadcast mode, but also two-point connections are 

possible. The only channel connected to all nodes and 

working only in broadcast mode is management 

channel. Depending on the acceptable construction 

and operating costs, it can be made in physical or 

logical form; 

2. The bus channel can be built in the form of an active 

electronic or passive optical system. The use of all 

possibilities offered by the proposed architecture is 

possible in the second case. The proposed architecture, 

to a limited extent, can be made based on classic 

network switches equipped with a circuit switching. If 

it is acceptable to build a network with group 

broadcasting, the functional scope of the prototype 

increases. In the electrical implementation of the 

architecture, the management channel is redundant, 

because its role is fulfilled by the control systems of a 

switch. Part of the system’s functions with proposed 

architecture can also be reconstructed based on 

wireless networks; 

3. Each server is equipped with one fixed channel 

transceiver and several adjustable devices working 

with any channel available in the system. The greater 

the number of interfaces, the system capabilities are 

wider. The disadvantage of the tunable devices is the 

relatively long retuning time, as well as the higher 

purchase cost (theoretically). In turn, the use of fixed 

interfaces limits the possibilities of reconfiguration; 

4. Logical channels are build based on the resources of 

physical communication channels. Physical channels 

use bus or star topology. The transmission in physical 

channel has a passive directed character. A broadcast 

transmission mode is used in the logical channel; 

5. Reconfiguration consists in tuning the transceiver 

devices to work with another logical channel. This 

process is initiated by BCU and implemented by 

means of broadcast control bus; 

6. BCU managing node, based on information flow and 

node load, designs in real time a new architecture of 

links and sends information about it to every 

computational node. Since each of the elements must 

be permanently connected to the management node, 

the use of fixed transceiver device is preferable; 

7. Each node performs tuning operation on its transceiver 

interfaces, thus creating a new connection network. 

The condition for connecting the processing node to 

any other node or group of them is to work with the 

same logical channel available within the same 

physical channel; 

8. In the presented architecture it is assumed that channel 

splitters (couplers) are passive devices. Further 

functionalities of the system expanding the scope of its 

reconfiguration can be obtained by using active 

devices. Their functionality has been proposed by the 

authors, among others in [14], [15]. In particular, it is 

interesting to divide logical buses into fragments, as 

has been used for physical ones. 

From the point of view of computer systems theory, 

reconfigurable bus systems should be classified into a group 

of reconfigurable multi-machine systems with tight or loose 

(more often) connections. Systems with tight connections will 

be called those in which transceiver elements will use the 

same type of logical channel. On the other hand, in the 

systems with loose connections transceiver components of the 

computational node are completely independent of each 

other. Theoretically, when designing a system both tight and 

loose connections can be used. In the analyzed solutions, in 

order to minimize costs, mainly organizations with a single 

connection of a computing element with a logical bus are 

used. In addition, transceiver devices should work with one 

type of logical channel. Otherwise, the bus input and output 

channels would be separated, and computational elements 

would be used for communication between nodes. Therefore, 

in the analyzed system it is recommended to use tight 

connections. 

If the computational node is connected to the logical bus 

via several transceiver elements, there is a theoretical 

possibility of splitting the transmitter and signal receiver, and 

thus creating systems with loose connections. The above 

hypothesis, however, rises some doubts. First, the logical bus 

must use the same channel along its entire length. Secondly, 

connecting the processing node to the logical bus via several 

transceiver devices is only appropriate if the system is more 

resistant to failures. Thus, from the point of view of system 

definition with loose and tight connections, the analyzed 

systems are characterized by tight connections. Single, 

multiple and partial connections of computational element 

(service provider or recipient) with a logical bus is 

schematically shown in Fig. 4. 

a. b. 

S

b1 b2
 

S

b1 b2 b3 b4
 

c. 

S1

b1 b2 b3 b4

S2 S3

 

Fig. 4. Node connections to the virtual bus: a. Multiple (double) 

complete; b. Single complete; c. Partial 

Let’s consider the condition of the computer system’s 

readiness with equivalent nodes. Let 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 specify the total 

number of processing nodes used in the system and 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 
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– the minimum number of nodes necessary to implement all 

its functionalities and 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – number of correctly working 

nodes in the system. Then, the condition of readiness has the 

form: 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. In addition, it is necessary to operate 

a communication subsystem that ensures interoperability of at 

least 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 processing nodes. For systems with a server and 

supporting server, the following designations are used: 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘 

– the total number of supporting server; 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 – total number of 

servers, 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – the minimum number of servers necessary to 

implement the systems functionality; 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – the minimum 

number of supporting servers necessary to implement the 

systems functionality; 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 – the number of correctly working 

supporting servers; 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 – the number of correctly working 

supporting servers. The readiness condition can be written as: 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 and 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 > 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. In addition, the 

correctness of the communication subsystem ensuring 

interoperability of no less than 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 service provides and 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 service recipients should be guaranteed. 

In this research, servers were usually desktop units with 

extensive configuration. As the supporting server, the most 

commonly used are self-made network traffic analyzers. 

C. Classification of the multi-bus systems 

In traditional bus networks, the communication network is 

single-channel and each of the system’s element is connected 

to it only once. In the case of multi-channel buses, user is 

usually connected only to a specific channel. An exception to 

this rule is switchable optical networks in WDM technology, 

whose implementation costs exclude the possibility of their 

use in non-telecommunication applications. 

Reconfigurable multi-bus parallel systems have several 

elements to effectively adapt to the demand for computational 

efficiency and bandwidth. As the first one should be 

mentioned the possibility to equip both types of computing 

nodes with a variable number of transceiver elements. This 

allows one or more times to connect any bus or a set of buses. 

Secondly, the use of transceiver devices tuning to a specific 

channel provides dynamic changes in connections and 

grouping of supporting servers around primary servers. The 

groups being build (node clusters) have their own 

communication environment and can be isolated from 

external interference. For example, a separate group can be 

created by users using services insensitive to latency, another 

generating low traffic, yet another characterized by bursty 

traffic. Thirdly, the buses are also grouped (clustered). In this 

way, not only the computational efficiency, but also 

bandwidth of communication channels can scale. The most 

useful is mixed grouping, where computational nodes and 

communication channels are simultaneously grouped. 

Fourthly, the multiplicity of node interfaces allows the use of 

folded buses (single, double or triple) ensuring better usage of 

the bus. Another method consists in the hierarchization of 

logical channels where channels are combined into groups 

that support different sets of servers. It is also possible to 

divide overloaded buses into smaller parts. 

Thanks to the diversity of the proposed methods, the 

architecture of connections can be adapted to the traffic 

patterns and communication requirements. Because in optical 

systems the change in the wavelength used by transceiver 

element takes milliseconds, the adaptation of the connection 

architecture to current requirements can be dynamic and 

carried out in real time. 

The classification of bus interconnection architecture is 

shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.Classification of multi-bus architectures 

D. Definition of the project task 

For a multi-bus communication system, a connection 

architecture should be designed to ensure a. Maximization of 

reliability; b. maximization of computational efficiency; c. 

minimization of latency while ensuring the minimum 

(maximum) level of other system characteristics. 

Many parameters affect the design process to a greater or 

lesser extent. The first of them is the generalized construction 

cost [18], [21]. It is assumed that the generalized costs of 

constructing the system will be proportional to the number of 

informational inputs. In a given case, the parameter is the 

summary logical degree 𝑆𝑆Σ𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 of all physical (processing) 

nodes connected to the logical buses used. From a technical 

point of view 𝑆𝑆Σ𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 is the total number of transceiver devices 

used in the nodes of service providers and system users. If the 

analyzed architecture is based on expensive tunable devices, 

the value 𝑆𝑆Σ𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 determines costs of the system. If an 

optimization design procedure is performed, the generalized 

costs will be one of the optimization criteria. 

The second important parameter is the communication 

channel’s load. In a special case, the system may use two-

point communication channels with one server and one 

supporting server. This case, however, should be regarded as 

unique. In fact, a set of units of both types will be added to 

the logical bus, whose efficiency will determine the bus load. 

The parameter of a system using logical buses is branching 

factor 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖. The branching factor of the 𝑖𝑖-th bus is defined as 

a sum of transceiver devices in which the processing nodes 

connected to the common logical bus are equipped. From the 

point of view of load minimization, it is advantageous to use 

only single connections (see Fig. 4). In this case, the 

branching factor 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 of the 𝑖𝑖-th logical bus depends only on 

the number of processing nodes connected to it. 
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If all the processing nodes load the transmission channel 

identically, the 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 factor determines the level of logical bus 

occupancy. The value 𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 manifests a key influence on the 

bus channel efficiency, i.e. it determines the size of coupling-

splitting physical communication channels. In the presented 

organization, the processing elements are connected with 

each other by means of a set of logical buses functioning in 

one or a set of physical buses. 

Connection of the computational element to a specific 

logical bus is done by setting the parameters of transceiver 

device. Therefore, from the point of view of performance and 

bandwidth analysis, parameters related with their 

reconfiguration time are important. Further, the symbol 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 

indicates the time of setting the transceiver element, i.e. the 

required time to adapt to the indicated logical channel after 

processing node is started. In turn, 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 will mean the 

transceiver’s device tuning time, i.e. the time required to 

adapt to specific logical channel. It can be assumed that for 

the analyzed system with tight connections, the setting and 

tuning times are identical, i.e. 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 = 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝. In a system using 

tunable transceiver devices, a situation may arise when the 

currently tuned device should stop the logical channel change 

and adapt to another channel. As 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 the time necessary to stop 

the tuning process and start to work with another channel will 

be marked. It is assumed that 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝. If 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = 0, the stopping 

of tuning process is immediate. 

Another important parameter of the computational system, 

especially for industrial application, is its reliability. The 

research used the reliability model developed by the authors 

assuming the equivalence of processing nodes and the 

interrelationship between physical and logical components of 

the connection network [15], [18], [22]. 

III. DESIGN PROCESS OF MULTI-BUS ARCHITECTURE 

A. The Idea of Methodology 

Numerous algorithms for designing computational system 

with multi-channel bus connections are known from the 

literature. Most of them focus on ensuring a certain level of 

performance. From the point of view of connection system, 

these algorithms are aimed at creating an architecture with a 

specific level of performance or latency occurring between 

computational elements considering the condition of non-

transferability of given costs. 

In contrast, the proposed methodology additionally takes 

into account the level of reliability of computational system. 

First, it allows to create computing systems with connections 

characterized by maximum reliability and minimum 

acceptable communication efficiency and maximum 

communication delay. Secondly, it ensures the load balancing 

in bus channels. 

Considering the requirements for ensuring minimum 

acceptable value of bandwidth and reliability as well as the 

maximum acceptable construction costs and latency, three 

design tasks can be defined. 

B. Task 1: Maximization of reliability 

Determine the minimum number 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 of communication 

channels and the method of connecting computing nodes to 

them, which ensure the maximum level of reliability with a 

limited total cost of technical devices, minimum acceptable 

efficiency 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 and transmission time t. 

Task 1 can be defined as construction of a maximum 

reliable computing system, which can be written as an 

optimization task: 

 ( )→max
B

R K  (6) 

for the following restrictions: 

 ( ) ≤B max
t K t , ( ) ≥ min

C B C
D K D , ( )Σ ≤

B max
U K U  

where: 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – the maximum acceptable value of latency 

between any pair of computational nodes; 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – minimal 

acceptable computational efficiency of the system; 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

– maximum acceptable cost of technical devices. 

The task described in (6) should be solved using procedure 

consisting of three basic steps. To achieve the goal, those 

steps should be described in the following form: 

 →( , ) maxmin

B B
R K K  

for the following restrictions: 

 ≤ ≤1 min

B B
K K , ( ) ≤,min

B B max
t K K t ,  

 ( ) ≥,min min

C B B C
D K K D , ( )Σ ≤,min

B B max
U K K U  

where: 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – minimum number of fully operational 

buses, which ensures the maximum acceptable latency 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

and efficiency 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. Next, each step will be described. 

Step 1. Create the basic system configuration composed of 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 buses. The sequence of actions performed within a 

given step is shown in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1. The first step of designing reliable 

connection system 

input: 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

for 𝑙𝑙 ← 1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

    if �𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙) ≥ 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ∧ 𝑡𝑡(𝑙𝑙) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� 
        if (𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) 

            return 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 
        else 

            return 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 

        end if 

end for 

return ∅ 

 

Afterwards, configurations are created containing 𝑙𝑙 =

1,2, … ,𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 channels, where 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – maximum acceptable 

number of channels based on technical and economic criteria. 

Then, using the methods proposed in [13], [15], their 

performance and latency are evaluated. If 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 > 1. Then, it 

is assumed that the communication environment is 

functioning in the load sharing mode between all 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

channels. 
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First, complete connections are analyzed in which the 

number of channels 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 > 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. If any configuration with 

complete connections that meet all the restrictions cannot be 

found, architectures with partial connections are created and 

examined �𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 < 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛�. The searching process ends, when 

the first configuration that meets the restrictions is found (i.e. 

with the minimal number of channels 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛). 

Step 2. Improve the reliability of the connection system by 

introducing additional transceiver elements and verify 

restrictions on the total cost of the system. The sequence of 

actions performed at given step is shown in Algorithm 2. 

Step 3. Evaluate computational efficiency and latency as 

well as the reliability of the synthesized system. If these 

requirements are not met, the design process is repeated using 

modified inter-node connections classified in Fig. 5. 

 

Algorithm 2. The second step of designing reliable 

connection system 

input: 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

for 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 ← 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

    if (𝑈𝑈Σ(𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃) ≤ 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

        return 1 

    end if 

end for 

return 0 

C. Task 2: Maximizing system efficiency 

Determine the minimum number of 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 channels and the 

method of connecting computing nodes to them, ensuring 

maximum computational efficiency 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶. 

Task 2 can be defined as the task of building computing 

system with maximum performance. The relevant 

optimization task has the following form: 

 ( )→, maxmin

C B B
D K K  

for the following restrictions: 

 ≤ ≤1 min

B B
K K , ( ) ≤,min

B B max
t K K t , 

 ( ) ≥,min

B B min
R K K R , ( )Σ ≤,min

B B max
U K K U  

where 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – minimal acceptable reliability of the 

computing system. The solution of this project task is carried 

out in three steps. 

Step 1. Design an architecture with complete connections 

that meets the requirements regarding costs and reliability. 

The maximum computational efficiency is characterized by 

the architecture in which all the transceiver elements are used. 

In particular, the system should meet the following condition: 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 = 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. However, because all buses are used, such 

architecture is also the most unreliable. Therefore, at the 

beginning the architecture with maximum number of 

channels from the range 1 ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 is sought. The cost 

limit 𝑈𝑈Σ�𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛,𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃� should be met. 

Further, the configurations with the minimal number of 

buses 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 from the range 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 − 1,𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 − 2, … ,1 are gradually 

determined. Reliability is calculated for each of them. The 

searching procedure is continued until a configuration 

meeting the reliability condition is found. Among them, one 

is selected, and it should satisfy all other requirements. This 

step of design procedure is shown as Algorithm 3. If all the 

requirements are met, optimal number of buses 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 and 

maximum value of efficiency 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are returned. Otherwise 

(i.e. 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = 0), appropriate connection system does not exist. 

 

Algorithm 3. The first step of designing 

computationally efficient system 

input: 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

for 𝑙𝑙 ← 0 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

    if (𝑈𝑈Σ(𝑙𝑙) ≤ 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

        exit for 

    end if 

end for 

if (𝑙𝑙 > 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) 

    return ∅ 

end if 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ← 0, 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 ← 0 

for 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 ← 𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 1 

    if (𝑅𝑅(𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃) ≥ 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ∧ 𝑡𝑡(𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)  

        if (𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶(𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃) > 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

            𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ← 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶(𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃) 

            𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 ← 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 

        end if 

    end if 

end for 

return �𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� 
 

Step 2. A configuration with complete connections is 

required. It should meet the requirements for total costs 𝑈𝑈Σ 

and reliability 𝑅𝑅. Note that the architecture with partial 

connections (𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 > 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) is usually unacceptable due to the 

construction cost. Therefore, determining architecture with 

partial connections ensuring redundancy of transceiver 

devices is possible only if the architecture with complete 

connections (𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) satisfies cost limit. The basis for 

further considerations is the fact that the architecture with 

partial connections with 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 = ⌈3𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛/2⌉ is characterized by 

maximum performance and cost as well as minimal latency 

and reliability. Therefore, for the implementation of 

configurations that meet the cost and reliability constraints, 

structures are created sequentially for which number of 

channels 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 is respectively equal to: ⌈3𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛/2⌉, ⌈3𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛/2⌉ −
1, … ,𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 + 1. For each variant, the cost and reliability are 

determined. The given process is continued until the 

configuration is defined meeting both criteria at the same 

time. This step is described as Algorithm 4. According to 

algorithm, system can consist of complete or partial 

connections. In the case, when requirements cannot be met, 

construction of the system is impossible. 
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Algorithm 4. The second step of designing 

computationally efficient system 

input: 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛, 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

for 𝑙𝑙 ← 1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

    if (𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) 

        if �𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙) ≥ 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ∧ 𝑡𝑡(𝑙𝑙) ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� 
            for 𝑘𝑘 ← ⌈3𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛/2⌉ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 

                if (𝑈𝑈Σ(𝑙𝑙) ≤ 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∧ 𝑅𝑅(𝑙𝑙) ≥ 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛) 

                    return 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 
                end if 

            end for 

            exit for 

        end if 

    else 

        return 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 
    end if 

end for 

return ∅ 

D. Task 3: Minimization of latency 

Specify the minimum number of 𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 buses and the 

method of connecting computational nodes to them ensuring 

minimal latency with additional requirements: total cost 𝑈𝑈Σ of 

its technical devices, reliability 𝑅𝑅 and minimal computational 

efficiency 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶. 

Task 3 is essentially the task of building a computing 

system with a minimum communication delay. The 

optimization task can be written as: 

 ( )→, minmin

B B
t K K   

with following restrictions: 

 ≤ ≤1 min

B B
K K , ( ) ≥,min min

C B B C
D K K D , 

 ( ) ≥,min

B B min
R k K R , ( )Σ ≤,min

B B max
U K K U , 

where: 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 – minimum acceptable reliability of the 

computational system. 

Similar as in the previous one, task 3 is solved in three 

steps. The first one is based on searching for an architecture 

with complete connections, meeting cost and reliability 

constraints, characterized by minimal communication delay. 

The second is to search for an architecture with partial 

connections that meets above requirements while the third is 

to choose the architecture with highest efficiency. 

IV. SIMULATION TESTS 

The research was conducted in two independent areas. The 

first included theoretical studies based on models prepared 

and verified for this purpose. The super-microcomputer will 

be based on Raspberry devices connected via a multi-channel 

bus. For reconfiguration, transceiver devices with fixed 

channels were used and tuned in various configurations. The 

research has shown that it is possible to ensure a linear 

increase in the computing power of the system in a very wide 

range, depending only on the number of available logical 

buses and the possibility of their management by BCU. The 

studies simulated a parallel solution to classical tasks in the 

field of algebra, set theory and graph theory. For example, 

double reduction in solving time for a system of linear 

homogeneous Diophantine equations using the Contejean-

Devie algorithm occurred after addition of 4 additional 

support servers. Similar results were obtained for the Pottier 

and Demenjoud methods. Empirical verification of modelling 

results was not possible now. The research confirmed the 

author’s expectations regarding the flexibility of 

reconfiguration. For a dynamically changing assortment of 

short tasks, the computational efficiency obtained in parallel 

system (i.e. using support servers) was smaller than expected. 

For this reason, the simulations indicate a relatively long 

reconfiguration time using tunable transceiver devices. 

The second analyzed architecture is a real commercial IT 

system designed to detect attacks on availability in a 

heterogeneous system containing both classic PC computers 

as well as tablets and smartphones. The research was 

conducted in Dominet corporation and has shown that in the 

case of an attack or the occurrence of bursty traffic, remote 

Raspberry modules, thanks to flexibility of connection 

system, can effectively perform both of their functions: a 

network traffic analyzer and an additional computational 

element. Threat detection was performed using among others 

AI and graph theory. Research has also shown that supporting 

servers are required only at the learning stage of neural 

network. Other system tasks are performed within an 

acceptable time. It was also found that adding less than 5-6 

servers to the system is pointless. When solving learning tasks 

and searching for a perfect match in a n-partite graph, 

saturation of 1Gb communication channels followed the 

inclusion of a dozen or more support servers. The results of 

the experiments showed that the usefulness of the electrical 

system implementation to solve typical computational tasks 

requiring parallelism is satisfactory, but worse than the 

possibilities offered by optical solutions. Available 

reconfiguration options are small in relation to the optical 

environment. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The approach presented in this work was used to create a 

methodology for designing multi-channel bus connections 

addressed to the communication service of heterogeneous 

distributed system. In contrast to existing methodologies [23], 

which focus on ensuring a certain level of bandwidth in entire 

computational system omitting reliability parameters, the 

proposed methodology allows to determine the architecture of 

connections characterized by: 

a. maximum reliability with minimum acceptable 

efficiency and maximum acceptable latency in the 

connection network; 

b. minimum latency with a minimum acceptable 

reliability and efficiency; 

c. maximum computational efficiency with a defined 

acceptable level of reliability and latency. 
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The maximum construction costs are limited for each of the 

solutions. The construction of a distributed system uses buses 

with complete and partial connections, both flat and 

hierarchical. 

Further research will focus on the formalization of the 

specific architecture selection from a set of acceptable 

solutions, considering the incompleteness of information 

necessary in decision-making process. For this purpose, the 

connection network will be presented in a form of n-partite 

hypergraph. The solution assessment will be multi-criteria. 

The set of them will be flexible and its selection will depend 

on the designer’s needs, in particular on the nature of future 

operation of the connection network. 

Based on hypergraph model, a set of 𝐴𝐴(𝑝𝑝) acceptable 

solutions will be considered. For each of them, the following 

quality indicators will be defined: 

1. The first optimization criterion applies to 

computational efficiency Φ1(𝑝𝑝) = max𝑚𝑚∈𝐴𝐴 min𝑒𝑒∈𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝜔𝜔(𝑝𝑝), 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 – a set of hypergraph edges belonging to the 

solution 𝑝𝑝. Maximized of minimum level of 

performance (computational or communication) of the 

system will be considered; 

2. The second optimization criterion applies to 

communication latency: Φ2(𝑝𝑝) = min∑ 𝜉𝜉(𝑝𝑝)𝑒𝑒∈𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎  

ensuring the search of the connection network with a 

minimum total latency. For systems with different 

importance, the value 𝜉𝜉(𝑝𝑝) of the expected latency 

change will be scaled to the node’s priority; 

3. The reliability criterion: Φ3(𝑝𝑝) = max∑ 𝜓𝜓(𝑝𝑝)𝑒𝑒∈𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 . 

As in the case of latency criterion Φ2, this criterion 

ensures the search for the network architecture with 

maximum total reliability. 

The possibilities of this method are not limited to the 

summation criterion in min or max form. To evaluate the 

quality of the final solution, any methods of convolution can 

be used, including methods that consider weights of 

individual subparameters. 

Partial criteria will be combined using the following 

function: Φ(𝑝𝑝) = �Φ1(𝑝𝑝),Φ2(𝑝𝑝),Φ3(𝑝𝑝)�. The multi-criteria 

objective function Φ(𝑝𝑝) determines in the set of acceptable 

solutions 𝐴𝐴 the Pareto set 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 containing Pareto solutions 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 

If two solutions 𝑝𝑝1,𝑝𝑝2 ∈ 𝐴𝐴 of the vector objective function Φ(𝑝𝑝) are equivalent, then from the set 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 a full set of 

alternatives will be extracted, which is, in fact, the maximum 

system of vector Pareto optimizations. 
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Abstract—A rooted labeled caterpillar (caterpillars, for short) is
a rooted labeled tree transformed to a rooted path after removing
all the leaves in it. In this paper, we design the algorithm to
compute the alignment distance between caterpillars in O(h2λ3)
time under the general cost function and in O(h2λ) time under
the unit cost function, where h is the maximum height and λ is
the maximum number of leaves in caterpillars.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPARING tree-structured data such as HTML and
XML data for web mining or RNA and glycan data for

bioinformatics is one of the important tasks for data mining.
The most famous distance measure [2] between rooted labeled
unordered trees (trees, for short) is the edit distance [10].
The edit distance is formulated as the minimum cost of edit
operations, consisting of a substitution, a deletion and an
insertion, applied to transform a tree to another tree. It is
known that the edit distance is always a metric and coincides
with the minimum cost of Tai mappings [10].

Unfortunately, the problem of computing the edit distance
between trees is MAX SNP-hard [15]. This statement also
holds even if trees are binary or the maximum height of trees
is at most 3 [1], [4].

A caterpillar (cf. [3]) is a tree transformed to a rooted path
after removing all the leaves in it. Whereas the caterpillars are
very restricted and simple, there are some cases containing
many caterpillars in real dataset, see Table I in Appendix.
Recently, Muraka et al. [8] have proposed the algorithm to
compute the edit distance between caterpillars in O(h2λ3)
time under the general cost function and in O(h2λ) time under
the unit cost function, where h is the maximum height and λ is
the maximum number of leaves in caterpillars1. They have also
introduced the efficient comparable distances to approximate
the edit distance between caterpillars [9].

An alignment distance is an alternative distance measure
between trees, introduced by Jiang et al. [5]. The alignment
distance between two trees is formulated as the minimum cost
of possible alignments (as trees) obtained by first inserting
nodes labeled with spaces into two trees so that the resulting
trees have the same structure and then overlaying them. In

∗The author would like to express thanks for support by Grant-in-Aid for
Scientific Research 17H00762, 16H02870 and 16H01743 from the Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan.

1This time complexity is different from the result in [8], because it contains
some errors. See Appendix.

operational, the alignment distance is regarded as an edit
distance such that every insertion precedes to deletions. Hence,
the alignment distance between trees is not always equal to the
edit distance and regarded as a variation of the edit distance.
Furthermore, Kuboyama [6] has shown that the alignment
distance coincides with the minimum cost of less-constrained
mappings [7], which is the restriction of the Tai mapping.

As same as the edit distance, the problem of computing the
alignment distance between trees is also MAX SNP-hard [5].
On the other hand, it is tractable if the degrees are bounded by
some constant [5]. Since a caterpillar is not a bounded-degree
tree, it is still open whether or not the problem of computing
the alignment distance is tractable,

In this paper, first we point out that there exists a pair of
caterpillars whose minimum cost less-constrained mapping is
not an isolated-subtree mapping and whose minimum cost
Tai mapping is not a less-constrained mapping. Then, we
can apply the algorithm of computing neither the isolated-
subtree distance or its variations [12], [13], [14], [16] nor the
edit distance [8] to compute the alignment distance between
caterpillars.

Next, we design the algorithm to compute the alignment
distance between caterpillars in O(h2λ3) time under the
general cost function and in O(h2λ) time under the unit cost
function. Here, it is necessary to adopt the edit distance for
multisets (cf., [9]) to compute the alignment distance between
sets of leaves. Furthermore, as same as the edit distance [8],
we point out the structural restriction of caterpillars provides
the limitation of tractable computing of the alignment distance
for unordered trees.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we prepare the notions necessary to discuss
the later sections.

A tree T is a connected graph (V,E) without cycles, where
V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. We denote V
and E by V (T ) and E(T ). The size of T is |V | and denoted
by |T |. We sometime denote v ∈ V (T ) by v ∈ T . We denote
an empty tree (∅, ∅) by ∅. A rooted tree is a tree with one
node r chosen as its root. We denote the root of a rooted tree
T by r(T ).

Let T be a rooted tree such that r = r(T ) and u, v, w ∈
T . We denote the unique path from r to v, that is, the tree
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(V ′, E′) such that V ′ = {v1, . . . , vk}, v1 = r, vk = v and
(vi, vi+1) ∈ E′ for every i (1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1), by UPr(v).

The parent of v(6= r), which we denote by par (v), is its
adjacent node on UPr(v) and the ancestors of v(6= r) are the
nodes on UPr(v)− {v}. We say that u is a child of v if v is
the parent of u and u is a descendant of v if v is an ancestor
of u. We denote the set of children of v by ch(v). We call
a node with no children a leaf and denote the set of all the
leaves in T by lv (T ).

The degree of v, denoted by d(v), is the number of children
of v, and the degree of T , denoted by d(T ), is max{d(v) |
v ∈ T }. The height of v, denoted by h(v), is max{|UPv(w)| |
w ∈ lv (T [v])}, and the height of T , denoted by h(T ), is
max{h(v) | v ∈ T }.

We use the ancestor orders < and ≤, that is, u < v if v is
an ancestor of u and u ≤ v if u < v or u = v. We say that w
is the least common ancestor of u and v, denoted by u ⊔ v,
if u ≤ w, v ≤ w and there exists no node w′ ∈ T such that
w′ ≤ w, u ≤ w′ and v ≤ w′. Let T be a rooted tree (V,E)
and v a node in T . A complete subtree of T at v, denoted
by T [v], is a rooted tree T ′ = (V ′, E′) such that r(T ′) = v,
V ′ = {u ∈ V | u ≤ v} and E′ = {(u,w) ∈ E | u,w ∈ V ′}.

We say that u is to the left of v in T if pre(u) ≤ pre(v)
for the preorder number pre in T and post(u) ≤ post(v)
for the postorder number post in T . We say that a rooted
tree is ordered if a left-to-right order among siblings is given;
unordered otherwise. We say that a rooted tree is labeled if
each node is assigned a symbol from a fixed finite alphabet Σ.
For a node v, we denote the label of v by l(v), and sometimes
identify v with l(v). In this paper, we call a rooted labeled
unordered tree a tree simply. Furthermore, we call a set of
trees a forest.

As the restricted form of trees, we introduce a rooted labeled
caterpillar (caterpillar, for short) as follows, which this paper
mainly deals with.

Definition 1 (Caterpillar (cf., [3])): We say that a tree is a
caterpillar if it is transformed to a rooted path after removing
all the leaves in it. For a caterpillar C, we call the remained
rooted path a backbone of C and denote it by bb(C).

It is obvious that r(C) = r(bb(C)) and V (C) = bb(C) ∪
lv(C) for a caterpillar C, that is, every node in a caterpillar
is either a leaf or an element of the backbone.

Next, we introduce an edit distance and a Tai mapping
between trees.

Definition 2 (Edit operations for trees [10]): The edit op-
erations of a tree T are defined as follows, see Figure 1.

1) Substitution: Change the label of the node v in T .
2) Deletion: Delete a node v in T with parent v′, making

the children of v become the children of v′. The children
are inserted in the place of v as a subset of the children
of v′. In particular, if v is the root in T , then the
result applying the deletion is a forest consisting of the
children of the root.

3) Insertion: The complement of deletion. Insert a node v
as a child of v′ in T making v the parent of a subset of
the children of v′.

Substitution (v 7→ w)

v 7→ w

Deletion (v 7→ ε)

v′

v
7→ v′

Insertion (ε 7→ v)

v′ 7→
v′

v

Fig. 1. Edit operations for trees.

Let ε 6∈ Σ denote a special blank symbol and define Σε =
Σ∪{ε}. Then, we represent each edit operation by (l1 7→ l2),
where (l1, l2) ∈ (Σε × Σε − {(ε, ε)}). The operation is a
substitution if l1 6= ε and l2 6= ε, a deletion if l2 = ε, and
an insertion if l1 = ε. For nodes v and w, we also denote
(l(v) 7→ l(w)) by (v 7→ w).

We define a cost function γ : (Σε×Σε \{(ε, ε)}) 7→ R+ on
pairs of labels. For (v, w) ∈ V (T1) × V (T2), we also denote
γ(l(v), l(w)) by γ(v, w) simply.

We often constrain a cost function γ to be a metric, that is,
γ(l1, l2) ≥ 0, γ(l1, l2) = 0 iff l1 = l2, γ(l1, l2) = γ(l2, l1)
and γ(l1, l3) ≤ γ(l1, l2) + γ(l2, l3). In particular, we call the
cost function that γ(l1, l2) = 1 if l1 6= l2 a unit cost function.

Definition 3 (Edit distance for trees [10]): For a cost func-
tion γ, the cost of an edit operation e = l1 7→ l2 is given by
γ(e) = γ(l1, l2). The cost of a sequence E = e1, . . . , ek of
edit operations is given by γ(E) =

∑k
i=1 γ(ei). Then, an edit

distance τTAI(T1, T2) between trees T1 and T2 is defined as
follows:

τTAI(T1, T2) = min



γ(E)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

E is a sequence
of edit operations
transforming T1 to T2



 .

Definition 4 (Tai mapping [10]): Let T1 and T2 be trees.
We say that a triple (M,T1, T2) is a Tai mapping (a mapping,
for short) from T1 to T2 if M ⊆ V (T1)×V (T2) and every pair
(v1, w1) and (v2, w2) in M satisfies the following conditions.

1) v1 = v2 iff w1 = w2 (one-to-one condition).
2) v1 ≤ v2 iff w1 ≤ w2 (ancestor condition).

We will use M instead of (M,T1, T2) when there is no
confusion denote it by M ∈MTAI(T1, T2).

Let M be a mapping from T1 to T2. Let IM and JM be
the sets of nodes in T1 and T2 but not in M , that is, IM =
{v ∈ T1 | (v, w) 6∈ M} and JM = {w ∈ T2 | (v, w) 6∈ M}.
Then, the cost γ(M) of M is given as follows.

γ(M) =
∑

(v,w)∈M

γ(v, w) +
∑

v∈IM

γ(v, ε) +
∑

w∈JM

γ(ε, w).
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Trees T1 and T2 are isomorphic, denoted by T1 ≡ T2, if
there exists a mapping M ∈ MTAI(T1, T2) such that IM =
JM = ∅ and γ(M) = 0.

Theorem 1 (Tai [10]): τTAI(T1, T2) = min{γ(M) | M ∈
MTAI(T1, T2)}.

III. ALIGNMENT DISTANCE

In this section, we introduce the alignment distance and
characterize it by using the variation of Tai mappings.

Definition 5 (Alignment [5]): Let T1 and T2 be trees. Then,
an alignment between T1 and T2 is a tree T obtained by the
following steps.

1) Insert new nodes labeled by ε into T1 and T2 so that the
resulting trees T ′

1 and T ′
2 are isomorphic with ignoring

labels and l(φ(v)) 6= ε whenever l(v) = ε for an
isomorphism φ from T ′

1 to T ′
2 and every node v ∈ T ′

1.
2) Set T to a tree T ′

1 obtained by relabeling a label l(v)
for every node v ∈ T ′

1 with (l(v), l(φ(v))). (Note that
(ε, ε) 6∈ T .)

Let A(T1, T2) denote the set of all possible alignments be-
tween trees T1 and T2.

For a cost function γ, the cost of an alignment T , denoted
by γ(T ), is the sum of the costs of all labels in T .

Definition 6 (Alignment distance [5]): Let T1 and T2 be
trees and γ a cost function. Then, an alignment distance
τALN(T1, T2) between T1 and T2 is defined as follows.

τALN(T1, T2) = min{γ(T ) | T ∈ A(T1, T2)}.
Also we call an alignment between T1 and T2 with the mini-
mum cost an optimal alignment and denote it by A∗(T1, T2).

The notion of the alignment can be easily extended to
forests. The only change is that it is now possible to insert a
node (as the root) of trees in the forest. We denote the set of all
possible alignments between forests F1 and F2 by A(F1, F2)
and an optimal alignment by A∗(F1, F2).

Example 1: For two caterpillars C1 and C2 illustrated in
Figure 2, A∗(C1, C2) is the optimal alignment between C1

and C2. Also, for two caterpillars C3 and C4 illustrated in
Figure 2,A∗(C3, C4) is the optimal alignment between C3 and
C4. Under the unit cost function, it holds that τALN(C1, C2) =
3 and τALN(C3, C4) = 3.

a

b b b

a

b

a

b b

a a

a; a

b; b

"; a

b; b b; b

"; a "; a

C1 C2 A∗(C1, C2)

b

a a

b



b

 

b

a

b; b

a;  a; 

b; b

; a

C3 C4 A∗(C3, C4)

Fig. 2. Two caterpillars C1, C2, C3 and C4 and the optimal alignments
A∗(C1, C2) and A∗(C1, C2). in Example 1.

Next, we introduce the variations of Tai mappings, including
the mapping characterizing the alignment distance.

Definition 7 (Variations of Tai mapping): Let T1 and T2 be
trees and M ∈ MTAI(T1, T2).

1) We say that M is a less-constrained mapping [7], de-
noted by M ∈MLESS(T1, T2), if M satisfies the follow-
ing condition for every (v1, w1), (v2, w2), (v3, w3) ∈M :

(v1 ⊔ v2 < v1 ⊔ v3) =⇒ (w2 ⊔ w3 = w1 ⊔ w3).
Also we define a less-constrained distance τLESS(T1, T2)
as the minimum cost of all the less-constrained map-
pings, that is:
τLESS(T1, T2) = min{γ(M) |M ∈MLESS(T1, T2)}.

2) We say that M is an isolated-subtree mapping [11]
(or a constrained mapping [14]), denoted by M ∈
MILST(T1, T2), if M satisfies the following condition
for every (v1, w1), (v2, w2), (v3, w3) ∈M :

(v3 < v1 ⊔ v2) ⇐⇒ (w3 < w1 ⊔w2).
Also we define an isolated-subtree distance τILST(T1, T2)
as the minimum cost of all the isolated-subtree map-
pings, that is:
τILST(T1, T2) = min{γ(M) |M ∈MILST(T1, T2)}.

Theorem 2: Let T1 and T2 be trees, where n =
max{|T1|, |T2|} and d = min{d(T1), d(T2)}.

1) It holds that τALN(T1, T2) = τLESS(T1, T2) [6]. Also it
holds that τTAI(T1, T2) ≤ τALN(T1, T2) ≤ τILST(T1, T2)
but the equations always do not hold (cf., [5], [6], [14]).

2) The problem of computing τTAI(T1, T2) is MAX SNP-
hard [15]. This statement holds even if both T1 and T2

are binary, the maximum height of T1 and T2 is at most
3 or the cost function is the unit cost function [1], [4].

3) The problem of computing τALN(T1, T2) is MAX SNP-
hard. On the other hand, if the degrees of T1 and T2

are bounded by some constants, then we can compute
τALN(T1, T2) in polynomial time with respect to n [5].

4) We can compute τILST(T1, T2) in O(n2d) time (cf., [12]).
Example 2: Consider two caterpillars C1 and C2 in Fig-

ure 2 in Example 1 and assume the unit cost function.
Then, M1 and M2 illustrated in Figure 3 are the mini-
mum cost mappings inMLESS(C1, C1)(=MTAI(C1, C2)) and
MILST(C1, C2). Here, it holds that M1 6∈ MILST(C1, C2).
Then, it holds that τTAI(C1, C2) = τALN(C1, C2) = 3 < 5 =
τILST(C1, C2).

a

b b b

a

b

a

b b

a a

a

b b b

a

b

a

b b

a a

M1 M2

Fig. 3. The minimum cost mappings M1 ∈ MLESS(C1, C2) and M2 ∈
MILST (C1, C2) in Example 2.

Example 3: Consider two caterpillars C3 and C4 in Fig-
ure 2 in Example 1 and assume the unit cost function.
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Then, M3 and M4 illustrated in Figure 4 are the minimum
cost mappings in MTAI(C3, C4) and MLESS(C3, C4). Here,
it holds that M3 6∈ MLESS(C3, C4). Hence, it holds that
τTAI(C3, C4) = 2 < 3 = τALN(C3, C4).

b

a a

b



b

 

b

a

b

a a

b



b

 

b

a

M3 M4

Fig. 4. The minimum cost mappings M3 ∈ MTAI(C3, C4) and M4 ∈
MLESS(C3, C4) in Example 3.

Example 2 shows that there exists a pair of caterpillars
whose minimum cost less-constrained mapping is not an
isolated-subtree mapping. Then, we cannot use the algorithm
to compute the isolated-subtree distance between caterpil-
lars [12], [13], [14], [16] to compute their alignment distance.
Also Example 3 shows that there exists a pair of caterpillars
whose minimum cost Tai mapping is not a less-constrained
mapping. Then, we cannot use the algorithm to compute
the edit distance between caterpillars [8] to compute their
alignment distance. Furthermore, it still remains open whether
or not Theorem 2.3 holds for caterpillars.

Hence, in the next section, we discuss the problem of
computing the alignment distance between caterpillars.

IV. THE ALGORITHM OF COMPUTING ALIGNMENT
DISTANCE BETWEEN CATERPILLARS

In this section, we design the algorithm to compute the
alignment distance τALN between caterpillars.

A. Edit distance for multisets

In order to compute the edit distance between the sets of
leaves, it is necessary to introduce an edit distance for multisets
on labels occurring in the set of leaves. Then, we prepare the
notions of the edit distance for multisets according to [9].

A multiset on an alphabet Σ is a mapping S : Σ→ N. For
a multiset S on Σ, we say that a ∈ Σ is an element of S if
S(a) > 0 and denote it by a ∈ S (like as a standard set). The
cardinality of S, denoted by |S|, is defined as

∑

a∈Σ

S(a).

Definition 8 (Edit operations for multisets): Let a, b ∈ Σ
such that S(a) > 0 and a 6= b. Then, a substitution (a 7→ b)
operates S(a) to S(a) − 1 and S(b) to S(b) + 1, a deletion
(a 7→ ε) operates S(a) to S(a) − 1 and an insertion (ε 7→ b)
operates S(b) to S(b) + 1.

Also we assume a cost function γ as in Section II.
Definition 9 (Edit distance for multisets): Let S1 and S2

be multisets on Σ and γ a cost function. Then, an edit distance
µ(S1, S2) between S1 and S2 is defined as follows.

µ(S1, S2) = min



γ(E)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

E is a sequence
of edit operations
transforming S1 to S2



 .

For multisets S1 and S2 on Σ, we define the difference
S1 \ S2 between S1 and S2 as a multiset satisfying that (S1 \
S2)(a) = max{S1(a)− S2(a), 0} for every a ∈ Σ.

Lemma 1 ([9]): Let Π1 be the set of all the injections from
S1 to S2 when |S1| ≤ |S2| and Π2 the set of all the injections
from S2 to S1 when |S1| > |S2|. Then, we can compute
µ(S1, S2) as follows:

µ(S1, S2) =





min
π∈Π1





∑

a∈S1

γ(a, π(a)) +
∑

b∈S2\π(S1)

γ(ε, b)



,

if |S1| ≤ |S2|,

min
π∈Π2





∑

b∈S2

γ(π(b), b) +
∑

a∈S1\π(S2)

γ(a, ε)



,

otherwise.
Furthermore, if we adopt the unit cost function, then we can

compute µ(S1, S2) as follows:
µ(S1, S2) = max{|S1 \ S2|, |S2 \ S1|}.

In this case, µ(S1, S2) coincides with a famous bag dis-
tance (cf., [2]) between multisets S1 and S2.

Lemma 2 ([9]): Let m = max{|S1|, |S2|}. Then, we can
compute µ(S1, S2) in O(m3) time under the general cost
function. If we adopt the unit cost function, then we can
compute µ(S1, S2) in O(m) time.

B. Recurrences

Let L be the set of leaves and C a non-leaf caterpillar. Then,
every forest obtained by deleting the root from a caterpillar is
one of the forms of {C}, L or L ∪ {C}. As same as [8], we
denote these forests by 〈∅ |C〉, 〈L |∅〉 and 〈L |C〉, respectively.
In particular, we denote an empty forest 〈∅ |∅〉 by Φ simply.

Let C[v] be a caterpillar with the root v, where L(v) denotes
a (possibly empty) set of leaves as the children of v and B(v)
denotes at most one caterpillar of the child v. Then, C[v] is
one of the forms in Figure 5. Furthermore, by deleting v from
C[v], we obtain one of the forests of 〈∅ |B(v)〉, 〈L(v) |∅〉 and
〈L(v) |B(v)〉, respectively.

v

C[v℄

B(v)

v

C[v℄

L(v)

v

C[v℄

L(v)

B(v)

Fig. 5. The representation of a caterpillar C[v].

Figure 6 illustrates the recurrences of computing the align-
ment distance τALN(C1[v], C2[w]) between two caterpillars
C1[v] and C2[w]. Here, we regard a set L of leaves as a multi-
set of labels on Σ occurring in L, which we denote by L̃. Also
δALN(〈L1 | B1〉, 〈L2 | B2〉) describes the alignment distance
between forests 〈L1 |B1〉 and 〈L2 |B2〉. Furthermore, assume
that the forest obtained by deleting v (resp., w) from C1[v]
(resp., C2[w]) is 〈L1(v) |B1(v)〉 (resp., 〈L2(w) |B2(w)〉).

Theorem 3: The recurrences in Figure 6 are correct to
compute the alignment distance τALN(C1[v], C2[w]) between
C1[v] and C2[w].
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τALN(∅, ∅) = 0. (T0)
τALN(C1[v], ∅) = γ(v, ε) + δALN(〈L1(v) |B1(v)〉,Φ). (T1)
τALN(∅, C2[w]) = γ(ε, w) + δALN(Φ, 〈L2(w) |B2(w)〉). (T2)

δALN(〈L1 |C1〉,Φ) =
∑

v∈L1

γ(v, ε) +
∑

v∈C1

γ(v, ε). (F1)

δALN(Φ, 〈L2 |C2〉) =
∑

w∈L2

γ(ε, w) +
∑

w∈C2

γ(ε, w). (F2)

δALN(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉) = µ(L̃1, L̃2). (F3)
(A) τALN(C1[v], C2[w])

= min





γ(v, w)
+ δALN(〈L1(v) |B1(v)〉, 〈L2(w) |B2(w)〉), (T3)

γ(v, ε) + τALN(B1(v), C2[w])
+ δALN(〈L1(v) |∅〉,Φ), (T4)

γ(ε, w) + τALN(C1[v], B2(w))
+ δALN(Φ, 〈L2(w) |∅〉) (T5)





.

(B) δALN(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |C2[w]〉)

= min





γ(ε, w)
+δALN(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 ∪ L2(w) |B2(w)〉), (F4)

min
v∈L1

{γ(v, w) + δALN(〈L1 \ {v}|∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉)}
+δALN(Φ, 〈L2(w) |B2(w)〉) (F5)





.

(C) δALN(〈L1 |C1[v]〉, 〈L2 |∅〉)

= min





γ(v, ε)
+δALN(〈L1 ∪ L1(v) |B1(v)〉, 〈L2 |∅〉), (F6)

min
w∈L2

{γ(v, w) + δALN(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 \ {w}|∅〉)}
+δALN(〈L1(v) |B1(v)〉,Φ) (F7)





.

(D) δALN(〈L1 |C1[v]〉, 〈L2 |C2[w]〉)
= δALN(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉) + τALN(C1[v], C2[w]). (F8)

Fig. 6. The recurrences of computing the alignment distance
τALN (C1[v], C2[w]) between C1[v] and C2[w].

Proof: The recurrences of (T0), (T1), (T2), (F1), (F2)
and (F3) are obvious.

First, consider the recurrences for τALN . Let T be the
optimal alignment (tree) A∗(C1[v], C2[w]). Then, for the label
in T , one of the following four cases holds.

1) (v, w) is a label in T .
2) (v, ε) and (v′, w) are labels in T .
3) (ε, w) and (v, w′) are labels in T .
4) (v, ε) and (ε, w) are labels in T .

It is not necessary to consider the case 4) because the
resulting alignment to delete the two nodes and then add (v, w)
as the new root, which is the case 1), has a smaller cost.

For the case 1), the root of T is (v, w). By the forms
of C1[v] and C2[w], it holds that τALN(C1[v], C2[w]) =
γ(v, w) + δALN(〈L1(v) | B1(v)〉, 〈L2(w) | B2(w)〉), which is
the recurrence (T3).

For the case 2), the root of T is (v, ε). By the form of C1[v],
since |B1(v)| ≥ 2, B1(v), not L1(v), contains the node v′ cor-
responding to w in C2[w]. Then, T contains a label (v′′, ε) for
every v′′ ∈ L1(v). Hence, it holds that τALN(C1[v], C2[w]) =
γ(v, ε) + τALN(B1(v), C2[w]) + δALN(〈L1(v) | ∅〉,Φ), which
is the recurrence (T4). The case 3) is similar to the case 2),
which is the recurrence (T5).

Next, consider the recurrences for δALN .
Let F be the optimal alignment (forest) A∗(〈L1 | ∅〉, 〈L2 |

C2[w]〉). Then, for the label in F , one of the following two
cases holds.

1) (ε, w) is a label in F .
2) (v, w) for some v ∈ L1 is a label in F .

For the case 1), by deleting w from C2[w], 〈L2 | C2[w]〉
is transformed to 〈L2 ∪ L2(w) |B2(w)〉. Hence, it holds that
δALN(〈L1 | ∅〉, 〈L2 |C2[w]〉) = γ(ε, w) + δALN(〈L1 | ∅〉, 〈L2 ∪
L2(w) |B2(w)〉), which is the recurrence (F4).

For the case 2), once (v, w) for some v ∈ L1 becomes a
label in F , every label in F for every w′ ∈ 〈L2(w) |B2(w)〉
is always of the form (ε, w′). Also the labels concerned with
leaves except v ∈ L1 in F can be computed as δALN(〈L1\{v}|
∅〉, 〈L2 | ∅〉). Hence, by selecting v ∈ L1 with the minimum
cost, we obtain the recurrence (F5).

By using the same discussion, for the case that F is the
optimal alignment (forest)A∗(〈L1 |C1[v]〉, 〈L2 |∅〉), we obtain
the recurrences (F6) and (F7).

Let F be the optimal alignment (forest) A∗(〈L1 |
C1[v]〉, 〈L2 | C2[w]〉). Since |C1[v]| ≥ 2 and |C2[w]| ≥ 2,
F contains labels for the alignment of C1[v] and C2[w] and
that of L1 and L2. Hence, it holds that δALN(〈L1 |C1[v]〉, 〈L2 |
C2[w]〉) = δALN(〈L1 | ∅〉, 〈L2 | ∅〉+ τALN(C1[v], C2[w]), which
is the recurrence (F8).

Example 4: Consider two caterpillars C1 and C2 in Fig-
ure 2 in Example 1 and assume the unit cost function. By
applying the recurrences in Figure 6, we obtain that the
alignment distance τALN(C1, C2) between C1 and C2 is 3
illustrated in Figure 7. Here, we represent a multiset as a
sequence enclosed by “[” and “]” and a caterpillar as a term-
like representation with “[” and “]”, that is, C1 = a[b, b, b] and
C2 = a[b, a[b, b[a, a]]].

τALN(C1, C2)
= γ(a, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+δALN(〈[b, b, b] |∅〉, 〈[b] |a[b, b[a, a]]〉) (T3)

= γ(ε, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+δALN(〈[b, b, b] |∅〉, 〈[b, b] |b[a, a]〉) (F4)

= 1 + γ(b, b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+δALN(〈[b, b] |∅〉, 〈[b, b] |∅〉)

+δALN(Φ, 〈[a, a] |∅}〉) (F5)
= 1 + µ([b, b], [b, b])︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ γ(ε, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+ γ(ε, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(F2), (F3)

= 3.

Fig. 7. The result of computing τALN (C1, C2) in Example 4.

Example 5: Consider two caterpillars C3 = a[a, d[b, c]] and
C4 = a[c, e[b, a]] in Figure 2 in Example 1 and assume the
unit cost function. By applying the recurrences in Figure 6,
we obtain that the alignment distance τALN(C3, C4) between
C3 and C4 is 3 illustrated in Figure 8.
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τALN(C3, C4)
= γ(b, b)︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

+δALN(〈[a] |a[b, c]〉, 〈[c] |c[b, a]〉) (T3)

= γ(a, c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

+δALN(〈[a] |∅〉, 〈[c] |∅〉)

+δALN(〈[b, c] |∅〉, 〈[b, a] |∅〉) (F8)
= 1 + µ([a], [c])︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

+µ([b, c], [a, b])︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(F3)

= 3.

Fig. 8. The result of computing τALN (C3, C4) in Example 5.

C. Algorithm and time complexity

Let C1[v] and C2[w] be caterpillars. Then, we denote
bb(C1[v]) by a sequence v1, . . . , vn such that vn = v and
par (vi) = vi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) and bb(C2[w]) by a sequence
w1, . . . , wm such that wm = w and par (wj) = wj+1 (1 ≤ j ≤
m−1). In this case, we denote by bb(C1[v]) = [v1, . . . , vn] and
bb(C2[w]) = [w1, . . . , wm]. Also we use the same notations
of L1(vi) and B1(vi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and L2(wj) and B2(wj)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Based on the recurrences in Figure 6, Algorithm 1 illustrates
the algorithm to compute the alignment distance τALN(C1, C2)
between caterpillars C1 and C2. Here, the statement “v ←
(A)” means to substitute the value of computing the right side
of the recurrence (A) to v, for example.

Theorem 4: Let C1 and C2 be caterpillars, where h =
max{h(C1), h(C2)} and λ = max{|lv(C1)|, |lv (C2)|}. Then,
we can compute the alignment distance τALN(C1, C2) between
C1 and C2 in O(h2λ3) time. Furthermore, if we adopt the unit
cost function, then we can compute it in O(h2λ) time.

Proof: Let bb(C1) = [v1, . . . , vn] and bb(C2) =
[w1, . . . , wm]. Then, it is obvious that h(C1) = n + 1 and
h(C2) = m+ 1, so it holds that m ≤ h− 1 and n ≤ h− 1.

The algorithm of computing τALN(C1, C2) calls every pair
(vi, wj) ∈ bb(C1) × bb(C2) just once. When computing
δALN(〈L1(vi−1) |C1[vi]〉, 〈L2(wj−1) |C2[wj ]〉) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n
and 2 ≤ j ≤ m, it is possible to construct multisets S1 =
˜L1(v1) ⊔ · · · ⊔ ˜L1(vi−1) and S2 = ˜L2(w1) ⊔ · · · ⊔ ˜L2(wj−1)

and compute the edit distance µ(S1, S2) between multisets in
the worst case. By Lemma 2, we can compute it in O(λ3)
time under the general cost function and in O(λ) time under
the unit cost function.

Hence, the total running time of computing τALN(C1, C2)
under the general cost function is described as follows:

n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

O(λ3) = O(λ3)mn ≤ O(λ3)(h− 1)2 = O(h2λ3).

By replacing O(λ3) with O(λ), this time complexity is re-
duced to O(h2λ) time under the unit cost function.

Theorem 4 also claims that the structural restriction of
caterpillars provides the limitation of tractable computing the
alignment distance for unordered trees as follows. We say
that a tree is a generalized caterpillar if it is transformed

procedure τALN(C1, C2)
/* C1, C2: caterpillars, bb(C1) = [v1, . . . , vn],
bb(C2) = [w1, . . . , wm], vn = r(C1), wm = r(C2) */
τALN(∅, ∅)← 0; /* (T0) */1
for i = 1 to n do τALN(C1[vi], ∅)← (T1);2
for j = 1 to m do τALN(∅, C2[wj ])← (T2);3
for i = 1 to n do4

for j = 1 to m do5
τALN(C1[vi], C2[wj ])← (A);6

procedure δALN(〈L1 |C1〉, 〈L2 |C2〉)
/* L1, L2 : set of leaves, C1, C2: caterpillars */
if C1 = ∅ and C2 = ∅ then7

δTAI(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉)← (F3);8

else if C1 6= ∅ and C2 = ∅ then9
/* bb(C1) = [v1, . . . , vn], vn = r(C1) */
if L2 = ∅ then δTAI(〈L1 |C1〉,Φ)← (F1);10
else11

for i = 1 to n do12
δTAI(〈L1 |C1[vi]〉, 〈L2 |∅〉)← (B);13

else if C1 = ∅ and C2 6= ∅ then14
/* bb(C2) = [w1, . . . , wm], wm = r(C2) */
if L1 = ∅ then δTAI(Φ, 〈L2 |C2〉)← (F2);15
else16

for j = 1 to m do17
δTAI(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |C2[wj ]〉)← (C);18

else19
/* bb(C1) = [v1, . . . , vn], bb(C2) = [w1, . . . , wm],
vn = r(C1), wm = r(C2) */
for i = 1 to n do20

for j = 1 to m do21
δTAI(〈L1 |C1[vi]〉, 〈L2 |C2[wj ]〉)← (D);22

Algorithm 1: τALN(C1, C2)

to a caterpillar after removing all the leaves in it. Then, the
following theorem also holds as a corollary of [8].

Theorem 5 (cf., [1], [4]): The problems of computing the
alignment distance τALN between generalized caterpillars are
MAX SNP-hard, even if the maximum height is at most 3 and
the cost function is the unit cost function.

Proof: It is straightforward from the proof of Corollary
4.3 in [1] or Theorem 1 in [4] and because the Tai mapping
constructed in their proof is a less-constrained mapping.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have designed the algorithm to compute
the alignment distance τALN between caterpillars in O(h2λ3)
time under the general cost function and in O(h2λ) time under
the unit cost function.

It is an important future work to implement the algorithms
and then give experimental results to compute τALN , with
comparing the results of τTAI in [8] with those of τALN . Since
the proof in Theorem 4 is rough, it is possible to improve
the time complexity, together with that of computing the edit
distance between multisets under the general cost function
(Lemma 2), which is also a future work.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we point out the number of caterpillars in
real data and revise the result for the edit distance between
caterpillars in [8].

A. Caterpillars in real data

Table I, which is represented in [8], illustrates the number
of caterpillars in N-glycans and all glycans from KEGG2,
CSLOGS3, dblp4, and SwissProt, TPC-H, Auction, Nasa,
Protein and University from UW XML Repository5. Here, #cat
is the number of caterpillars and #data is the total number
of data. For D ∈ {Auction, Nasa, Protein, University}, D−

denotes the trees obtained by deleting the root for every tree
in D. Since one tree in D produces some trees in D−, the total

2Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, http://www.kegg.jp/
3http://www.cs.rpi.edu/˜zaki/www-new/pmwiki.php/Software/Software
4http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
5http://aiweb.cs.washington.edu/research/projects/xmltk/xmldata

/www/repository.html

number of trees in D− is greater than that of D. Hence, there
are some cases containing many caterpillars in real dataset.

TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF CATERPILLARS IN N-GLYCANS AND ALL GLYCANS FROM

KEGG, CSLOGS, DBLP, SWISSPROT, TPC-H, AUCTION, UNIVERSITY,
PROTEIN AND NASA.

dataset #cat #data %

N-glycans 514 2,142 23.996
all glycans 8,005 10,704 74.785
CSLOGS 41,592 59,691 69.679
dblp 5,154,295 5,154,530 99.995
SwissProt 6,804 50,000 13.608
TPC-H 86,805 86,805 100.000

Auction 0 37 0
Nasa 0 2,430 0
Protein 0 262,625 0
University 0 6,738 0

Auction− 259 259 100.000
Nasa− 21,245 27,921 76.089
Protein− 1,874,703 2,204,068 85.057
University− 74,638 79,213 94.224

B. The revision of the edit distance for caterpillars

Muraka et al. [8] have designed the algorithm to com-
pute the edit distance τTAI(C1, C2). Then, they have pointed
out that its time complexity is O(h2λ2) time, where h =
max{h(C1), h(C2)} and λ = max{|lv(C1)|, |lv(C2)|}.

Note that their recurrence between the set of leaves is
based on the string edit distance. However, as similar as the
alignment distance in this paper, in order to compute the edit
distance between the set of leaves, it is necessary to adopt the
edit distance for multisets.

Let s(L) be the string representation of the set L of leaves
and σ the string edit distance. Then, Muraka et al. [8] have
introduced the following recurrence to compute τTAI(C1, C2):

δTAI(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉) = σ(s(L1), s(L2)).

On the other hand, as stated above, it is necessary to replace
this recurrence with the following recurrence to compute
τTAI(C1, C2) as same as Figure 6:

δTAI(〈L1 |∅〉, 〈L2 |∅〉) = µ(L̃1, L̃2).

Consider the time complexity of O(h2λ2) presented in
[8]. The part O(λ2) follows from the time complexity of
computing the string edit distance between the set of (all the)
leaves in two caterpillars. On the other hand, by replacing the
recurrence as above, it is necessary to revise this part based on
the time complexity of computing the multiset edit distance,
that is, revise to O(λ3) under the general cost function and
O(λ) under the unit cost function by Lemma 2. Furthermore,
we can improve the proof of [8] to the similar proof of
Theorem 4.

Hence, we can compute τTAI(C1, C2) in O(h2λ3) time
under the general cost function and O(h2λ) time under the
unit cost function, which is the same result of τALN(C1, C2).
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Abstract—Particle simulations are popular methods for the
simulation of applications from a wide range of sciences, includ-
ing astrophysics, biology or chemistry. Usually, these applications
require a large number of simulation steps, each of which
computes a change of the entire particle system. Depending on
the number of simulation steps and also the size and structure
of the specific particle system, the computation time can be quite
large and the exploitation of parallel architectures is usually
necessary. In this article, we investigate the performance and
energy consumption for different particle simulation methods
and distinguish different input particle data. The investigations
are done for the particle simulation methods from the ScaFaCoS
library and use the various input data of homogeneous or in-
homogeneous nature. Experiments are performed on multicore
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARTICLE SIMULATIONS are popular methods for sim-
ulating various scientific problems from areas, such as

astrophysics, biology or chemistry. The computation time
for particle simulations can be quite large, especially for
simulating long-range particle interactions, for example oc-
curring in gravitational or Coulomb interactions, since the
direct computation for a simulation with N particles has the
complexity O(N2). Efficient implementations of the particle
simulation often split the computation with respect to a cut-
off radius, which means that only the particle interactions of
particles lying within the cut-off radius are computed exactly
and the interactions of particles with a distance larger than
the cut-off radius are computed by an approximation. The
computation time can be reduced to O(N logN) or O(N)
with efficient methods, such as the Fast Multipole Method
(FMM) [1] or the fast Fourier-transform (FFT) [2].

However, the actual execution time of a particle simulation
depends on the given size N of the particle system and the
structure of the initial distribution of the N particles in the
particle system. Thus, for a fast simulation the simulation
method has to be chosen carefully to be suitable for the size
and characteristics of the particle input set. For very small
particle systems, the direct computation could still be the
fastest, since there is no splitting overhead with respect to the
cut-off radius. Also, a different simulation method might be

suitable for particle systems of different size N which have the
same characteristics with respect to the particle distribution.
Concerning the initial distribution, the particle systems are
often distinguished being homogeneous, inhomogeneous or a
mix of both with parts of the particle system being homoge-
neous but also containing some inhomogeneous regions. While
in homogeneous particle systems, the particles are equally
distributed in the entire particle system, an inhomogeneous
particle system can exhibit distributions in which the particles
are clustered in certain areas. Since particle simulations are
time-step based algorithms which compute a new particle
situation in each step, the structure of a particle system
can change during the simulation process. Thus, different
simulation methods might be suitable at different points in
simulation time so that exchanging the method after some
time steps could be beneficial. To support the adaptation
of the simulation method, it is required to know in which
situation which setting might lead to the desired performance
improvement.

Naturally, the hardware platform has a large influence on the
performance and accelerators, such as GPUs can be exploited
when implementation variants for GPUs, e.g., with CUDA,
OpenCL or OpenACC, are available. However, using GPUs
requires a transfer of data to the device which might cause a
big overhead, and thus is not always advantageous. Depending
on the size and structure of the input particle data and
availability of hardware, e.g., a CPU or a GPU, the usage of a
specific method on specific hardware has to be chosen. For the
grid-based methods there exists an OpenCL implementation
to use GPUs for the near-field, but these methods are, in
consequence of the regular grid over the complete particle
system, designed for homogeneous systems. In contrast, tree-
based methods are not dependent on a homogeneous system.

In this article, we consider different particle simulation
methods of the Scalable Fast Coulomb Solvers (ScaFaCoS)
library [3] and study their performance and energy con-
sumption for various particle systems. The ScaFaCoS library
contains parallel implementations of efficient solver methods
for long-range particle interactions. The parallelizations use
the Message Passing Interface (MPI). Additional parallel im-
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plementations are available for selected modules. An example
is the OpenCL implementation of the near-field module for
grid-based methods [4], which allows an execution on various
hardware platforms, such as GPUs.

The objective of our work is to investigate the perfor-
mance and energy consumption behavior of selected particle
simulation methods with respect to the characteristics of the
input particle system. The contribution of this article includes
the detailed measurements and investigation of different al-
gorithms for particle simulation for different input sets and
hybrid hardware platforms. The work is meant to provide
a rich data basis of performance and energy data for future
tuning approaches.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the particle methods used. Section III describes the
generation of the particle systems used. Section IV presents
the experimental results. Section V summarizes the perfor-
mance results. Section VI discusses related work. Section VII
concludes the article and discusses the tuning potential.

II. PARTICLE SIMULATION METHODS

The particle simulation method is a general solution method
to simulate all kinds of problems which can be represented
by a set of so-called particles which react to each other
according to problem-specific rules. For several decades, dif-
ferent versions of particle solution methods have been invented
and different implementations of these methods have been
developed, all of which solve particle problems but may
have a different performance. In this article, we concentrate
on particle simulation methods being implemented in the
ScaFaCoS library.

A. Particle models

Particle models are simulation models in which physical
phenomena are described by a discrete representation of
interacting particles. A particle has usually problem specific
attributes, such as position, mass, momentum or velocity. The
motion in the physical system is calculated in a series of simu-
lation time steps each of which computes one interaction event
between the particles by recomputing the attribute values. Such
particle models have been used to explain properties of solids,
liquids or gases represented by a finite input set of particles and
corresponding rules for the specific interaction. Usually, the
number of particles is constant for one simulation run, and thus
there is no need for updates during one specific simulation.
Three principal types of particle simulation models have been
identified, which are the particle-particle model using action at
a distance, the particle-mesh model using an approximation by
a mesh and the P3M model being a combination of both. The
specific use of the simulation type depends on the physical
model to be simulated and also on the computational cost for
a computer simulation.

In this article, we consider molecular dynamics simulations
for Coulomb forces which are characterized by long-range
interactions. In the simulation of long-range interactions, the
number of interactions per simulation time step is not limited

to particles in the proximity. Thus, all pairwise interactions
between all particles in the system have to be calculated
in each time step, which leads to a computationally expen-
sive simulation. This problem can be treated by hierarchical
approximation algorithms reducing the quadratic complexity
to a linear complexity or by parallel implementations on
different parallel devices. In our investigations, we use MPI
implementations but also parallel hybrid implementations on
CPU/GPU for particle solvers from the ScaFaCoS library.

B. The ScaFaCoS library

The Scalable Fast Coulomb Solvers (ScaFaCoS) library
contains parallel implementations for several different par-
ticle simulation methods, e.g., a Direct method, Particle-
Particle Particle-Mesh (P3M), Particle-Particle nonequispaced
fast Fourier transforms (P2NFFT), Fast Multipole Method
(FMM) or Pretty Efficient Parallel Coulomb Solver (PEPC).
The ScaFaCoS library is fully parallelized using MPI and with
certain parts using OpenCL.

The direct computation, e.g., a pairwise interaction between
all N particles, requires O(N2) operations. More efficient
methods are reducing this complexity by using approximation
approaches which split the calculation into a near-field and a
far-field part with respect to each particle. The implementation
of this splitting into near- and far-field are different for
different particle solution methods. While in the near-field part
the pairwise interaction between particles is computed, the far-
field part might be computed approximately leading to a more
efficient computation. A comparison of the solver methods of
the ScaFaCoS library is given in [5].

Besides the accuracy of the computations and also some
solver specific parameters, the performance of particle sim-
ulations depends on the particle distribution of the particle
system. If the particles are equally distributed in the particle
system, it is called a homogeneous particle system and usually
less expensive to simulate for the particle solvers, in contrast
to inhomogeneous particle systems, in which particles are
irregularly distributed in the particle system. The input data for
the solvers in the ScaFaCoS library describe the corresponding
particle system by attributes consisting of the charge value
and the three-dimensional position of each particle. In this
article, the emphasis is on three of the ScaFaCoS simulation
methods, which are the direct method, which is a particle
to particle calculation, the P2NFFT, which is a fourier based
approach, and the FMM method, which is tree based to reduce
the complexity.

C. Fourier based

Fourier-based methods compute the far-field computations
in Fourier space, mostly by using the fast Fourier-transforms
(FFT). The method P2NFFT [2] is used as an example method
for the Fourier-based approach. The computational demands
of the far-field and the near-field parts are influenced by
parameters that specify the size of the FFT grid and the
cut-off range. Far-field potentials are computed via convo-
lution in Fourier space. The computation of the near-field
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interactions is calculated by the ScaFaCoS near-field module,
which computes pairwise interactions. The P2NFFT and P3M
implementation of the ScaFaCoS library are using the same
near-field implementation. An OpenCL implementation for
this near-field has been developed to use both Multicore-CPUs
and GPUs in [4].

D. Tree based

Another approach to split the particle system is possible by
using an octree structure. The particles are sorted into spatial
boxes respective to their position in the particle system. The
boxes are then organized into an octree which is exploited
to compute the interactions on different levels. Since this
approach does not split the particle system into a regular box
system, it works on homogeneous systems as well as on inho-
mogeneous input particle systems. The FMM [1] is an example
for this approach and has been implemented in ScaFaCoS. This
FMM version has its own near-field implementation for which
for which an OpenCL version for execution on GPU does not
exists.

For a specific particle, the near field potential is determined
by calculating the potential at the position of the particle
caused by each of the particles in the same and neighbor-
ing octree boxes. The far-field potential is calculated using
approximate values of the potential caused by all particles in
a particular octree box. These approximations are calculated
for each octree level. The approximations at appropriate octree
levels are then used to approximate the far-field potential at
a particular particle position. The tree depth determines the
separation in the near-field and the far-field potential and, thus,
the tree depth is an important parameter for the accuracy as
well as for the performance of a simulation run.

III. GENERATION OF PARTICLE SYSTEMS

The particle systems used have particles that are Hammer-
sley distributed [6] to ensure a minimal space between the
particles. All tested particle systems are periodical, i.e., if a
particle leaves the particle system, a new particle enters the
system on the opposite side.

The Hammersley distributed particle systems are generated
with the formulas given in this section as described in [7].

If p is a prime number, each nonnegative number k can be
displayed as:

k = a0 + a1p+ a2p
2 + · · ·+ arp

r (1)

with ai ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, i = 0, . . . , r, r ∈ N.
A function φ(k) can be defined as follows:

φp(k) =
a0
p

+
a1
p2

+
a2
p3

+ · · ·+ ar
pr+1

(2)

The following explains the Hammersley distribution:
We define d as the dimension of the data to be generated

and p1, p2, . . . , pd−1 the prime numbers with p1 < p2 <
· · · < pd−1. N is the number of particles to be generated.
The particle k is defined as follows:

(
k

N
, φp1(k), . . . , φpd−1

(k)

)
, k = 0, . . . , N − 1 (3)

Since the first component of particle k depends on N , the
number of particles has to be set before the generation starts.

The particle systems used are distributed in a cube of size
[0, 1]3 with different Hammersley distributions.

There exists an implementation named HAMMERSLEY1

which can provide different Hammersley distributions, e.g.,
Ball, Two Balls, Grid Face and Cube as shown in Figure 1. The
four different distributions used in this article are generated as
follows:

• Cube: The particles are Hammersley distributed in the
whole particle cube.

• Grid Face: The number of particles is N = 4 ·N3
c , Nc ∈

N and j is defined as:

j = (Nc · u+ v) ·Nc + w

(u, v, w ∈ {0, . . . , Nc − 1}) (4)

The positions of the particles x4j+1 to x4j+4 are then
defined as follows:

x4j+1 = (u, v, w)T /(Nc − 0.5)

x4j+2 = (u+ 0.5, v + 0.5, w)T /Nc − 0.5

x4j+3 = (u+ 0.5, v, w + 0.5)T /Nc − 0.5

x4j+4 = (u, v + 0.5, w + 0.5)T /Nc − 0.5

(5)

• Ball: Inside of the particle cube, the particles are Ham-
mersley distributed in the following ball:

(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2 + (z − 0.5)2 <= (0.5)2 (6)

• Two Balls: Two Balls of different sizes are created as
balls as in Formula 6. The first Ball with (1− 1/64) ·N
particles and the second with 1/64 ·N particles. They get
a distance of 20 and are acurately scaled and shifted in
the particle cube.

The charge qi ∈ {−1; 1} of each particle i is generated
randomly, such that the following holds:

N∑

i=1

qi ∈ {−1; 0; 1} (7)

To use the generated particle systems with the ScaFaCoS
test program we used, they have to be converted into XML
files as input data, containing the position and the actual charge
of each particle.

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The performance of different solvers is tested for various
particle systems, i.e., two homogeneous and two inhomoge-
neous systems. For the Fourier-based solver also the OpenCL
variant is tested. The experiments are split by the particle
system distributions. To look at the solvers in more detail,
the Fourier-based algorithms are executed with different solver
specific parameter settings.

1HAMMERSLEY. The Hammersley Quasirandom Sequence.
people.scs.fsu.edu/˜burkardt/cpp src/hammersley/hammersley.html
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Figure 1. Illustration of two homogeneous particle distributions (left) and two inhomogeneous particle distributions (right) with positive and negative charges.

A. Experimental setup

The experiments are performed on a multicore system with
four GPUs. The Haswell system consists of two Intel Xeon E5-
2683 v3 processors with 14 cores each, which have 2.0 GHz.
The system is equipped with four Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan
Blacks. The energy consumption is measured using PAPI 5.6.0
and the RAPL interface to read the appropriate MSR registers.
The energy measurements do only include the CPU, i.e., it
does not include the energy consumption of the DRAM or any
other component in the system. The energy consumption of the
GPUs is not measured. All measurements are repeated 5 times
to obtain the shown average values. For the measurements, the
number of MPI processes is set to 56, which is equal to the
number of cores on the Haswell system plus Hyperthreading.
The frequency is set to 2.0 GHz and Intel Turbo Boost is
disabled for the experiments.

B. Homogeneous systems

In homogeneous particle systems, the particles are uni-
formly distributed in the particle system without irregularities.
The particles are not grouped into multiple clusters. Figure 1
(left) shows the two homogeneous particle systems Cube and
Grid Face. The positive and negative charges are randomly
generated.

Figure 2 shows the runtime and energy consumption for the
FMM and P2NFFT (MPI and OpenCL variant) solver with the
two homogeneous systems with varying number of particles.
For small particle systems, i.e., less than 50,000 particles,
the P2NFFT solver has a low runtime. If the particle system
has more particles, the FMM solver outperforms the P2NFFT.
Since the transfer to the GPU takes some time, it is only useful
to use the GPU with big particle systems. However for the big
systems, the FMM algorithm outperforms the P2NFFT even
when GPUs are used. If the CPU would be less powerful, the
OpenCL variant of the P2NFFT should outperform the MPI
variant of the FMM with bigger particle systems. The energy
consumption shows the same behaviour as the runtime for
homogeneous systems.

Figure 3 shows parameter tests for the P2NFFT solver
(MPI variant) for the two homogeneous particle systems with
different system sizes. The grid size is varied from 128 to
512 to determine the best grid size for each system. The more

particles a system has, the bigger the best grid size. Since there
is only one global minimum and no other local minimum,
simple tuning algorithms can be used to find that minimum.
This minimum can be different for the runtime and the energy
consumption. As the 50,000 particle system shows, the explicit
best grid size can differ with the particle system structure size,
e.g., 512 for the Grid Face but 448 for the Cube.

C. Inhomogeneous systems

In inhomogeneous particle systems, particles are irregularly
distributed in the particle system. For example, they are clus-
tered in single or multiple regions, thus, there are also empty
regions in the field. Figure 1 (right) shows two inhomogeneous
particle systems. The left particle system is a single big ball
in the centre of the system, while the right particle systems is
a dense ball and a smaller additional ball with less particles
in distance. The right system has a bigger empty region in the
particle system than the left system.

Figure 4 tests the two inhomogeneous particle systems
with varying particle system sizes. As expected, the P2NFFT
algorithm has more problems, in terms of runtime and en-
ergy consumption, with inhomogeneous systems compared
to homogeneous systems. The Ball particle system has a
similar behaviour like the homogeneous systems, but with the
Two Balls system P2NFFT has a worse runtime and energy
consumption compared to FMM, even with few particles. The
GPU variant of the P2NFFT has a better runtime for big
particle systems than the MPI variant but is still slower than the
FMM method using MPI. Like with homogeneous systems, the
energy consumption shows the same behaviour. Consequently,
the Ball particle system is homogeneous enough for the
P2NFFT algorithm, but for more inhomogeneous systems, like
the Two Balls system, the FMM algorithm is better.

Figure 5 shows parameter tests for the P2NFFT system
for the two inhomogeneous particle systems with different
system sizes. The grid size is varied from 128 to 512 to
determine the best grid size for the particle system. The more
particles a system has, the bigger the best grid size. The Two
Balls system with 5,000 particles shows that the runtime and
energy consumption can have different settings, i.e., grid size
of 384 for the shortest runtime, but 448 for the lowest energy
consumption.
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Figure 2. Parallel runtime (left) and energy measurements (right) for homogeneous systems with 56 MPI processes on the Haswell system and the Geforce
GTX Titan Black.
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Figure 3. Parallel runtime (left) and energy measurements (right) for homogeneous systems with varying grid size with 56 MPI processes on the Haswell
system.

V. SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The measurement results from Section IV have shown that
the performance of the different particle simulation implemen-
tations strongly depend on the execution platform as well as
on the characteristics of the input particle system. Depending
on the optimizing goal, the availability of the hardware and the
prior knowledge of the particle system distribution and size,
some decisions can be made to achieve the best performance or
lowest energy consumption. Thus, based on the measurements
an appropriate particle simulation method can be selected. The
following observation show how it can be decided whether the
FMM, the P2NFFT or the P2NFFT with GPU solver should
be used for best performance. Selection strategies might help

Table I
SOLVER SELECTION

less than 50,000 particles
homogeneous distribution inhomogeneous distribution
P2NFFT solver FMM solver

more than 50,000 particles
strong CPU weak CPU but GPU available
FMM solver P2NFFT solver on GPU

to select the simulation algorithm with the best execution time
and/or energy consumption.

Table I summarizes the selection of a particle simulation
solver for the given HPC system. If the particle system has
less than 50,000 particles, the selection of the best performing
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Figure 5. Parallel runtime (left) and energy measurements (right) for inhomogeneous systems with varying grid size with 56 MPI processes on the Haswell
system.

solver depends on the distribution of the particle system,
e.g. P2NFFT for homogeneous distributions and FMM for
inhomogeneous distributions (Two Balls particle system). For
particle systems with more than 50,000 particles, the FMM
solver is the best performing one if only CPUs are available.
For a system with a less performing CPU, e.g., a single core
CPU, the P2NFFT OpenCL implementation on GPUs has the
best performance for particle systems with more than 50,000
particles.

Usually, the characteristic of the particle input system is
known before the execution starts, and measurement and

evaluation results such as described above can help to start the
most efficient simulation algorithm. However, there might be
cases in which it is not a priori clear which characteristic the
distribution of the input data might have. In these situations,
it is possible to execute one time-step with each solver to
measure the performance and then the results are compared
to select the best one. In cases in which the solver specific
parameters, e.g., the grid size, differ too much for the particle
system distribution and size, the solvers have to be tested for
several time-steps before the best one can be chosen.

In summary, the investigations of this article have shown
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that the performance results of the different simulation meth-
ods can differ for different particle distribution characteristics
and different hardware, but that some behavior classes can be
detected. This shows that there is a potential for designing
tuning strategies based on a larger data basis.

VI. RELATED WORK

Performance analysis and prediction of a particle simulation
method was examined in [8]. As test system they used the SB-
PRAM, a shared memory machine with up to 2048 processors.

Many implementations of the FMM approach invented in
[1] exist and contain specific optimisations for the actual
execution run. In [9] a parallel sorting for the particles in the
particle systems is presented which improves the locality of
interacting particles for computation on a distributed memory
architecture. A more application specific optimization has been
presented in [10], which introduces a method for automatic
tuning of the FMM by selecting the optimal FMM tree depth
based on an integrated performance prediction of the FMM
computations.

The autotuning potential of particle simulation methods
from the ScaFaCoS library are examined in [11] and [12].
In these articles, only one particle distribution is considered.
In our article we consider different distributions of the particle
systems and additionally examine an OpenCL solver. The
OpenCL solver used is introduced and tested in [4].

In [13] and [14] autotuning strategies are introduced for
different N-Body simulations on heterogeneous and hybrid
CPU/GPU systems. The focus of these articles is on load
balancing the GPUs, and thus less on CPU performance
and energy consumption. The authors of [7] investigated two
different ScaFaCoS solvers on different particle systems. We
extended their work with a GPU solver and investigated
different particle systems.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The investigations of this article have shown that varying
particle system distributions and sizes have a significant impact
on the execution time and energy consumption. Using GPUs
with the OpenCL implementation is useful when the CPU
performance of the system is limited. The results show that
some decisions can be made before runtime, but others, e.g.,
the solver specific parameters, have to be tested during run-
time. For each particle simulation execution, the availability of
hardware and the size of the particle system are fixed, but the
distribution of the particles may change after some time steps,
and thus a different particle simulation method could then
be the best. Experiments have shown that the solver specific
parameters, e.g., the grid size, have different optimal settings
for different distributions and sizes. Thus, the performance
results must be checked and compared to the values last
checked. This can be done by monitoring during runtime.
Our observations show that it is necessary to use both tuning
approaches to tune runtime or energy consumption, an offline
tuning to set the start parameters as well as possible, and an
online approach to fine-tune the parameters, e.g., the solver
specific parameters, and to respond to particle distribution
changes.
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Abstract—Explicit constructions in Extremal Graph Theory
give appropriate lower bounds for Turan type problems. In
the case of prohibited cycles, the explicit constructions can
be used for various problems of Information Security. We
observe recent applications of algebraic constructions of regular
graphs of large girth and graphs with large cycle indicator to
Coding Theory and Cryptography. In particular, we present a
new multivariate platforms of postquantum Non-commutative
Cryptography defined in graph theoretical terms.

Index Terms—graphs of large girth, graphs of large cycle
indicator, graph based stream ciphers, multivariate cryptography,
non-commutative cryptography

I. SOME DEFINITIONS OF EXTREMAL GRAPH THEORY

THE missing definitions of graph-theoretical concepts in
the case of simple graphs which appears in this paper

can be found in [1]. All graphs we consider are simple ones,
i. e. undirected without loops and multiple edges. When it
is convenient, we shall identify Γ with the corresponding
antireflexive binary relation on V (Γ), i.e. E(Γ) is a subset of
V (Γ)×V (Γ). The girth of a graph Γ, denoted by g = g(Γ), is
the length of the shortest cycle in Γ. The diameter d = d(Γ) of
the graph Γ is the maximal length of the shortest pass between
its two vertices.

Let gx = gx(Γ) be the length of the minimal cycle through
the vertex x from the set V (Γ) of vertices in graph Γ. We
refer to Cind(Γ) = max {gx, x ∈ V (Γ)} as cycle indicator
of the graph Γ. The family Γi of connected k-regular graphs
of constant degree is a family of small world graphs, if
d(Γi) ≤ c logk(vi), for some constant c, c > 0. Recall that
family of regular graphs Γi of degree k and increasing order
vi is a family of graphs of large girth, if g(Γi) ≥ c logk(vi), for
some independent constant c, c > 0. We refer to the family of
regular simple graphs Γi of degree k and order vi as a family
of graphs of large cycle indicator, if Cind(Γi) ≥ c logk(vi)
for some independent constant c, c > 0.

Notice that for vertex -transitive graph its girth and cycle
indicator coincide. Defined above families plays an important
role in Extremal Graph Theory, Theory of LDPC codes and
Cryptography (see [2] and further references).

II. THE ALGEBRAIC GRAPHS A(n,K) AND D(n,K), SOME
RESULTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

Below we consider the family of graphs A(n,K) and
D(n,K), respectively where n > 5 is a positive integer and
K is a commutative ring. In the case of K = Fq , we denote
A(n, q) and D(n, q), respectively. We define these graphs as
homomorphic images of infinite bipartite graphs A(K) and
D(K) for which partition sets P and L formed by two copies
of Cartesian power KN, where K is the commutative ring
and N is the set of positive integer numbers. Elements of
P will be called points and those of L lines. To distinguish
points from lines we use parentheses and brackets. If x ∈ V ,
then (x) ∈ P and [x] ∈L. The description is based on the
connections of these graphs with Kac-Moody Lie algebra with
extended diagram A1.

The vertices of D(K) are infinite dimensional tuples
over K. We write them in the following way (p) =
(p0,1, p1,1, p1,2, p2,1, p2,2, p

′
2,2, p2,3, . . . , pi,i, p

′
i,i, pi,i+1, pi+1,i, . . . ),

[l] = [l1,0, l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2, l
′
2,2, l2,3, . . . , li,i, l

′
i,i, li,i+1, li+1,i, . . . ].

We assume that almost all components of points and lines are
zeros. The condition of incidence of point (p) and line [l],
i.e. (p) I [l], can be written via the list of equations below.





li,i − pi,i = l1,0pi−1,i,
l′i,i − p′i,i = p0,1li,i−1,
li,i+1 − pi,i+1 = p0,1li,i,
li+1,i − pi+1,i = l1,0p

′
i,i.

(1)

This four relations are defined for i ≥ 1, with p′1,1 = p1,1,
l1,1 = l1,1.

Similarly we define graphs A(K) on the
vertex set consisting of points and lines (p) =
(p0,1, p1,1, p1,2, p1,2, p2,2, p2,3, . . . , pi,i, pi,i+1, . . . ),
[l] = [l1,0, l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2, l2,3, . . . , li,i, li,i+1, . . . ] such
that point (p) is incident with the line [l], i.e. (p) I [l], if the
following relations between their coordinates hold:

{
li,i − pi,i = l1,0pi−1,i,
li,i+1 − pi,i+1 = p0,1li,i.

(2)
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It is clear that the set of indices A = {(1, 0); (0, 1);
(1, 1); (1, 2); (2, 2); (2, 3); . . . , (i − 1, i); (i, i); . . . } is a
subset in D = {(1, 0); (0, 1); (1, 1); (1, 2); (2, 2); (2, 2)′;
. . . ; (i − 1, i); (i, i − 1); (i, i); (i, i)′; . . . }. Points and lines
of D(K) are functions from KD−{(1,0)} and KD−{(0,1)} and
their restrictions on A − {(1, 0)} and A − {(0, 1)} define
homomorphism Ψ of graph D(K) onto A(K). For each
positive integer m ≥ 2 we consider subsets A(m) and D(m)
containing first m+1 elements of A and D with respect to the
above orders. Restrictions of points and lines of D(K) onto
D(m) − {(1, 0)} and D(m) − {(0, 1)} define graph homo-
morphism D∆(m) with image denoted as D(n,K). Similarly
restrictions of points and lines of A(K) onto A(m)−{(1, 0)}
and A(m)−{(0, 1)} defines homomorphism A∆(m) of graph
A(K) onto graph denoted as A(m,K).

We also consider the map ∆(m) on vertices of graph
D(m,K) sending its point (p) ∈ K|D(m)−{(1,0)}| to its restric-
tion into D(m)∩A−{(1, 0)} and its line [l] ∈ K |D(m)−{(0,1)}|

to its restriction onto D(m) ∩ A − {(0, 1)}. This map is ho-
momorphism of D(m,K) onto A(n,K), n = |D(m)∩A|−1.
Graph D(q) = D(Fq) is q-regular forest. Its quotients D(n, q)
are edge transitive graphs. So their connected components
are isomorphic. Symbol CD(n, q) stands for the graph which
is isomorphic to one of such connected components. Family
CD(n, q), n = 2, 3, . . . is a family of large girth for each
parameter q, q > 2 (see [3] and further references). The
question “Whether or not CD(n, q) is a family of small world
graphs?” is still open. Graph A(q), q > 2 is a q-regular tree.
Graphs A(n, q) are not vertex transitive. They form a family of
graphs with large cycle indicator, which is q-regular family of
small world graphs [4]. The question “Whether or not A(n, q),
n = 2, 3, . . . is a family of large girth?” is still open. Graphs
CD(n, q) and A(n, q) are expanding graphs (see [10], [20],
[45], [46]) with spectral gap q − 2

√
q.

Groups GD(n,K) and GA(n,K) of cubical transformations
of affine space Kn associated with graphs D(n,K) and
A(n,K) are interesting objects of algebraic transformation
group theory because of composition of two maps of degree 3
for vast majority of pairs will have degree 9. Applications of
these groups to Symmetric Cryptography are observed in [5],
[6], they are used in Multivariate Cryptography (see [7]-[13]).
Papers [14],[15], [16] devoted to applications of these groups
as so called platforms of Non-commutative Cryptography (see
[17]). Cryptographic applications of other graphs are observed
in [18].

III. ON LINGUISTIC AND EXTREMAL GRAPHS AND STABLE
NONLINEAR SUBGROUPS OF AFFINE CREMONA GROUP

All graphs defined in section 2 belong to class L of
linguistic graphs Γ = Γ(K) of type (1, 1, n − 1), n ∈ N
or n = ∞ defined over commutative ring K which contains
bipartite graphs with the point set Pn = Kn and line set
Ln = Kn such that (p) = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ∈ Pn and
[l] = [l1, l2, . . . , ln] ∈ Ln form an edge of Γ if the following

conditions holds




2 bl2 − 2 ap2 = 2 f(p1, l1),
3 bl3 − 3 ap3 = 3 f(p1, p2, l1, l2),
...
n bln − n apn = n f(p1, p2, . . . , pn−1, l1, l2, . . . , ln−1),

(3)
where i a and i b , i ≥ 2 are elements of multiplicative group
K∗ (see [43] or [44]) and i f are multivariate polynomials. We
define colours ρ((p)) and ρ([l]) of the point (p) and the line [l]
as their first coordinates p1 and l1. We introduce well defined
the neighbour operator N(v, a) of computing the neighbour
of vertex v of colour a ∈ K and the colour jump operator
J(v, a) sending point or line v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) to u =
(a, v2, v3, . . . , vn).

Let S(Kn) stands for the Cremona semigroup of polynomial
transformations of free module Kn and C(Kn) be affine
Cremona group of invertible elements of S(Kn) with the
polynomial inverse. These algebraic structures are important
objects of algebraic geometry. One of the difficult problem
is about constructions of families of stable subgroups Gn of
C(Kn) (or semigroup Sn of S(Kn)), i.e. groups of polynomial
transformation with maximal degree equals to constant c.
Notice that for the majority of pair f, g ∈ C(Kn) of degrees
r and s their composition has degree rs. So this problem is
difficult, it has strong cryptographical motivations.

We consider totality St(K) of strings of kind
(f1, f2, . . . , fk), where fi ∈ K[x]. We will identify
polynomial f and the map x → f(x) from S(K). The
product of two chains (f1, f2, . . . , fk) and (g1, g2, . . . , gt) is
the chain (f1, f2, . . . , fk, g1(fk), g2(fk), . . . , gt(fk)). Empty
string is the unity of semigroup St(K). In fact St(K) is a
semidirect product of a free semigroup over the alphabet
K[x] and Cremona semigroup S(K). We refer to St(K) as
semigroup of polynomial strings. Let St′(K) stands for the
semigroup of strings of even length from St(K) and

∑
(K)

be subsemigroups of strings of even length with coordinates
of kind x+ c, c ∈ K.

In the case of linguistic graph Γ = Γ(K) of type (1, 1, n−1)
the path consisting of its vertices v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk is uniquely
defined by initial vertex v0, and colours ρ(vi), i = 1, 2, . . . , k
of other vertices from the path. We can consider graph Γ′ =
Γ(K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]) defined by the same with Γ equations but
over the commutative ring K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]. So the following
symbolic computation can be defined. Take the symbolic
point x = (x1, x2, . . . xn), where xi are generic variables of
K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] and polynomial string C ∈ St′(K) which
is a tuple of polynomials f1, f2, . . . , fk from K[x1] with even
parameter k (x = x1). Form the path of vertices v0 = x and
ρ(v0) = x1, v1 such that v1 I v0 and ρ(v1) = f1(x1), v2 such
that v2 I v1 and ρ(v2) = f2(x1), . . . , vk such that vk I vk−1

and ρ(vk) = fk(x1). We choose parameter k as even number.
So vk is the point from the partition set K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] of
the graph Γ′.

We notice that the computation of each coordinate of vi
depending on variables x1, x2, . . . , xn and polynomials
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f1, f2, . . . , fk needs only arithmetical operations of ad-
dition and multiplication. As it follows from the definition
of linguistic graph final vertex vk (point) has coordinates
(h1(x1), h2(x1, x2), h3(x1, x2, x3),. . . , hn(x1, x2, . . . , xn)),
where h1(x1) = fk(x1). Let us consider the map Γ H(C) :
xi → hi(x1, x2, . . . , xn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which corresponds
to polynomial string C.

Proposition 1: The map Γ η : C → Γ H(C) is a homomor-
phism of St′(K) into Cremona semigroup S(Kn).

More general form of this statement is proven in [20]. We
refer to Γ η as the linguistic compression map. If K is finite
then the map converts totality of potentially infinite strings
into finite semigroup.

Theorem 2: If Γ is one of graphs D(n,K) and A(n,K),
then Γ η(

∑
(K)) is stable subgroup of C(Kn) of degree 3.

We denote Γ η(
∑

(K)) for Γ = D(n,K) and Γ = A(n,K)
as GD(n,K) and GA(n,K). These groups were already used
in all cryptographical applications of graphs D(n,K) and
A(n,K).

Proposition 3: Homomorphisms δ of D(n,K) onto
A(m,K), n > m described in section 2 induces homomor-
phism of GD(n,K) onto GA(m,K), n > m.

IV. ON LINGUISTIC GRAPHS AND EXPANSIONS OF STABLE
NONLINEAR SUBGROUPS OF AFFINE CREMONA GROUP

Let St′(K) stands for the semigroup of strings of even
length from St(K) and

∑
(K) be subsemigroups of strings

of even length with coordinates of kind x+ c, c ∈ K.
In the case of linguistic graph Γ = Γ(K) of type (1, 1, n−1)

the sequence of even length k = 2r consisting of initial vertex
v0 and v1 = J(v0, a1), v2 = N(v1, b1), v3 = J(v2, a2),
v4 = N(v3, b2), . . . , vk−1 = J(vk−2, ar), vk = N(vk−1, br)
is uniquely defined by initial vertex v0, and colours parameter
(a1, a2, . . . , ar) and (b1, b2, . . . , br). We can consider graph
Γ′ = Γ(K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]) defined by the same with Γ
equations but over the commutative ring K[x1, x2, . . . , xn].
So the following symbolic computation can be defined. Take
the symbolic point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), where xi are
generic variables of K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] and polynomial string
C ∈ St′(K), which is a tuple of polynomials f1, f2, . . . ,
fk from K[x1] with even parameter k (x = x1). Form the
path of vertices v0 = x, v1 such that v1 = J(v0, f1(x1)),
v2 = N(v1, f2(x1)), v3 = J(v2, f3(x1)), v4 = N(v3, f4(x1)),
. . . , vk−1 = J(vk−2, fk−1(x1)), vk = N(vk−1, fk(x1)) and
ρ(v2) = f2(x1). We choose parameter k as even number.
So vk is the point from the partition set K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]
of the graph Γ′. We notice that the computation of each
coordinate of vi depending on variables x1, x2, . . . , xn and
polynomials f1, f2, . . . , fk needs only arithmetical operations
of addition and multiplication. As it follows from the definition
of linguistic graph final vertex vk (point) has coordinates
(h1(x1), h2(x1, x2), h3(x1, x2, x3), . . . , hn(x1, x2, . . . , xn)),
where h1(x1) = fk(x1). Let us consider the map Γ L(C) :
xi → hi(x1, x2, . . . , xn), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which corresponds
to polynomial string C.

Proposition 4: The map Γ µ : C → Γ L(C) is a homomor-
phism of St′(K) into Cremona semigroup S(Kn).

More general form of this statement is proven in [Us pust].
Theorem 5: If Γ is one of graphs D(n,K) and A(n,K) then

Γ µ(
∑

(K)) is stable subgroup of C(Kn) of degree 3.
We denote Γ µ(

∑
(K)) for Γ = D(n,K) and Γ = A(n,K)

as JD(n,K) and JA(n,K). As it follows from definitions
JD(n,K) > GD(n,K) and JA(n,K) > GA(n,K).

Proposition 6: Homomorphisms δ of D(n,K) onto
A(m,K), n > m described in section 2 induces homomor-
phism of JD(n,K) onto JA(m,K), n > m.

V. ON CRYPTOSYSTEMS BASED ON NEW MULTIVARIATE
PLATFORMS OF NON-COMMUTATIVE CRYPTOGRAPHY

Non-commutative cryptography appeared with attempts to
apply Combinatorial group theory to Information Security. If
G is noncom-mutative group then correspondents can use con-
jugations of elements involved in protocol, some algorithms
of this kind were suggested in [22], [23], [24], [25], where
group G is given with the usage of generators and relations.
Security of such algorithms is connected to Conjugacy Search
Problem (CSP) and Power Conjugacy Search Problem (PCSP),
which combine CSP and Discrete Logarithm Problem and their
generalizations. Currently Non-commutative cryptography is
essentially wider than group based cryptography. It is an
active area of cryptology, where the cryptographic primitives
and systems are based on algebraic structures like groups,
semigroups and noncommutative rings (see [26]-[33]). This
direction of security research has very rapid development (see
[34], [35] and further references in these publications).

One of the earliest applications of a non-commutative alge-
braic structures for cryptographic purposes was the usage of
braid groups to develop cryptographic protocols. Later several
other non-commutative structures like Tompson groups and
Grigorchuk groups have been identified as potential candidates
for cryptographic post quantum applications. The standard way
of presentations of groups and semigroups is the usage of
generators and relations (Combinatorial Group Theory). Semi-
group based cryptography consists of general cryptographic
schemes defined in terms of wide classes of semigroups and
their implementations for chosen semigroup families (so called
platform semigroups).

The paper is devoted to some research on the intersection of
Non Commutative and Multivariate Cryptographies. We try to
use some abstract schemes in terms of Combinatorial Semi-
group Theory for the implementation with platforms which
are semigroups and groups of polynomial transformations of
free modules Kn where K is commutative ring.

The most popular form of Multivariate cryptosystem is the
usage of a single very special map f in a public key mode.
First examples were based on families of quadratic bijective
transformation fn (see [36], [37], [38]), such choice implies
rather fast encryption process.

Some of recent applications of extremal graphs are con-
nected with other aspects of Multivariate cryptography when
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some subsemigroup of affine Cremona semigroup of all poly-
nomial transformations is used instead of a single transforma-
tion. Notice that the implementation of the idea to use several
multivariate generators in its standard form has to overcome
essential difficulties. At first glance this idea looks as unre-
alistic one because of com-position of two maps of degree r
and s taken in ”general position ” will be a transformation of
degree rs. So in majority of cases deg(F ) = d, d > 1 implies
very fast growth of function d(r) = deg(F r). Of course in
the case of generator in common position not only degree but
a density (total number of monomial terms of the map in its
standard forms) grows exponentially.

So we have to search for special conditions on subsemigroup
of affine Cremona group which guarantee the polynomial
complexity of procedure to compute the composition of several
elements from subsemigroup. Such conditions can define
a basis of Noncommutative Multivariate Cryptography. The
stability condition on subsemigroup which we discussed above
is one of them. Recently we noticed that condition of minimal
possible density (each fi in standard form has density 1)
also guarantee efficiency of computations (see [19]). The
idea to combine representative of stable group (for example
GD(n,K) or GA(n,K)) and non-bijective transformation of
minimal density is used in [40] and [41] for the construction
of new postquantum cryptosystems.

The abstract schemes of Nonlinear Cryptography has to be
modified to work with stable subsemigrouos or subsemigroups
of minimal density. The following TAHOMA CRYPTOSYS-
TEM on stable transformations were suggested in [15].

Let K be a commutative ring, stable subgroups nG of
S(Kn) act naturally on Kn and mS(n,K) be a subgroup
of S(Km) such that there is a tame homo-morphisn ∆ =
∆(m,n) of mS(n,K) onto nG. We assume that m = m(n)
where m > n. Alice takes b1, b2, . . . , bs, s > 1 from
mS(n,K) and a1, a2, . . . , as, where ai = ∆(bi)

−1. She
takes g ∈ C(Qm) and h ∈ C(Tn) where Q and T
are extensions of the commutative ring K and forms pairs
(gi, hi) = (g−1big, h

−1aih), i = 1, 2, . . . , s and sends them
to Bob. We assume that g = g′T , h = h′T ′ where semigroup
< g′,m S(n,K) > generated by g′ and elements of mS(n,K)
and group < h′, G > are stable semigroups of degree d and
T ∈ AGLn(T), T ′ ∈ AGLm(Q).

As in the previous algorithm Bob writes the word
w(z1, z2, . . . , zs) in the alphabet z1, z2, . . . , zs together
with the reverse word w′(z1, z2, . . . , zs) formed by characters
of w written in the reverse order. He computes element
b = w(g1, g2, . . . , gs) via specialization zi = gi and a =
w′(h1, h2, . . . , hs) via specialization zi = hi. Bob keeps a for
himself and sends b to Alice.

She computes a−1 as h−1∆(gbg−1)h. Alice writes her
message (p1, p2, . . . , pn) from Tn and sends ciphertext
a−1(p1, p2, . . . , pn) to Bob. He decrypts with his function a.
Symmetrically Bob sends his ciphertext a(p1, p2, . . . , pn) to
Alice and she decrypts with a−1 (see [21]). Let nTC(K,T,Q)
stand for Tahoma cryptosystem as above.

Paper [16] is devoted to implementations of Affine Tahoma

scheme with platforms of cubical stable groups GD(n, q) and
GA(n, q). They were defined via families of linguistic graphs
which form projective limits and the standard homomorphisms
between two members of this sequences. So we have pairs
(Gn,∆n), where Gn < S(Kn), ∆n is a homomorphism of
Gn onto Gm, m = m(n) such that projective limits lim(Gn),
n → ∞, and lim(∆(Gn)), n → ∞, coincide with the same
infinite transformation group G.

The article [42] is devoted to another computer experiment
with the new platform which uses the same groups Gn

but different tame homomorphisms ηn. In the new scheme
lim(Gn), n → ∞, equals to G, but lim(ηn(Gn)), n → ∞,
coincides with the image of homomorphism of G with an
infinite kernel.

We believe that option to vary tame homomorphisms in the
chosen sequence of semigroup makes the task of cryptanalytic
much more difficult.

Extensions of groups GD(n,K) and GA(n,K) to new
essentially large groups JD(n,K) and JA(n,K) allows to
use new groups and defined above homomorphism between
them for new more secure realisations of Tahoma schemes.
Obviously WP problem is harder un the case of generators
freely chosen from the larger group.

Other advantage of the implememtation of Tahoma cryp-
tosystems with groups m S(m,K) = JD(m,K) and n G =
JA(n,K) and homomorphism δ of Proposition 6 between
them is much faster computation of generator bi as images
of words wi under Γ µ, Γ = D(m,K) and ai = δ(bi)

−1

in comparison with case of GD(m,K) and GA(n,K). To
make comparison fair we have to assume that length of words
from St′(K) is fixed. Currenly we are working on detailed
complexity estimates and investigation of statistical mixing
properties on the base of computer simulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present a short survey of our recent algorithms on appli-
cations of Extremal Expander Graphs to Cryptography which
appear after publication of [2] at memorial Erdos conference
and announce the theorem about new explicitly constructed
families of stable groups. The main added instruments are

(1) usage of non-bijective transformations defined in terms
of algebraic graphs for the constructions of new stream
ciphers and public key cryptosystems,

(2) usage of compositions of stable transformation of affine
space Kn and transformation of minimal possible den-
sity (n),

(3) work on the bridge between Multivariate Cryptography
and Non-commutative Cryptography, modification of
schemes of protocols and El Gamal cryptosystems for
platforms of elements of affine Cremona semigroup,
search for feasibility conditions,

(4) constructions of new graph based stable groups and
semigroups.
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Abstract—P4 is a programming language to develop
data processing of networks. This kind of programs are
used in network devices – like switches – to describe the
way of forwarding the received packets to the proper
device. Checking the correctness of these programs is
not an obvious task, because they can easily hide the
run time errors. We are working on a method to detect
violation of P4 specific properties. The method is based
on a rule system, which can detect suspicious program
parts and indicate the violated property. It helps to detect
and correct real errors easily. As a first step, we introduce
the main idea, dealing with the access of invalid header
and uninitialized fields. We also present a case study to
demonstrate the applicability of the method.

I. INTRODUCTION

P 4 [1] is a domain specific programming language
to develop data plane of network devices. P4

makes it possible to develop target independent, pro-
tocol independent solutions for data plane processing.
Budiu and Dodd [2] describe partially the main struc-
ture and the design goals of the most recent version
of the language.

Although it opened a new dimension in the network
data plane, it left the safety of bound protocols.
Therefore, P4 developers need to be more prudent to
create correct programs, or a proper solution need to
be invented to detect different source of errors.

Errors are hardly detectable, because P4 easily hides
them, and we can only recognize them from the bad
or suspicious behavior. For example, if the program
reads a field of an invalid header then it will get
an unspecified value, with which it will continue the
execution and it will not stop and sign the problem.

One solution can be accurate testing, but this can
be too expensive and bounded. Formal methods can be
more applicable. In the near past, different verification
tools were published [3], [4], [5] to work on the
correctness of P4 programs, with detecting specified
properties, and give the opportunity for developers to
correct them.

This work has been supported by the European Union, co-
financed by the European Social Fund (EFOP-3.6.3-VEKOP-16-
2017-00002)

P4 has two main release version: P414 [1], [6] and
P416 [2], [7]. There are main differences between
them, for example in the structure, the syntax of the
code and the deparsing phase. We work with the new
one, and we would like to create firstly a method,
secondly a tool to use them to check safety properties.

In this paper we introduce the first step forward a P4
specific, formal program property verification method.
In this step we produce a rule system to detect different
errors in the programs. Now, we work only with one
possible error type, which can be caused simply by
inattention and cannot be found easily. We define a
property based on the validity of headers and fields,
which says that, invalid headers or uninitialized fields
should not be read or written, because it can cause
undefined behavior. Section II shows some related
works. In Section III we introduce some example
for this problem. Section IV introduces the method
specification and after it, we present its usage in a
concrete case study in Section V.

A. Background on P4

Figure 1 contains a P4 program used by our
case study. Main process of P4 programs is to get
a bitstream as an input, extract the information of
headers (with the parser) and modify them (with
different actions) to create the new packet, which is
sent forward to the network. There are some main
structural units of the programs. Headers (lines 1-
25) describe the handled header information about the
packets. Parser (lines 27-48) extracts the data from the
input bitstream to header instances. Control functions
(lines 57-93) call the match-action tables, and handle
the modification of headers with them. Match-action
tables (lines 76-86) call actions. They work in a similar
way as table lookup. They matches concrete fields
of headers – named keys – with given values, and
according to the result it executes an action call. The
program only defines templates of the match-action
tables, which contain a set of fields and a set of
description of actions – their name and parameters.
The concrete pairs of matching values and description
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of action are coming from an external controller during
run time. Actions define the modification of the values
of headers. After the modification, the deparser builds
the new packet from the created header data as an
output bitstream and forwards it to the network.

Figure 1 shows an example, where there are two
header type: ethernet and ipv4 . After the input packet
arrives – as a bitstream – the parser will extract the
header ethernet . If the value of field ethernetType is
0x800 , then it will extract the header ipv4 too, other-
wise is will not extract any other header. MyIngress
control function contains the modification part of
the program. It has one table, which can call three
different actions. One of the actions is the ipvf orward ,
which change the srcAddr , dstAddr and mathitttl
fields of the ipv4 . Another is the action ipv4new ,
which tries to create a new ipv4 , with the method
setValid , and some assignments. The last one is the
action drop, which only drops the processed packet.
The main process of the control function is a branch,
which will execute the table if the header ipv4 is valid.
After the modification of the headers, the deparser will
produce the output packet – as a bitstrem – which will
contain both of the mentioned headers.

II. RELATED WORK

In the near past different P4 specific verification
tools were published. We would like to highlight four
of them, which work with the previous main version
of P4 – named P4_14.

Assert-P4 [3] does not appoint specific properties
to check, they entrust it to the developer, who can add
assertions to the source code, and the tool will check
their correctness. From the annotated program, it cre-
ates a C-model in which it examines the properties
working based on symbolic execution – using Klee
[8].

P4V [4] uses another approach of the problem.
They transform the P4 code into GCL, create logical
formulas from the GCL description, and check their
satisfiability with Z3 [9].

Vera [5] uses also symbolic execution. It transforms
the source code to SEFL, which is a modeling lan-
guage to define state machines. The state machine
represents every possible path of the execution, with
symbolic values – using Symnet [10]. Vera works with
predefined properties.

P4K [11] is a solution, which uses the K framework
[12]. It presents the operational semantics of P4 and
based on this semantics it can verify simple P4 prop-
erties using the reachability rule system of K [13].

All of the mentioned tools deal with validity check-
ing, but neither of them mentioned the problem of
uninitialized fields. Our solution extended the invalid
header monitoring to the deparsing phase and to the
usage of keys of tables. Our solution also checks the
usage of uninitialized fields. Most of the proposed

Fig. 1. Example of P4 program
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tools use some type of symbolic execution, but we
try to stay in a formal solution, where we need
no symbolic values. Although the current version of
our method can not manage properly the problem
of numerous different initial and final states, we are
working on a solution to reduce this problem.

III. MOTIVATION

The first property that we introduce is the validity of
headers and their fields. Reading or writing of invalid
headers or uninitialized fields can cause undefined
behavior. Therefore, we would like to highlight the
error prone usage of them.

There are two commands, which can be used to
set the validity of headers. One of them is the
setValid() function, which can validate them. Calling
of setValid() has a side effect with which every field
of the header become uninitialized. The other one
is the setInValid() function, which set the header
to invalid, and all of its fields to uninitialized too.
After the usage of these commands, the fields can be
initialized explicitly with assignments.

Reading fields of invalid headers and uninitialized
fields results unspecified values. Writing fields of
invalid headers are unnecessary, because if we would
like to use their values – for example in the output
packet – we need to set the header to valid, which
means that their fields become unspecified. Therefore,
we need to avoid these type of codes, because it can
easily lead to an error.

We would like to filter every occurrence of this
problem, which can be in the control functions – for
example in the conditions of branches, keys of tables
and assignments. Using invalid header to emit in the
deparsing phase is not an error, because P4 simply
will not use it during the building of the packet,
although it can be suspicious. Therefore, in this paper
we will consider it as a possible error. Summary, in
our rule system we would like to detect the usage of
uninitialized fields and invalid headers as a key of a
table, part of an assignment or during deparsing.

In the following sections we will link to the ini-
tialized fields as valid and the uninitialized fields as
invalid fields, for simplification.

IV. METHOD OF PROPERTY CHECKING

The method has two main parts. First is a prepro-
cessing phase in which the initial states, final states
and core program are produced. The initial states will
be created from the source of parser, the final states
will be created from the source of deparser, and the
program will be produced from the control functions.
The second phase is the usage of the rule system,
which detects the errors. The calculation examines
that, the execution can reach one of the final states
from every initial state. This rule system is similar to
an axiomatic semantics, but it has a more complex
environment structure and additional side conditions.

S ∈ State :
Condition× PacketInfo× Environment

Fig. 2. Type of states

A. Preprocessing – Initial state

To use the method, first we need to preproccess
the P4 code to produce the initial states. This first
phase collects the used headers, and creates an empty
environment, where everything is invalid. Than it
analyses the parsing phase and calculates the different
packet information and initial environments.

Parsing is a state machine with two final states
– accept and reject . Initial states will contain those
paths, which start with the start state and finish in the
accept state. They will use the conditions of branches
to describe the different input packets in the packet
information.

States will be represented with a triple – it is
showed by Figure 2. The first element is the collected
conditions, which is True in the initial state, and is
changed during the usage of the rule system. The sec-
ond element is the packet information, which identifies
the different input packets. The third part is the used
environment.
Condition collects the conditions of branches from

the control functions as a conjunctive formula. There
will be statements for validity checking of headers.
PacketInfo and Environment contains

information about the input packet and the created
headers. Suppose their is a parsing phase, which first
extracts an ethernet header, and after that it branch
according to the value of ethertype field. If its value
is 0x800 then it will extract ipv4 , if its value is
0x86DD then it will extract ipv6 header, otherwise it
will not extract any other headers. In this case, there
can be three different initial packets, which can be
described with the following formulas:

First case:

(ethernet .ethertype = 0x800 ;
ethernet = valid , ipv4 = valid , ipv6 = invalid)

Second case:

(ethernet .ethertype = 0x86DD ;
ethernet = valid , ipv4 = invalid , ipv6 = valid)

Third case:

(ethernet .ethertype 6= 0x800
∧ ethernet .ethertype 6= 0x86DD ;
ethernet = valid , ipv4 = invalid , ipv6 = invalid)

Of course the environment description has concrete
initial information about the fields of headers. It con-
tains every headers and fields of the headers with their
validity. In the parsing phase only total headers are
parsed, therefore if a header is valid, then its fields
will be valid too. The environment also contains an
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additional information, the drop flag, which shows the
packet is set to drop or not.

In the environment, now we only collect the head-
ers, their fields and their validity information, but as
future work we plan to extend this information with
concrete values to make possible the analysis of more
precise properties.

B. Preprocessing – Final state

Deparsing phase is implemented as a control func-
tion in P4, so it can also contains branches. During
deparsing the emit commands determine which head-
ers and in which order are added to the output packet.
If this header and its fields are valid then everything
is fine. If the header is invalid, then the program will
not add it to the packet. It is allowed to use it, but in
our case, we would like to sign any suspicious case,
therefore we will handle it as a possible error source.
Emitting an uninitialized field of a valid header is also
wrong, because it will use an unspecified value, so we
would like to prevent it.

As mentioned above, the drop flag is part of the
environment. Therefore, there will be a final state,
which is always a possible one: which contains the
drop variable with the value 1 , and every header and
field can be valid or invalid. This state describes that
case, when the packet is dropped. In every other case
the drop flag needs to be 0 , and the value of headers
and fields is defined.

The conditions (Condition and Packet
information) of the final states are filled with
True: (True, (True,E))), because in the end of the
calculation we will be able to restrict them – Rules
12 and 13 from Figure 3. There can be more final
states, so there is a rule, with which the reachable
one can be chosen – Rule 14.

C. Preprocessing – Core program

We need to create the core program for the rule
system, so we unwrap the table applications and the
action calls and concatenate the control functions –
except for the deparser. We will get a sequentially
program which contains every aspect of the code – for
example the parameters of the actions – so we will be
able to easily extend the property checking with new
detection.

D. The rule system

During a deduction we prove that the program will
reach one of the final state from all of the possible
initial states. From the preprocessing phase we get
one or more different initial states, and we need to
verify the properties started from all of them. At the
beginning of the method we can choose the conditions
to True , because those will change during the code
processing by adding other conditions of the branches
with a conjunction.

The basic structure of the rule system is similar to
the axiomatic semantics of P4. Although it is stricter
than the basic behavior of the P4 programs and the
used program states are extended with the above
mentioned way. The rules will be inference rules in
which the PacketInfo part will never be changed,
because it is used as an identification of the input
packet – except for the case of Rule 13. Therefore,
in the end of the calculation we will be able to tell
more specified information about the possible errors.

Figure 3 shows the rule system of the main verifi-
cation to detect errors. In the system, the S notations
mean the statements, which have 3 main parts. C is
a condition, P is a packet information and E is an
environment. Therefore, every variants of these letters
means the same type of element. On the right side
of some rules there is a side condition, S ⊢ {x}
– where x can be a condition of branch, a key of
a table or one side of an assignment – statement. It
checks the calculability of every element of the given
set of statements by knowing the C conditions and E
environment of the S state. Here calculability means
that, every used field and header is valid.

In the rules, there are some specified expressions.
Rule 1 and 2 describe the assignments. There can be
two type of them: when we give value to a field (Rule
1) – in this case only the field become valid –, and
when we give value to a header with a list (Rule
2) – here every field and the header are rewritten to
valid. In the right side of the rule in the description
of the environment there can be an expression (for
example {S [E || E[h.f → valid]]}), which means
that we use the S state with some modification in
the E environment , especially the h.f fields validity
will be changed to valid. In the Rule 2, the h.fields
is used, which means, we use every field of header
h , and in this case we set them to valid . In the right
side of these rules, the checking of the used statements
is appeared. It checks the validity of every part of the
assignments, because the commands write the left side
of the assignments and reads the right side.

Rules 3 and 4 process the setting of the validity of
a header. The first rule sets it to valid, and its every
field to invalid – because of the side effect. The other
rule sets the given header and its fields to invalid.

During the process of the packet, there can be cases,
when we need to drop the packet. Rule 5 describes this
function, and simply set the drop flag to 1 .

The next three rules (Rules 6, 7 and 8) are the
extended version of the common programming struc-
tures. First describes the sequence, second and third
describe the branches with and without an else case.
In the last two rules, it needs to check the validity of
the condition of the branch.

In the last one, it uses S1 ∧¬b ⇒ S2 , which can be
rewritten to the following: S1.C ∧ toCond(S1 .E ) ∧
¬b ⊃ (S2.C ∧ toCond(S2 .E )), where toCond(S .E )
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Let it be: h ∈ Headers, f ∈ Fields

1. S ⊢ {exp, h, h.f}
{S} h.f = exp {S [E || E[h.f → valid ]]}

2. S ⊢ list ∪ {h}
{S} h = list {S [E || E[h → valid , h.fields → valid ]]}

3.
{S} h.setValid() {S [E || E[h → valid , h.fields → invalid ]]}

4.
{S} h.setInValid() {S [ E || E[h → invalid , h.fields → invalid ]]}

5.
{S} mark_to_drop(..) {S [E || E[drop → 1]]}

6.
{S1} Pr1 {S2} {S2} Pr2 {S3}

{S1} Pr1;Pr2 {S3}

7.
{S1 [C || C ∧ b]} Pr1 {S2} {S1 [C || C ∧ ¬b]} Pr2 {S2}

S1 ⊢ {b}
{S1} if (b) {Pr1} else {Pr2} {S2}

8.
{S1 [C || C ∧ b]} Pr {S2} S1 ∧ ¬b ⇒ S2

S1 ⊢ {b}
{S1} if (b) {Pr} {S2}

9.
{S1} A1 .body {S2} . . . {S1} An .body {S2} S1 ⇒ S2

S1 ⊢ K
{S1} table keys : K actions : {A1 , ...,An} {S2}

10.
{S1} A1 .body {S2} . . . {S1} An .body {S2} {S1} An+1 .body {S2}

S1 ⊢ K
{S1} table keys : {K} actions : {A1 , ...,An ,An+1} {S2}

11.
S1.C ⊃ C′ {S1 [C || C′]} S {S2}

{S1} Pr {S2}
12.

{S1} Pr {S2 [C || C′]} C′ ⊃ S2.C

{S1} Pr {S2}

13.
{S1} Pr {S2 [P || P3]} P3 ⊃ S2.P

{S1} Pr {S2}

14.
{S1} Pr {Si} i ∈ [2..n]

{S1} Pr {S2, . . . Sn}
15.

{S1} Pr {Sm} . . . {Sn} Pr {Sm}
{S1, . . . , Sn} Pr {Sm}

Fig. 3. Rule system to verify validity

means the conversion of the environment to condi-
tions. For example, if there is a header h , with value
valid , it will create a condition like h == valid . So
the expression checks that, the information of S1 and
the negated b implies the information of S2 .

The following two rules (Rules 9 and 10) describe
the behavior of match-action tables, as a branch with
n cases. There is validity checking of the keys in both
rules. The previous one works with the tables without
a default action, and the latter one works with default
actions too.

The last five rules can be used to refine conditions
and packet information and states. The first is the
strengthen of the left side condition, the second is
the weaken of the right side condition. The third one
weakens the packet conditions. It is necessary during
the deduction to strengthen the packet information of
the final state, because at the beginning, we use True
to describe it, and in the end it needs to match with
the concrete description. The forth one say that if their
is a deduction to an Si state then there will be a
deduction to more states, where one of them is Si . In
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the deduction it means that we choose one final state.
The last one can be used to separate the deduction
based on the initial states.

E. Verification

The initial states will be created in preprocessing
phase, which will separate the possible input packets.
The final states and the core program will be produced
too. We need to create a deduction from each of the
initial states to one of the final states by using the
inference rules. If there is any problem, the deduction
will stop and we will be able to see the errors from
the stuck paths. There are branches in the deduction
tree. Beside a deduction has one stucked path, it can
detect other errors, or it can work well in other paths
too. So we can detect different errors in one proof,
and determine the problems from the calculation of
the incorrect conditions.

Producing a proof for every initial state, will mean
that the given program is well defined, and it does not
violent the examined program properties.

V. CASE STUDY

This section focuses to the P4 example, which is
illustrated by Figure 1. We show the results of the
verification and its phases.

A. Preprocessing – initial states

This phase of the preprocessing use the headers and
the parsing phase. The environment of the initial states
contains every headers and fields. There is an added
flag – named drop – which represents the intention of
drop the input packet. The parsing phase extracts the
ethernet header and than the execution is branched. If
condition ethernet .ethertype = 0x800 holds, it will
extract an ipv4 header, on other case it will not extract
other headers. After the calculation of preprocessing,
two possible initial states will be produced.

The produced two possible initial states are the
followings:

I1 = (True, ethernet.ethertype = 0x800,
[drop = 0,
ethernet: ( valid, {

dstAddr: valid,
srcAddr: valid,
ethertype: valid}),

ipv4: ( valid, {
version: valid,
...
dstAddr: valid})])

Fig. 4. First initial state

B. Preprocessing – final states

The final states calculation uses the code of the
deparsing phase. In the example, there is a really
simple deparser, which firstly emits the ethernet , and
secondly emits the ipv4 header. Therefore there will

I2 = (True, ethernet.ethertype 6= 0x800,
[drop = 0,
ethernet: ( valid, {

dstAddr: valid,
srcAddr: valid,
ethertype: valid}),

ipv4: ( invalid, {
version: invalid,
...
dstAddr: invalid})])

Fig. 5. Second initial state

be two reachable environments. One of them describes
the case, when the packet will be dropped, and the
other fields and headers validity is not important –
Figure 6 represents it with the marking others = ∗.
The other describes the execution when the packet is
not dropped, and the ethernet , ipv4 and all of their
fields are valid, because we would like to forward
them.

F = {(True, True, [drop = 1, others = *]),
(True, True,
[drop = 0,
ethernet: (valid, {

dstAddr: valid,
srcAddr: valid,
ethertype: valid}),

ipv4: (valid, {
version: valid,
...
dstAddr: valid})])}

Fig. 6. The calculated final state

C. Preprocessing – executable program

This phase only use the code of the control func-
tions. It concatenates the main code of the control
functions, and unwrap the calls of the tables and
actions.

Pr =
if (hdr.ipv4.isValid()) {

table
keys: {hdr.ipv4.dstAddr}
actions: {

ipv4_forward(bit<48> dstAddr) {
hdr.ethernet.srcAddr = hdr.ethernet.dstAddr;
hdr.ethernet.dstAddr = dstAddr;
hdr.ipv4.ttl = hdr.ipv4.ttl - 1;

},
drop(){

mark_to_drop(standard_metadata);
},
ipv4_new(bit<32> dstAddr, bit<32> srcAddr) {

hdr.ipv4.setValid();
hdr.ipv4.srcAddr = srcAddr;
hdr.ipv4.dstAddr = dstAddr;

}}
}

Fig. 7. Produced core program
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X
{I11} hdr .ipv4 .ttl = .. {I11}
{I11} hdr .ipv4 .ttl = .. {F2}....

{I11} hdr .ipv4 .srcAddr = ..; .. {F}

X
{I11} mark_to_drop(..) {F11}
{I11} mark_to_drop(..) {F1}
{I11} mark_to_drop(..) {F}

E
{I12} hdr .ipv4 .dstAddr = .. {F2}....
{I11} hdr .ipv4 .setValid(); .. {F}

{I11} tablekey :{..} actions : {ipv4_forward(..).., drop(..){..}, ipv4_new(..)..}}{F}
X

(I1 ∧ ¬b ⊃ F )

{I1} if (hdr .ipv4 .isValid()){...} {F}

I11 = (hdr .ipv4 .isValid(), (ethernet .ethertype = 0x800, {drop = 0, ethernet = valid , ethernet .all = valid ,
ipv4 = valid , ipv4 .all = valid}))
I12 = (True, (ethernet .ethertype = 0x800, {drop = 0, thernet = valid , ethernet .all = valid , ipv4 = valid ,
ipv4 .srcAddr = valid , ipv4 .others = invalid}))
F11 = (ipv4 .isValid(), ethernet .ethertype = 0x800, [drop = 1, others = ∗])

Fig. 8. Deduction of I1

D. Using the system

Figure 8 contains the shorter version of the deduc-
tion from the first initial state. In the figure there are
4 main paths in the deduction. We took a short cut
for the deduction. In parts where there are dots, there
are branches, – because of the sequences – we just
illustrate the last branch of all paths.

First path shows the effect of ipv4_forward action.
It does not change the validity of the fields, so in the
end it reaches the second version of the final state –
the one in which the packet is not dropped.

The second path only contains the
mark_to_drop(..) statement, which set the drop
variable of the environment to 1 , therefore it reaches
the first version of the final state – which describes
the packet dropping.

The third path does not reach the given final states.
According to the dropping, it should reach the second
version of the final state, but it is not proper because of
the validity of fields of the ipv4 header. The ipv4_new
action sets the validity of the ipv4 header to valid, but
its side effect also sets all of its fields to invalid. After
that, it only reinitializes the dstAddr and the srcAddr ,
but there are others, which stay invalid, and there is
no reachable final state for this environment.

The fourth path contains the execution, when the
condition of the if statement was false. It is written
with a logical formula, which is an implication, which
has a false expression in the left side, so the result of
the whole formula is true .

X
{I22} table.. {F}

E
I2 ∧ ¬ipv4 .isValid() ⊃ F

{I2} if (hdr .ipv4 .isValid()){...} {F}

I22 = (hdr.ipv4.isV alid(), ethernet = valid,
ethernet.all = valid, ipv4 = invalid, ipv4.all = invalid)

Fig. 9. Deduction of I2

Figure 9 produces the deduction from the second
initial state. This deduction has one right and one
wrong branch. The first one has no error, because of
the condition – ipv4 .isValid() – and the environment
– where ipv4 = invalid – are contradict each other.
These type of paths can be accepted. This type of paths
describes parts of the execution, which never runs.

The second path examines the case when the con-
dition of the branch is false – so ¬ipv4 .isValid(). In
this case the left side of the implication is true , but it
does not implicate any of the final states, because they
do not have matching environments. It could match
only with the final state, where the drop field is 0 ,
but there is no match between the environments. This
result comes from the ipv4 header, because in the
initial state it is not valid, but in the possible reachable
state it is valid. Therefore, the whole formula is false.
In this case, one of the final states should be reachable
from the initial state, because the executed program is
a skip one,but this condition is not right.

VI. FUTURE WORK

A. More detailed method

First of all we will define the details of the method,
for example the processing of the parser and deparser.

We will extend the method with other P4 specific
properties. To work with other properties, we will need
to follow the changes of fields with an environment,
which will contain the values and other information
– according to the checked properties – about the
headers and their fields.

We will fix the disadvantage of the current method,
it can not calculate all possible errors in one execution
cycle. It stops in a path, when a problem is detected,
and it does not continue the calculation. For example,
if we use the Rule 9 in Figure 3, and the keys are not
valid then we will not be able to detect the problems
in the actions too, only if the first one is corrected.
In the future we would like to figure out the solution
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to continue the calculation, for example with some
supposed assertions.

The current solution can manage only simplified
structure elements of P4 programs, therefore we will
need to extend the rule system, and the statements with
other P4 elements. For example now we do not work
with metadata headers, constants.

B. Implementation

In the near future, we will implement the introduced
method. Currently we are working on representing the
rule system in Coq [14]. Later we will create a tool,
which will be able to analyze an arbitrary P4 code
according to our method, and sign the possible error
source.

C. Applicability in complex examples

The final step is to be able to detect errors in larger,
more complex programs too. We would like to extract
the method with the possibility of the compositional
processing, therefore we could simplify the deduc-
tions. We will extend the rule system with new rules,
which will allow to process the core program with
divided parts.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a formal method for prop-
erty checking of P4 programs. For the time being,
it only works with the validity of the headers and
the initialization of the fields, but it will be also
complemented with other, P4 specific properties. The
produced method have two main parts. The first one is
the preprocessing, which prepares the information for
the concrete calculations – that creates the initial and
final states with collecting and merging the contents of
core program. The second part is the deduction, which
examines that, from every initial states the program
can reach one of the final states. If we can prove it with
the rules then we have a well defined P4 program. If
there is any problem during the deduction then we will
be able to denote the error from the valuated condition
or the states.
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Abstract—Once an automotive OEM decides to source a
new component, a Request for Quotation (RFQ) is send to
potential suppliers. Among other documents the RFQ contains a
Component Requirements Specification (CRS), which describes
the properties of the desired component. As a next step, the
supplier has to evaluate the requirements and other boundary
conditions of the RFQ and to provide an offer to the OEM. In case
the supplier already developed a similar component in the past, it
is possible to compare the CRS of the predecessor product with
the actual CRS, to estimate the additional development effort.
This activity is known as the delta analysis. Since no sufficient
tool support is offered, this activity is still a predominantly
manual task. The main challenge arises from the fact, that
specification documents within the RFQ are provided in different
office formats, written by different authors and therefore cannot
be compared automatically with the CRS from the predecessor
product. In our previous work, we presented the Requirements
to Boilerplates Converter (R2BC), which automatically converts
random natural language requirements into a predefined syntax.
The aim of the approach is to facilitate a subsequent tool-
based delta analysis. Consequently, we hereby introduce our
proprietary developed Delta Analyzer (DA). This tool is based
on Natural Language Processing (NLP) and allows to compare
automatically two random specification documents. Moreover,
the DA prioritizes requirements deltas according to their impact
on development effort. As an output of the DA requirements
engineers receive a delta report, which outlines the major
differences between the requirements of the two CRS. We validate
our approach by experiments on real-life specification documents.

Keywords: Requirements engineering, delta analysis, natu-
ral language processing, requirements delta prioritization

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPPLIER development projects are often triggered by
a Request for Quotation (RFQ) of an OEM. Within an

RFQ, OEMs provide information about a desired component,
which shall be delivered by the supplier. Together with project
related information like target vehicles, Start of Production
(SOP) dates and product volumes, each RFQ contain a Com-
ponent Requirements Specification (CRS). This specification
describes all requirements for the desired component. Based
on this document the supplier project team evaluates during

Fig. 1. Schematic Illustration of the RFQ Process

the RFQ phase, whether to quote for the RFQ or not. A
schematic illustration of a typical RFQ process is depicted in
Fig. 1. According to this process, the project team analyses the
CRS of the OEM. The target of this evaluation is to estimate
the effort, which is necessary to develop the component.
To this end, a delta analysis is performed. Such analysis
is the activity of comparing two requirements specifications
to determine the differences, namely the deltas, between the
listed requirements. This procedure is conducted, in case a
successor of an already available product is to be developed
and the requirements specifications of both the successor and
the predecessor products are available. Because the effort
to fulfill the requirements of the predecessor component is
already known, the project team now only has to estimate the
additional effort to fulfill the requirements of the successor
CRS [1]. In the next step the effort estimation of the project
team is used to provide an offer for the requested product to
the OEM.

Today, project teams are required to finish the RFQ phase
within two weeks or even faster. To increase the efficiency of
this process, project teams focus on the top ten requirements of
a product. The top ten requirements describe the major charac-
teristics of a product and have therefore a high impact on the
development effort. The prioritization of these requirements
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and concentration on the evaluation of them, gives the project
team the chance to quickly answer the question, whether
the predecessor component is capable to fulfill the OEM
requirements at all or a totally new development is necessary.
Through the years, technical experts gathered knowledge on
the effort necessary to adapt a given component according to
changed customer requirements. By reading a CRS, experts are
able to estimate whether a change in a parameter requires a
new subcomponent and consequently the rework of the whole
system. If for example, a given actuator with the specific char-
acteristic of 5 Nm torque is required by the new OEM CRS to
provide 10 Nm, experts can deduce that the fulfillment of this
requirement would require a new motor. Since the motor is
a major component of the actuator, further components like
the gear may have to be adapted, as well. Following this
type of consideration, technical experts can estimate the effort
necessary to develop the changed component.

The delta analysis is still a predominantly manual task,
which requires a lot of resources. Technical experts of the
project team read up to several hundreds of pages and compare
the predecessor CRS with the successor CRS. This work is te-
dious and time consuming. Currently, no sufficient tool support
exists, that could support the project teams properly. Common
tools, which are used by the industry allow the delta analysis
for two states of the same document. To this end requirements,
attributes and other information are stored as objects in a
database. All changes made to these objects can be made
visible by the database management system. The presented
situation in the RFQ phase requires further functionality from
a tool support. Time and again new requirements specifications
are submitted to the supplier. These documents are written by
various unknown authors and are provided in common office
formats (e.g., PDF). Within the delta analysis these documents
must be compared to the supplier specification, which was also
written by another author. Therefore, a tool support is required,
which can determine the requirements deltas between different
documents.

In this work, we present our concept for an automated delta
analysis and the architecture of the corresponding tool – the
Delta Analyzer (DA). This tool allows the comparison of two
completely different requirements documents. It uses Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques, which is the basis
of its flexibility. Also, we use our proprietary developed tool
R2BC, which we presented in our previous work [1] as a
prerequisite for the automated delta analysis. Based on NLP
the R2BC converts random natural language requirements into
predefined sentence structures, called boilerplates. Moreover,
our concept for an automated delta analysis includes an
algorithm for the prioritization of requirements deltas. This
function prioritizes requirements deltas in the delta report in
accordance to their impact on the development effort. All in
all, our approach aims to decrease the amount of work needed
during the RFQ phase.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Chap-
ter II gives an overview of NLP techniques, which we apply
in our approach. In Chapter III we present our concept for

the automated delta analysis and the methodology for the
prioritization of requirements deltas. We present the result
of preliminary experiments with the DA in Chapter IV. In
Chapter V, we give an overview of related work. Chapter VI
summarizes the presented work and gives an outlook on our
next research activities.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

A. NLP

Natural language processing is to be understood as the
automated or semi-automated processing of natural language
with the help of a computer. NLP connects various scientific
fields. These are mainly linguistics and computer science,
but there are also many links to psychology, philosophy,
mathematics and logic [2].

The goal of NLP is usually the extraction of information
out of a text through precise text analysis. This information is
attached directly to the text via so-called annotations, which
can later be used to define properties in program objects. By
combining linguistics and computer science, NLP generally
faces the challenge of having to solve both inherent problems
of language and problems of automation. Linguistic issues in-
clude aspects such as ambiguity, sarcasm and slang or sayings.
These can often not be explained solely by the given text,
but are based on context and situation. In the implementation,
it can then be hard to find consistent regularities as a basis
for automation despite the linguistic features. But, if these
challenges are understood correctly and are solved accord-
ingly, NLP allows efficient text processing and information
extraction, which can be used in a variety of applications,
such as component requirements analyses.

B. GATE

One of the most commonly used tools for creating NLP
applications is the General Architecture for Text Engineering
(GATE). It allows for documents to be imported and then
processed by a pipeline of different processing resources.
Important processing resources used in the R2BC include:

1. Tokenizer: The tokenizer subdivides the text superficially
into characters or strings categorized as numbers, words (case
sensitive) and punctuation. This adds the token annotation
to the affected areas, each containing type (number, word,
etc.) and length in characters. The processing by the tokenizer
should be as efficient as possible and only serve as a basis for
future grammatical rules.

2. Gazetteer: A Gazetteer contains relevant proper names
from certain areas. It is a nested list containing known proper
names for each area (for example, cities, airports, football
clubs). Gazetteers are used to recognize domain specific enti-
ties, as they are not found in a regular dictionary. The ready-
made lists are therefore to be expanded or created individually
depending on the document. If a list element is recognized in
the text, it gets the lookup annotation by default. However,
this can already be changed and determined depending on the
list in the Gazetteer.
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3. Sentence Splitter: The sentence splitter divides the entire
text into individual sentences, which will wrap every sentence
in a sentence annotation. This is needed later on for the Part-
of-Speech Tagger. The splitter uses a gazetteer with abbre-
viations to distinguish punctuation, such as question marks,
exclamation points, and points from other special characters,
such as semicolons and colons.

4. POS-Tagger: The Part-of-Speech tagger annotates all
words and symbols according to their grammatical function.
No new annotation will be created for this, but the important
category feature will be added to the token annotations. This
is fundamental for grammatical analysis of sentences. It uses
standard dictionaries and rules based on the corpus training of
the Wall Street Journal.

Using these standard annotations, very customizable JAPE
transducers can be implemented to find and attach the infor-
mation needed for the specific application. These processing
resources operate on the Java Annotation Patterns Engine
(JAPE), which tests regular expressions of existing annotations
and can create further annotations or executes java code
according to the result.

JAPE transducers are implemented by JAPE rules consist-
ing of a head (various parameters), a left hand side/LHS
(regular expression) and a right hand side/RHS (result upon
confirmation of LHS). Therewith, standard annotations the
ANNIE system generates can be extended using customized
rules in a JAPE transducer. The general composition of the
processing pipeline consisting of both text annotation and
JAPE transducers is given in [3].

III. CONCEPT

In this chapter we present our concept and tool support
for an automated delta analysis. As a first step, we give an
overview of the main components of our tool chain consisting
of the Requirements to Boilerplates Converter (R2BC) and
the Delta Analyzer (DA) as depicted in Fig. 2. According
to this concept the R2BC is used to convert random natural
language requirements into predefined boilerplates. Once all
requirements are available in the predefined syntax, the DA is
used to perform an automated delta analysis. In our previous
work [1], we present the concept of the R2BC together with
the test results of the first implementation. In this chapter, we
describe our concept for an automated delta analysis and the
architecture of the corresponding tool the DA. Moreover, our
concept for an automated delta analysis includes an algorithm
for the prioritization of requirements deltas. The description
of this algorithm constitutes the third part of this chapter.

A. Methodology of Prototypical Tool Chain

1. Requirements to Boilerplates Converter: The process
starts once an OEM submits a CRS to the supplier. In a
first step, natural language requirements are translated into
predefined boilerplates by the R2BC. After processing, the
specification of the OEM is available in a semi-formal lan-
guage. The semi-formal format offers advantages over natural
language. This version of the specifications can then be

Fig. 2. Methodology for an Automated Delta Analysis

used for the development process. The aim of the R2BC is
therefore to improve the readability or the potential of the
requirements through formalization. On this basis, the content
of the specifications can then be better understood by the
developers at the supplier.

2. Delta Analyzer: These formalized CRSs represent the
fundamentals for the approach in this work, as they act as the
input for our tool. The custom syntax of requirements allows to
compare multiple specifications based on the structure of each
requirement. These differences can be identified by the DA
and be summarized in a delta report. Differences can then be
output for a RE expert on screen or in a file. For this purpose,
the program offers procedures for the evaluation of the deltas
or metrics for the decision between whether requirements are
matching or not. As we describe later, such a categorization
can take place based on the annotations generated by the
R2BC.

The methodology of the presented tools is shown as a
prototypical tool chain in Fig. 2.

B. Delta Analyzer Concept

The Delta Analyzer concept features methods that can
identify deltas between old and new CRS, which can then
be rated and emphasized for the user. This processing is done
for each requirement from the CRS. For an automated finding
of suitable requirements in the DA, the requirements must be
presented uniformly, which is why we use the boilerplates
created by the R2BC (cf. our previous work [1]).

The functions described allow the design of a method for
an automated comparison of two specifications in the DA.
For this purpose, all requirements from the specification V2
(current, new OEM CRS) are compared with those from V1
(CRS of predecessor product). For each requirement in V2,
V1 is traversed to find a corresponding statement there. This
leads to the distinction of three categories: (1) identical, (2)
comparable with deltas and (3) no comparable was found. In
order to help the project members estimating the requirements,
giving feedback and offer support to realize major issues to
them is an important aspect of our concept. Especially, the
impacts of deltas found in (2) has to be rated by our tool.
Therefore, metrics were identified and bundled as part of
the DA-algorithm to find the best possible match for each
requirement. The following procedure was developed:
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1. The individual requirements in boilerplates are loaded for
specification V1 and V2.

2. For each boilerplate from CRS V2 it is checked whether
identical, comparable (with deltas in the specification) or
no requirements can be assigned from V1. These three
categories are identified based on the GATE annotations
from the R2BC. Using further similarity measurement
metrics, we can calculate a total degree of correspondence
as score.

3. According to the degree of correspondence found, the
deltas are identified between the requirements:
(a) Identical requirement: There was an identical require-
ment found in both CRS. The request can be accepted
without separate consideration.
(b) Comparable with deltas: Only a partially matching
requirement was found. This is likely the case when
requirements have changed or been revised. There is a
delta between these requirements, that signals a change
in the requirements and would therefore mean a change
in product specifications. A fine granular breakdown of
the distinguishable deltas will be described later.
(c) New requirement: No matching requirement from V1
could be found. CRS V2 could contain new requirements
that were not specified in V1 in any way. This may con-
cern, for example, properties that are defined later in the
development process or no information was previously
known about.

4. If there are more at least comparable requirements in V1,
the best matching requirement is found.

5. The delta report for the user is generated by accessing
the results from 4. when V2 was completely traversed.

If deltas have been found, the feasibility of these new
requirements must always be checked separately. Different
specifications in V2 might decrease the correctness of the
requirements. The further correctness of V2 to V1 can not
be guaranteed for many deltas, which makes it difficult to
realize the requirements. There may be massive differences
in specifications, which may result in a partial or complete
redesign of the product. As a guideline, the report therefore
also contains the overall degree of agreement of the CRS
as an absolute and percentage value. The description of the
functionality for our tool led to the concrete emergence of
three core components. The tool contains components for the
mapping of subject logic and GUI as shown in Fig. 3.

The components realize the two main functions 1 and 2
using GATE and Java resources. Based on this concept, the
functionalities for each individual component are assigned as
follows:

1. NL pre-processing: Since the DA represents the second
stage of processing, it uses the results from the R2BC, i.e. the
annotations generated there. These will be under access to the
program read into the DA. Thus the requirements which are
present in boilerplates after R2BC-conversion, are compared
by their annotations.

2. Analyzer: The delta analyzer checks the various re-
quirements of specification V2 for their compliance with the

Fig. 3. Components of the Delta-Analyzer

requirements V1. The program accesses the loaded annotations
of both specifications and compares different requirements.
Finally, a delta report is created that clearly displays all found
deltas between the requirements.

3. GUI: The GUI allows the user to enter the two CRS to
be compared. After processing, the user can export the delta
report containing the compared requirements.

C. Agreement Level

Aiming to offer robust support in identifying deltas between
two requirements, a fine-grained process analyzing each re-
quirement match was designed to give a score to each of
these matches. Each single requirement from V2 and V1 is
represented as an object in our tool. Every match-object then
consists of both found requirements and the agreement level
the DA calculated.

The CRS are essentially treated as mathematical sets. For
our concept, requirements from V1 and V2 can also be
understood as set elements. A boilerplate-match then is a
triple: (r2, r1, a) : r2 ∈ V 2, r1 ∈ V 1, agreement level a.
The delta-analyzer aims to rate a match as close to category
(a) as possible, searching for an identical requirement in V1 as
long as no triple with that agreement level was constructed.
The process of scoring the agreement of two requirements
consists of two main steps. First, the boilerplate environment
is used, analyzing boilerplate-type and then the features (text
parts) of each boilerplate. In case of a different type, we
assume the requirements as completely different (new require-
ment in V2, category c), as otherwise they would have shared
the same boilerplate-category. If two compared requirements
share the same boilerplate-features and category, they are at
least comparable (b), if not even identical (a). The task then
was to find a method rating several types of deltas all found as
(b), as some requirements were partially identical while others
were almost distinct.

After this rather rough analysis of R2BC-annotations, we
use Levenshtein distance for a deeper, linguistic analysis. The
Levenshtein distance calculates the difference between two
given strings as the effort (operations) to transform string
s1 into s2 [4]. This method is common when it comes to
measuring similarity of two given strings or requirements
in our case. After calculating the Levenshtein distance for
each component of the requirements matched as (b), we can
easily add it to the agreement level contained in the triple
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together with the requirements. As our tool searches for the
best possible match, we can now simply search for the best
score comparable requirements have reached.

D. Methodology for the Prioritization of Requirements Deltas

The determination of deltas is an important step to increase
efficiency during the RFQ phase. The DA concept includes an
additional function to speed-up the work progress during this
phase. This function is called requirements delta prioritization.
Its main purpose is to rank requirements deltas, which have
the highest impact on the development effort, first. As a
consequence, project team members can focus on prioritized
requirements deltas to determine whether a predecessor com-
ponent can fulfill the new requirements and if necessary, how
much effort is needed to adapt the component. To this end, our
requirements delta prioritization algorithm relies on weighting
factors, which are defined prior to the delta analysis.

E. Determination of Weighting Factors for Product Features
and Functions

Weighting factors indicate how much more development
effort is required to adapt a certain feature or function of a
product compared to another feature or function. They are a
prerequisite for the requirements delta prioritization algorithm
and therefore have to be determined first. Our concept for the
determination of weighting factors is based on the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) introduced by Thomas L. Saaty
[5]. Within this methodology a pair-wise comparison matrix
is used to determine which entry is more important than
another. In our approach, this determination is executed by
the project team within the DA GUI, as depicted in Fig. 4.
As a first step, the project team selects a product, for which
the weighting factors shall be determined (Fig. 4 Step 1). The
selection of a product is important, since weighting factors
for certain features and functions can be different for different
products. A change in current draw can be of higher impact
in a pump, than in an actuator. Second, the project team
documents the top ten features and functions of the selected
product (Fig. 4 Step 2). We suggest an amount of ten features
and functions, but it is also possible to add more. It is sufficient
to fill out the headings. The headings for the rows are filled
out automatically. According to the application domain, the
amount of the main features and functions may vary. The
only one boundary condition is that the number of features and
functions is finite. During the third step (Fig. 4 Step 3), project
team members rate the impact for the development effort on
a scale from 1-9, where 1 is equal effort, 2 is low effort, 3 is
moderate effort, 4 is moderate plus, 5 is high effort, 6 is high
effort plus, 7 is very high effort, 8 is very, very high effort and
9 is extreme effort. We use the scale as suggested by [5] and
adjusted the definitions of the numbers, so that they fit our
use case. To decrease the effort of filling out the matrix, only
the white upper right corner of the matrix must be filled out
by the user. The lower left corner is filled out automatically
with the reciprocal value by the DA. Once all values have
been entered, the DA automatically calculates the geometric

mean per feature or function and show them in the respective
column in the GUI. The geometric mean figures constitute
the weighting factors, which at the same time describe a total
order of all features and functions. As a result, the top ten
features and functions can be ranked in order of development
effort, which is necessary, if one of them shall be adapted in
the selected product. Finally, the user can save the weighting
factors by pressing “Save weighting factors” (Fig. 4 Step 4).

All weighting factors for a given product are saved in
the repository of the DA and can hence be invoked by
the requirements delta prioritization algorithm. Since over
time the development effort for certain features or functions
can change, it is possible to repeat this process. The DA
will automatically calculate the mean for all adjustments of
weighting factors per feature or function of a product. By this
opportunity we aim to receive more accurate weighting factors
over time.

F. Prioritization of Requirements Deltas

The general aim of the DA is to detect deltas between a
supplier CRS and an OEM CRS by comparing requirements
sentences with each other. For this purpose, a pairwise com-
parison of requirements is performed by the DA. Once two
requirements address the same system and one of its features
or functions, the DA allocates both requirements as a couple
in the delta report. As an example, the supplier requirement A
and the OEM requirement B constitute the following couple,
since both of them address the torque feature of an actuator:

A: The actuator shall provide a stall torque of 50 Nm. B:
The waste gate actuator shall provide a torque of 60 Nm.

Since not all requirements from the OEM CRS and the
supplier CRS can be allocated as couples, single requirements
will exist in the delta report. This is especially true for
completely new OEM requirements, which previously were
never addressed by the supplier CRS.

Once the delta analysis is finished, the requirements delta
prioritization algorithm searches for keywords in all require-
ments, which are listed in the delta report. The product
features and functions, which were documented during the
determination of weighting factors, constitute these keywords.
If for example the requirements delta prioritization algorithm
finds the keyword “torque” in the requirements couple of
supplier requirement A and OEM requirement B, this couple
will automatically receive the previously defined weighting
factor. To this end, the DA invokes the weighting factors
from the repository. The DA assigns the same weighting
factors to identified requirements couple as well as to single
requirements, which could not be allocated to other require-
ments. To increase the success rate of the weighting factor
assignment, the DA provides the user with the possibility to
enter synonyms and other words or characters that may be a
hint for a certain product feature or function.

Once the prioritization of requirements deltas is finished, the
user can rank them by their weight in order to focus on the
most heavy-weighted deltas first. However, in case the torque
requirement of the OEM does not demand any changes in
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Fig. 4. Determination of weighting factors with the pairwise comparison matrix

the current degree of torque, the corresponding requirements
couple should have a lower priority for the user, than those
couples, which demand changes from the product. To this
end, the DA provides a filter function. With this filter, the
user can filter for the three categories of requirements couples:
identical requirements (no changes of feature or function re-
quired), comparable with deltas (changes of feature or function
required) new requirements (new feature or function required).
With this filter, the user can focus on true requirements deltas
with the highest weighting factor.

For those requirements couples, which did not receive a
weighting factor, the user may add a factor according to his
estimation. Then the prioritization of requirements couples can
be repeated. The prioritization order is adapted by the DA
automatically. This functionality allows to expand the number
of weighting factors for new features and functions and assures
that the new weighting factors are related properly to the
already present ones. As a consequence, this methodology can
be applied to different types of products and can be updated
accordingly.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we present the results of preliminary exper-
iments with the DA prototype. As a first step we describe the
target setting and the experimental setup. Second, we present
figures from our experiments and discuss the results. Finally,
based on the gathered data, we draw conclusions and suggest
measures for improvement.

A. Target setting and experimental setup

The target of the experiments is to prove the general
feasibility of the DA. The objective of the DA is to determine
whether the requirements of the customer CRS are identical,

comparable or completely new to the supplier CRS or an pre-
vious version of the customer CRS. To assess the performance
of the DA, we calculate precision scores for the correct allo-
cation of requirements to the respective categories: identical
requirements, comparable with deltas and new requirements.

We conducted four experiments with five real-life CRS. All
these specification documents have a common history. CRS 1
is the initial specification. It consists of fragmented sentences
and is a rather short document. CRS 2 is a qualitatively
improved version of CRS 1. CRS 3, 4 and 5 describe different
product generations, which emerged over time. Each CRS
contains additional requirements regarding new features and
new sub-components. This is a common scenario in the
automotive industry. Therefore, we decided to perform the
delta analysis with the following couples: CRS 1 with CRS 2,
CRS 2 with CRS 3, CRS 1 with CRS 4 and CRS 4 with CRS
5. All CRSs were provided to us as PDF documents.

According to our tool chain, the CRS must be processed
by the R2BC first. The reason for this is, that the DA uses
information created during the NL pre-processing applied and
saved by the R2BC. As a preparatory step we created a new
gazetteer list for the R2BC. We used the content of the glossary
of terms of all five CRS for our gazetteer and performed
the requirements to boilerplates conversion. Also, the JAPE
rules for CRS 1, 4 and 5 required some adjustment. The
results of the conversion showed a drop of the number of
identified requirements for this CRS. We discovered that the
requirements authors of these CRS have used “must” instead
of “shall” or omitted it completely and applied “to be” or “is”
to explain for example an action in their requirements. To this
end, we substituted the word “shall” with “must” in our JAPE
rules and added “to be” as an alternative explanation. This led
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

Category Req. Correct Precision Total
per req.
cat.

CRS 1 Identical requirements 0 0 -
& Comparable with deltas 35 33 94.3% 89
CRS 2 New requirements 23 - -
CRS 2 Identical requirements 27 25 92.6%
& Comparable with deltas 94 93 98.9% 180
CRS 3 New requirements 23 - -
CRS 1 Identical requirements 1 1 100%
& Comparable with deltas 23 23 100% 61
CRS 4 New requirements 8 - -
CRS 4 Identical requirements 3 3 100%
& Comparable with deltas 9 9 100% 69
CRS 5 New requirements 25 - -

to a high number of requirements conversions.
The gazetteers were mainly used to identify the system

name. During preliminary experiments the R2BC converted
all requirements sentences into boilerplates, whether the cor-
responding subjects were system names or other words for
example, describing product features. Once the original re-
quirement fit the boilerplate, it was considered useful for the
experiments. We also did not correct the results of the R2BC.
Some requirements had flaws as a result of the conversion.
Since the number of proper requirements was high enough to
prove the feasibility of the DA, we considered the incompletely
converted requirements negligible.

In our previous work [1], we presented the results of
preliminary experiments with the R2BC. In the remainder of
this section we focus on the performance of the DA prototype.
Within first experiments the DA achieved promising results,
as can be seen in Table I.

Within the first experiment with CRS 1 and CRS 2, whereby
CRS 2, the DA analyzed 89 requirements from both CRS
in less than a second. As a result, the DA identified 33
comparable requirements couples with a precision of 94.3%.
Two requirements contained not processable symbols, which
lead to error outputs in the delta report. As consequence 33
of the 35 available couples were identified by the DA. All
requirements couples, which were listed by the DA in the
delta report in the “Comparable with delta” section, mention
the same system name respectively. The latter parts of the
requirements sentences differ from each other. As can be
seen from the numbers, one requirement from CRS 2 can fit
several requirements form CRS 1. The DA also found 23 new
requirements in CRS 2, which were not listed in CRS 1 before.
Yet, the novelty of these requirements is merely proven by
their syntactical difference.

As a result of the delta analysis of CRS 2 and CRS 3,
the DA identified 25 identical requirements couples with a
precision of 92.6%. The precision was reduced by the fact,
that two error outputs appeared in the delta report. These
were caused by not processable symbols in the original CRS.
In the category “Comparable with deltas”, the DA found 93

comparable requirements. These include, seven requirements
couples, which consisted in their original state of identical
sentences per couple. As a matter of fact, these couples should
actually be listed in the “Identical requirements” category.
But the R2BC added additional words, which stem from
the adjacent attribute column in the original CRS to the
conversion results of these 14 requirements. Nevertheless, we
consider the DA results correct, since the sentences provided
by the R2BC differed indeed from each other. As previously
mentioned, we defined an agreement level score to determine
how equal two requirements are to allocate them as a couple.
The observation of experiments with CRS 2 and CRS 3
showed, that requirements with an agreement level score of
up to 1.02 differ in only one character. From a score of 1.06
they differ mostly in one word. Once the agreement level
score surpasses the mark of 1.5, the requirements are clearly
different except for the system name. Finally, the DA found
23 new requirements in CRS 3. Also, here the novelty of the
requirements is caused by their syntactic character.

The delta analysis for CRS 1 and 4 resulted in one require-
ments couple consisting of identical requirements sentences
and 23 requirements couples, which are comparable and
contain deltas. For both categories the DA achieved 100%
precision. For eight requirements from CRS 4, the DA could
not identify a comparable requirement in CRS 1 based on
the syntactical analysis. In the last experiment with CRS 4
and CRS 5, the DA identified three requirements couples
with identical requirements. The identification of identical
and comparable requirements worked both with a precision
of 100%. In numbers, the DA identified nine requirements
couples with comparable requirements and 25 new require-
ments. In total 399 requirements from five different CRS were
analyzed during the experiments.

B. Discussion and Conclusion

Preliminary experiments with the DA prototype show sound
results. The precision values range from 94.3% to 100%.
Within seconds hundreds of requirements can be analyzed and
deltas determined. From the number of requirements couples
per category can be seen, that some CRS documents are more
similar than others. The requirements from CRS 2 and CRS
3 seem to be similar. On the other hand, CRS 1 and CRS 2
seem to be very different.

The major benefit of a delta analysis is to find requirements
couples, where both requirements slightly differ from each
other. In this case, it is directly clear which feature or function
of a component must be adapted. It is also an indication
that the supplier already knows how to handle this kind
of requirement, since it could be allocated to the supplier
requirement or to the requirement of a previous version of the
CRS. Especially in the results of the experiment with CRS 2
and CRS 3 this phenomenon can be observed. Requirements
couples with an agreement level score of 1.02 differed in only
one character. This kind of couples are beneficial, since they
show the user of the DA the need for action in a clear matter.
For instance, the necessary adjustment of the torque of an
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actuator could be detected by applying the DA. Scores higher
than 1.06 represent requirements couples with requirements,
which mostly differ in one word. Beyond the threshold of
1.5 only the system names are equal in both partners of the
requirements couple.

Based on these findings we are planning to use the presented
thresholds of agreement level scores to highlight requirements
couples with slightly different requirements to the user. Fur-
thermore, we plan to evaluate, whether the requirements which
were identified as “New requirements” are really new. So far,
their categorization was proven only by a syntactic analysis.
This evaluation may lead to the understanding, whether a
semantic delta analysis would lead to better results. Also, the
presented results have shown that the R2BC is still a decisive
component of our tool chain and that it has a huge effect on
the outcome of the delta analysis. Therefore, we plan to further
improve our prototype of the R2BC.

V. RELATED WORK

Since the automated comparison of different data offers a
high potential for reduction working hours, a large number
of tools for document comparison have been developed. In
general, all of these tools are designed to find differences
between an original and a corresponding modified document
and at the end to describe the identified changes in a third
document [6]. However, scientific work on these tools is hard
to come by because most of them are proprietary and little
to nothing has been published about them. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no work that implements an automatic
delta analysis similar to our approach.

Schraps and Bosler present an approach to create a require-
ments ontology by extracting knowledge from software re-
quirements and transferring this knowledge into the ontology.
After annotating the requirements using NLP techniques, a pat-
tern recognition algorithm searches for predefined grammatical
patterns. Requirements or parts of them fitting the patterns
are then integrated into the requirements ontology [7]. While
this approach aims at detecting and solving inconsistencies
between requirement specifications and software models, the
goal of our approach is to find differences and mutualities
between multiple requirement specifications.

The Module Comparison Wizard in IBM DOORS can be
used to compare two different modules, possibly containing re-
quirement specifications. The tool detects if objects have been
added, deleted, edited or if heading numbers have changed.
These deltas can be found automatically, they are however of
structural or syntactic nature and show no relevance regarding
the content similarity or the requirements [8].

The tool compareDocs from DocsCorp aims at comparing
two versions of a document and showing differences in form
of insertions, deletions and moves. It can be used on different
types of documents and event hough it resembles a similar
"delta-between-versions" approach as the tool described in this
work, the detected deltas have no means of being evaluated
regarding their semantic relevance [9].

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we presented our concept for an automated
delta analysis, which aims to support project teams in the
limited time frame of an RFQ phase. Our proprietary devel-
oped prototype the Delta Analyzer (DA) analyses two different
requirement specification documents provided in office format
and determines the differences between the requirements –
namely the deltas. The DA uses information generated by
Natural Language Processing techniques applied by our tool
R2BC [1]. Preliminary experiments with the DA on real-life
requirements specifications yielded good results. The DA allo-
cated requirements into the categories: identical requirements,
comparable with deltas and new requirements with a precision
of 94.3% to 100%. In addition to that, we introduced our
methodology for the prioritization of requirements deltas. This
technique is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
[5] and has the purpose of ordering requirements deltas in
the delta report according to the development effort for their
implementation. This functionality shall enable project teams
to focus on the most important need for action first.

The objective of our upcoming research activity is to further
improve the performance of the DA. To this end, we will
refine the recognition of deltas in the category comparable
with deltas. This will allow us to automatically distinguish
between more high-level deltas at component level and low-
level deltas that relate to specific features or functions of single
components. We are currently in the process of implementing
the algorithm for prioritizing requirements in our DA proto-
type. Once this functionality is available, we will test it with
different project teams.
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3rd Workshop on Internet of Things—Enablers,
Challenges and Applications

THE Internet of Things is a technology which is rapidly
emerging the world. IoT applications include: smart city

initiatives, wearable devices aimed to real-time health monitor-
ing, smart homes and buildings, smart vehicles, environment
monitoring, intelligent border protection, logistics support. The
Internet of Things is a paradigm that assumes a pervasive
presence in the environment of many smart things, including
sensors, actuators, embedded systems and other similar de-
vices. Widespread connectivity, getting cheaper smart devices
and a great demand for data, testify to that the IoT will
continue to grow by leaps and bounds. The business models
of various industries are being redesigned on basis of the
IoT paradigm. But the successful deployment of the IoT is
conditioned by the progress in solving many problems. These
issues are as the following:

• The integration of heterogeneous sensors and systems
with different technologies taking account environmental
constraints, and data confidentiality levels;

• Big challenges on information management for the appli-
cations of IoT in different fields (trustworthiness, prove-
nance, privacy);

• Security challenges related to co-existence and intercon-
nection of many IoT networks;

• Challenges related to reliability and dependability, espe-
cially when the IoT becomes the mission critical compo-
nent;

• Zero-configuration or other convenient approaches to
simplify the deployment and configuration of IoT and
self-healing of IoT networks;

• Knowledge discovery, especially semantic and syntactical
discovering of the information from data provided by IoT;

The IoT conference is seeking original, high quality research
papers related to such topics. The conference will also solicit
papers about current implementation efforts, research results,
as well as position statements from industry and academia
regarding applications of IoT. The focus areas will be, but
not limited to, the challenges on networking and information
management, security and ensuring privacy, logistics, situation
awareness, and medical care.

TOPICS

The IoT conference is seeking original, high quality research
papers related to following topics:

• Future communication technologies (Future Internet;
Wireless Sensor Networks; Web-services, 5G, 4G, LTE,
LTE-Advanced; WLAN, WPAN; Small cell Networks. . . )
for IoT,

• Intelligent Internet Communication,
• IoT Standards,
• Networking Technologies for IoT,
• Protocols and Algorithms for IoT,
• Self-Organization and Self-Healing of IoT Networks,
• Trust, Identity Management and Object Recognition,
• Object Naming, Security and Privacy in the IoT Environ-

ment,
• Security Issues of IoT,
• Integration of Heterogeneous Networks, Sensors and Sys-

tems,
• Context Modeling, Reasoning and Context-aware Com-

puting,
• Fault-Tolerant Networking for Content Dissemination,
• Architecture Design, Interoperability and Technologies,
• Data or Power Management for IoT,
• Fog—Cloud Interactions and Enabling Protocols,
• Reliability and Dependability of mission critical IoT,
• Unmanned-Aerial-Vehicles (UAV) Platforms, Swarms

and Networking,
• Data Analytics for IoT,
• Artificial Intelligence and IoT,
• Applications of IoT (Healthcare, Military, Logistics, Sup-

ply Chains, Agriculture, . . . ),
• E-commerce and IoT.

The conference will also solicit papers about current im-
plementation efforts, research results, as well as position
statements from industry and academia regarding applications
of IoT. Focus areas will be, but not limited to above mentioned
topics.

EVENT CHAIRS

• Cao, Ning, College of Information Engineering, Qingdao
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• Furtak, Janusz, Military University of Technology,
Poland
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Abstract—The Fog Computing paradigm is an emerging ar-
chitecture and focuses on optimizing resources for the Internet
of Things environment, bringing to the Edge, Cloud’s character-
istics. The demand generated by the number of possible devices
in this network attracts problems related to quality of service,
security, among others, attracting researchers from the most
diverse areas. In our work, in addition to performing a study
on selected works in a mapping process, detecting trends in
the use of Fog architectures. The main contribution is presented
by a security-based Fog Computing architecture using QoS for
scalable environments with Docker containers for orchestration
and deployment of security with SDN.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE TECHNOLOGICAL evolution of embedded equip-
ment has enabled virtual communication with certain

objects so that we can manage and operate them at a distance
through the Internet. With a finality of increase the interac-
tional capacity in systems, a new paradigm called generically
Internet of Things (IoT) has been emerging [1].

Through the integration of the most varied technologies,
it aims to enable network communication between people,
objects and things with different levels of autonomy, extracting
and / or providing services and information among themselves
or to other devices through the Internet. The IoT architecture
can be treated as a physical, virtual or hybrid system, being
able to make use of technologies such as Cloud Computing [2],
able to overcome the limitations of computing and storage in
intelligent devices, besides providing elastic resources to them
[3]. According [3], [4] and [5], due to the need to support
mobility, geographical distribution, location recognition and
low latency demand for some applications, the Cloud meet
with some difficulties.

To overcome these difficulties, Cloud features were brought
to the edge of the network [6], [7] and [8], thus forming Fog
Computing, or simply Fog, which, as a link between IoT and
Cloud, induces the extra functionalities required for specific
processing of applications, such as filtering and aggregation,
before transferring the data to the Cloud [9].

Taking advantage of IoT’s capabilities, a wide range of
intelligent solutions and applications for the most diverse

This study was financed in part by the Coordenacao de Aperfeicoamento
de Pessoal de Nivel Superior - Brasil (CAPES) - Finance Code 001.

areas, such as Smart City and Smart Home, have been pro-
posed and increasingly demanded of it, with forecast growth
in equipment usage to 50 billion units by 2022, including
sensors and actuators [10]. However, this generation advance
has been presented in a highly complex way, which has been
demanding and moving researchers from the most varied areas
of knowledge, besides the need to create environments for
the performance analysis of these studies. Some challenges of
Fog are listed by [5] and [11], which consider the importance
of identifying appropriate techniques and metrics for efficient
resource provisioning and management.

In [12], they states that a large number of links and different
interactions between edge nodes in IoT makes it a complex
and scalable system; therefore, it is difficult to achieve the
dynamic requirements of Quality of Service (QoS). How
described in [13] and [11] argue that the absence of Service
Level Agreement (SLA) management, as well as sustainable
metrics, make it difficult to maintain a QoS acceptable in
highly dynamic environments. This increase in the number
of devices on the network also creates security-related issues,
making these endpoints an easy target for malicious people to
compromise these devices for use in large-scale attacks.

Thus, our paper aims to present a Fog Computing archi-
tecture to provide QoS and security through an orchestrated
and virtualized environment, including characteristics such as
interoperability and scalability.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 describes the Fog Computing architeture applied in this
study. Next, section 3 presents the implementation issues,
followed by related works in the section 4. Section 5 presents
a Conclusion.

II. FOG COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

According to the paper presented by [14], six criteria
considered important for the Fog Computing architecture
are: Heterogeneity, QoS Management, Scalability, Mobility,
Federation and Interoperability. The architecture we propose
next, not only to meet some of these criteria, as well as aspects
related to security, providing a consistent, manageable, and
secure environment with characteristics that may facilitate the
commercialization of services implemented.
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These approaches, when contemplated by other articles, are
solved individually or in smaller numbers, as we can observe
in topic IV (related works). In addition, we are not aware of
the use of the K-means algorithm in a Fog Computing.

The proposal of our paper is based on the use of a three-
layer architecture similar to that proposed by [4], concomi-
tantly contemplating the six functional blocks of IoT presented
by [2] (devices, comunication, services, management, security
and application).

As we can see from the Fig. 1, the architecture presents the
layers in a well-defined way, where we have the tradicional
Cloud at one end, the Fog at the interim layer (composed by
Fog nodes) and the edge with the IoT devices. The IoT devices
are one of the aforementioned functional blocks, being sensors,
actuators, smartphones, among others capable of generating
and consuming Fog data.

Fig. 1. Fog Archteture proposal.

Interoperability between layers and devices is achieved
through the functional block of communication, by means
of the data links and their virtualized infrastructure, since
much of it is based on Docker containers. Although there are
other solutions that promote the use of containers, the Docker
offers fault tolerance, service management and deployment
capabilities that facilitate the solution delivery process.

Virtualization is a strong trend in the implementation of Fog
Computing architectures as we will see in the related works of
this paper, making it possible to meet the federation criterion
if it becomes a standard used by other service providers, in
addition, it makes the architecture scalable through use of a
swarm structure, allowing to act in order to deliver the solution
continuously orchestrated, attending to the service block.

The last three functional blocks (management, security,
and application) are served by another strong feature of this
architecture, which is being presented at a time when the threat
detection models begin to act directly in Fog layer, allowing
the time to decision making is reduced as internal and external
threats are identified, thus improving QoS.

This structure will rely on the use of an unsupervised artifi-
cial intelligence algorithm capable of learning about anomalies

and behavior (DDoS) in a distributed way, which is one of
the ten major security flaws in a Fog architecture, according
to [15].

As can be seen in the work of [16] and [17], the use of the
K-means algorithm presented a very high hit rate compared to
other techniques. This algorithm will run in the Cloud (Fig.
2) for training and validation of the samples. Will learn by
behavior patterns from open source datasets and then send
information to the orchestrator at Fog Computing who will
be responsible for generating metrics about the environment
as well as resource provisioning computational linked to the
models learned in the Cloud.

The orchestrator registers the status of all fog nodes, in-
cluding the activation and disconnection of nodes, the type of
nodes and the IP address of each of them, and is responsible
for managing the resources of those nodes that will commu-
nicate with the endpoints.

The resources management, among its characteristics, will
enable the architecture to simultaneously meet the demands of
applications that have or do not have restrictions in real time,
prioritizing the guarantee of resources for the most needed or
that there is an SLA contract with the client.

The model is combined with the use of SDN (Software
Defined Networking) devices since it will be responsible for
performing the traffic routing to the endpoints, as well as
assisting in the detection, since these data are processed by the
Fog node and the cluster, thus providing a better distribution
of responsibilities and lower latency among taxpayers. The
gateway aims to effect separation and translation between the
external and internal networks.

III. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In order for the environment to achieve the objectives
proposed by our architecture, we have a hardware and software
structure that will be described as follows:

For anomaly processing solution will be used an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) as Cloud Computing Services to find
patterns of DDoS attacks. The displayed gateway will be
set by a raspberry pi 3 device running the Raspbian Stretch
Lite operating system. In order to be orchestrated, 2 physical
machines configured with 3.2 Ghz i5 processors and 8 GB
ram DDR3 memory will be used, running the linux operating
system in the debian 9.9 distribution, as well as the Docker
Community edition in version 17.12.1-ce where the portainer
management configured, with the portainer/portainer image
being available in the Docker hub, chosen for this experiment.

This tool contributes the orchestration of the services in a
facilitated way through the use of the webhooks, increasing the
practicality in the process of automation of deploy of the final
application in the containers that will be destined to solution
of SDN.

The area marked in blue in Fig. 2 is responsible for
manipulating Fog traffic with IoT devices, applying the rules
learned through the cloud and identifying it as malicious
or not according to its characteristics. Considering that the
entire decision-making process should be automated, this
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environment is supported by SDN, responsible for providing
the necessary intelligence and automation, creating intelligent
routes according to the context.

Fig. 2. Fog Security Service.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this session, we discussed the studies considered relevant
to our work and commented on the tools, devices, and algo-
rithms most used by them, aiming at a better view of trends
and how research in the field of Fog Computing has been
developing.

Most of the papers were identified through the systematic
mapping process proposed by [18], where we considered
the Fog Computing architectures approach that involved both
quality of service issues including performance analysis for
intelligent environments, as well as questions of security.
In this way, we analyze these issues separately in order to
facilitate understanding.

A. Related works to architecture in QoS context:

In [19], is present a layered architecture called Fog-to-Cloud
(F2C) and compare with an optimized F2C (OF2C) and the
traditional Cloud, presenting through simulation and use case
in health care the benefits of running services in the different
F2C layers. As a result, using the Tareador and Paraver tools,
the authors demonstrate an improvement in the task execution
speed of 32,05% of the OF2C architecture in relation to the
traditional Cloud and poses as a challenge the creation of
resource management strategies in different layers of F2C to
provide QoS.

A implement through simulation with a framework called
Stack4Things, structure based on OpenStack that includes
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and PaaS (Platform as a
Service) is presented by [20]. They also present a case study
of environmental data collection through #SmartME (project
to stimulate the creation of a new virtual ecosystem of smart
city for the Messina’s city). This work indicates anothers
types of services that will be provided by Fog, reinforcing the
suggestion made by [11] that adapting the Cloud SLA to Fog
Computing may be a possible solution for the implementation
of this agreement and also as an aid to QoS.

The efficient sharing of client network resources covered
by [21], creates network layers configured using SDN and

VNF deployed on low-cost common network devices (EX:
Raspberry) to approximate wireless and custom services of
mobile devices and sensors . As a result, the average cloud
delay was approximately 133 ms, versus 12 and 5.3 ms for
single board and PC computers, respectively. The environment
configured in this work is approximated with the outline of our
proposal.

An anomaly detection solution for the smart city application
based on Fog, connected to LPWAN and evaluated through
algorithms in the testbed of the city of Antwerp is proposed
by [22]. The results show that both the Birch cluster and the
RC anomaly detection mechanisms can be executed by Fog
features. The LPWAN technologies evaluated and validated for
the application of air quality were: IEEE 802.11ah, DASH7
and LTE-M.

In [23] study the issue of resource continuity and coor-
dinated Fog and Cloud management and propose the funda-
mental blocks for system architecture. They demonstrate the
benefits of a layer management approach by considering the
size and time to search for smart city databases. The authors
observed that the smaller the city area the smaller the database
size, the lookup time, the lower the number of services to be
executed, and thus the lower the interest in these services by
the users.

The use of the SDN architecture in a Fog Computing
architecture is proposed by [24], focusing on real-time ve-
hicle traffic management, seeking performance enhancement
and improved traffic management and QoS in real-time data
distribution. In this work, an architecture similar to the one
proposed in this paper is used, but its objective is to use it in
a vehicular environment.

B. Works related to security issues:

Presented by [25] on his work about Deep Learning on
despite the success of traditional Internet cryptographic so-
lutions, factors such as system development flaws, increased
attack surfaces, and hacking skills have proven the inevitability
of detection mechanisms. Traditional approaches to machine-
based attack detection have been successful in the last few
decades, but it has already been proven that they have low
accuracy and less scalability for detecting cyber attacks on
massively distributed nodes such as IoT. The proliferation of
deep learning and technological advancement of hardware can
pave the way for the detection of the current level of sophisti-
cation of cyber attacks in high-end networks. The application
of deep networks has already been successful in large areas of
data, and this indicates that end-to-end computing may be the
ultimate beneficiary of the attack detection approach because a
large amount of data produced by IoT devices that deep models
learn better than surface algorithms and showed that Deep
Learning (DL) models perform well when using unsupervised
learning in Zero Day applications, improving model accuracy
in invisible and mutant attacks.

In [26] has defined Fog Computing as a new paradigm with
many different features of Cloud Computing. Because features
are limited, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) Fog nodes / hosts
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are vulnerable to cyber attacks. IDS is a fundamental technique
for solving the problem. As the Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM) has the characteristics of rapid training speed and good
generalization capability, a new light IDS called the extreme
selection machine (SS-ELM) is presented. The reason why
this new model is proposed is justified because the Fog nodes
/ MEC hosts do not have the capacity to store extremely large
amounts of training data sets. Thus, they are stored, calculated
and sampled by the Cloud servers. Then the selected sample
is supplied to the Fog / MEC hosts for training. This design
can reduce training time and increase detection accuracy. The
experimental simulation verifies if the SS-ELM shows good
intrusion detection performance in terms of accuracy, training
time and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) value.

According to the work of [27] as proposed for IoT ap-
plications in which it uses Fog Computing to implement
an intrusion detection based on the distributed model. The
proposed system consists of two modules: Detection of Fog
node attacks and summarization on a Cloud server. In this
work the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm was
used and from it a variant called Online Sequential ELM (OS-
ELM) was created to identify the attacks in the inbound traffic
of IoT virtual clusters.

In [28] proposed to use the deep learning approach to
understand that for the treatment of a large data demand,
this algorithm is resilient against metamorphosis attacks with
high detection accuracy. In this work it is proposed the use
of an LSTM network for detecting distributed cyber attacks
in Fog communication for things. The experiments conducted
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of deeper models
compared to traditional models of machine learning.

As shown in the article of [16], it was proposed a DDoS
detection model with K-Means algorithm customization that
compared to other works provided a higher rate of detection
of anomalies, taking into account factors such as True Positive
Rate, False Positive Rate and Recall Rate. In addition, is used
the main Open Source Dataset (DARPA, CAIDA, CICIDS),
as well as the real-world dataset to proposed benchmark. It
forms very high hit rates compared to related jobs.

V. CONCLUSION

The systematic mapping process used in this paper was
extremely important for the direction in the search for the
state of the art, resulting in the theoretical basis and the
identification of the current conjuncture of Fog computing
as a whole reported in this paper through the introduction
and related works. This corroborated for a better view of
the architectural tendencies, devices and tools used in a Fog
environment, such as we also indicate in our work. The
virtualization and testbeds, for example, are quite common
in the environment in question.

In this paper, we present a Fog Computing architecture
capable of providing a consistent, manageable, secure envi-
ronment with specific characteristics relevant to a Fog and to
IoT, such as interoperability, scalability, management, among
others. This is due to the fact that we have used a virtualized,

orchestrated and intelligent environment, a structure that can
facilitate the service delivery process between the existing
layers in a secure way. The ability to replicate internal security
in an agile way is another important aspect to note.

As future work, this architecture model can be validated
through simulations, emulations or even applied in production
environments, since in the presented model the SDN was
used in the application mode through the software Open
vSwitch, however, it is interesting to substitute this model by
a professional SDN switch. Taking into consideration that the
object of study of our work is Fog and its operation, it was
not taken into account the fact of security problems in Cloud
Computing, and this issue should be treated in another paper
with this focus.

The QoS covered in our work makes it possible the service
guarantee, contributing to the business aspect of Fog Com-
puting, which is usually the service level agreement (SLA),
negotiated between the service provider and the client, but the
commercialization of services involving the Fog still need to
be researched.
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Abstract—Maximum simulated likelihood estimation can be
employed in empirical health economics, amongst others, to
tackle issues concerning endogenous treatment effects. While
theory suggests that maximum simulated likelihood estimation
is asymptotically consistent, efficient and equivalent to the max-
imum likelihood estimator when both the number of simulation
draws S and sample size N → ∞ and

√
N/ S → 0, there is no

guidance on how large of an S to choose and even theory suggests
to experiment. This piece of research reviews strategies of health
economists that aim at dealing with this issue. Most pieces of
applied research rely on experimentation until numerical stability
is achieved, while some employ Monte-Carlo techniques to justify
their choice of S. A more formal test was suggested, but seemed
not to be employed yet. This lack of guidance induces a research
problem that needs to be properly addressed.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENDOGENEITY in non-linear regression models arising
through self-selection into treatment is a problem very

often encountered in, but not limited to, health economics.
One prominent situation in which health economists face
problems with endogenous regressors is when the effect of
health insurance status on healthcare utilisation, such as visits
to the doctor, is estimated. Different types of health insurance
plans, such as deductibles and co-payments, are offered,
to incentivise an economical utilisation of scarce medical
resources. As participation in such insurance plans is non-
random, selection bias complicates studies in which the effect
of endogenous treatment (here: insurance choice) is estimated
on a healthcare utilisation outcome, such as number of visits to
the doctor. Self-selection occurs when optimising individuals
possessing unobservable characteristics, such as awareness of
future health states or risk preferences, select health insurance
plans accordingly [1]. The same unobservable characteristics
that affect insurance choice might then also affect future
healthcare utilisation, thus leading to potential unobserved
correlation between insurance choice decision and decision to
consume health services [2].

One way of addressing this endogeneity issue is the en-
dogenous treatment regression model by [1], that utilises a
latent factor structure. Latent factors are incorporated into the
treatment and outcome equations, thus allowing to make a
distinction between selection on unobservables and selection
on observables. As these latent factors cannot be observed, reg-
ular maximum likelihood estimation is not feasible. Yet, when

assuming a distribution of the latent factors (e.g. standard
normal), simulation-based estimation, i.e. maximum simulated
likelihood (MSL) estimation, remains possible [3].

The properties of MSL estimates crucially depend on the
number of simulation draws S (per observation) and sample
size N . Given that S,N → ∞ and

√
N/S → 0, MSL

is asymptotically consistent, efficient and equivalent to the
maximum likelihood estimator [3]. Yet, this ratio does not
provide guidance on what S should be for given N , it only
describes the properties of MSL as N increases [4]. Conse-
quently, researchers face a non-trivial problem when deciding
how large of an S, given sample size N , to choose. On the one
hand, the MSL-approach is computationally burdensome, as it
makes extensive use of simulation techniques [5]. Generating
random numbers requires a matrix of size S × N , as there
are S random draws for each of the N observations. As
increasing N will also necessitate an increase in S, this will
ultimately lead to non-trivial memory consumption, that is
to say, to potentially prohibitively high computational cost
[6]. On the other hand, consistency of the estimator requires
S,N → ∞ and

√
N/S → 0. Some [7] recommend using

S as large as computational reasonable, while others rely on
experimentation with different sizes of S to achieve numerical
stability of the estimator as their guide [8], [9], [4], [7].
Thus, the researcher needs to find a suitable trade-off between
precision (favouring infinitely large S) on the one hand and
computational cost (favouring fixed S) on the other hand.
This lack of guidance with respect to choice of an appropriate
amount of simulation draws imposes a serious challenge for
applied research in two ways. First, having results at hands, the
question to the researcher remains, whether or not a sufficient
amount of simulation draws was employed [6]. Similarly, and
equivalently important, the researcher’s choice regarding S
remains untraceable to the scientific community.

Consequently, the research problem of the underlying piece
of research (work-in-progress) is to find guidance with respect
to the choice of an appropriate amount of simulation draws
to be employed in maximum simulated likelihood estimation
within the endogenous treatment regression context. Establish-
ing such guidance will be beneficial to the research community
as it will make MSL-procedure more traceable. As a starting
point in establishing such guidance, strategies of dealing with
this issue in applied research are presented and discussed
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within a preliminary literature review. Firstly, however, the
MSL-approach and its peculiarities will be explained in more
detail, before the relevant literature will be summarised. After
the research problem is derived from the literature review, the
intended future work to tackle this problem will be discussed.

II. MAXIMUM SIMULATED LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

To deal with the endogeneity of treatment (insurance choice)
on healthcare utilisation, [1] introduced a latent factor structure
into the treatment and outcome equations to account for
selection on unobservables. These latent factors enter both
treatment and outcome equation to allow for idiosyncratic
influences on insurance status choice to affect healthcare
utilisation, thus making a distinction between selection on
unobservables and selection on observables possible [1]. These
latent factors serve as proxies for unobservable characteristics
and are interpreted as unobserved heterogeneity. Endogeneity
arises, as the same latent factors, i.e. unobservable character-
istics, determining insurance choice also affect the healthcare
utilisation decision. As they cannot be observed, problems in
estimation arise, as no closed-form solution to the respective
integral exists [1]. Yet, when making assumptions with respect
to the underlying distribution of the unobservable characteris-
tics (e.g. standard normal distribution), maximum simulation
likelihood estimation remains feasible. Here, simulation de-
pends on the fact that integrating over a density is simply a
form of averaging [10]. Thus, the effect of the unobservable
latent factors can be integrated out, resulting in an unbi-
ased (with respect to self-selection) estimate of the treatment
effect. Among several possible ways of taking endogeneity
into account (e.g. IV-approach, Difference-in-Difference, two-
stage residual inclusion) the maximum simulated likelihood-
procedure is the only approach that sufficiently addresses both
endogeneity of treatment and non-linearity (count data) in the
outcome [11].

When outcome y’s (e.g. number of doctor visits) conditional
density f(y|x, θ), where x may be individual i’s observable
characteristics, θ the parameters to be estimated and u unob-
servable characteristics, involves such an intractable integral,
such that

f(yi|xi, θ) =
∫

h(yi|xi, θ, ui)g(ui)d(ui) (1)

requires estimation [6]. Accordingly, one needs to approximate
the intractable integral h(yi|xi, θ, ui) with a subsimulator
f̃(yi|xi, θ, us

i ). To do so, S (S = 1, . . . , S) random draws
from the assumed distribution of u are drawn into the sub-
simulator. The average over S (denoted by uiS) of these
subsimulators then provides the simulator f̂(yi|xi, θ, uiS) such
that [6]

f̂(yi|xi, θ, uiS)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Simulator

=
1

S

S∑

s=1

f̃(yi|xi, θ, us
i )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Subsimulator

. (2)

While the usual maximum likelihood estimator maximises the
log-likelihood lnLN (θ) =

∑N
i=1 ln f(yi|xi, θ), the maximum

simulated likelihood estimator instead maximises the log-
likelihood based on the simulated estimation of the density
[6]

ln L̂N (θ) =

N∑

i=1

ln f̂(yi|xi, θ, uiS)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Simulator

. (3)

As the estimator is simulated rather than calculated pre-
cisely, simulation error is introduced [10]. This simulation
error can be decomposed into three sources of error: simulation
chatter, simulation noise and simulation bias [10]. Simulation
chatter occurs, when different random draws are used at each
likelihood iteration [10], [5]. While simulation chatter might
render (simulated) likelihood maximisation infeasible, it can
be easily encountered by using the same simulation draws per
observation [10], [5]. Thus, simulation chatter does neither
depend on the choice of S nor N. Deviations from each
simulated value of its expectation lead to simulation noise [10].
As simulation noise cancels out over observations, it decreases
with N, even if S is fixed [10]. Simulation bias occurs as the
MSL simulator ln f̂ is biased for ln f , even if the simulator
f̂ is unbiased for f , as a consequence of taking the natural
logarithm [6]. An asymptotic bias-adjusted MSL-estimator,
that makes use of a bias-adjusted log-likelihood function, is
suggested by [3]. As this bias-adjustment assumes bias to be
small, [6] adds, that the usefulness of this bias-reduction may
vary from case to case, as the small bias-assumption may not
always hold. After all, for the simulation bias to disappear,
S and N → ∞, while S must increase faster than

√
N , such

that
√
N/S → 0 [3], [10]. If the latter condition is met, MSL

is asymptotically normal, efficient and equivalent to maximum
likelihood estimation [3], [10]. However, this ratio does not
state what S should be for given N , it only describes the
properties of the MSL estimator as N increases [4].

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Whether or not one has done a sufficient amount of si-
mulations to tackle the simulation error issues is a difficult
question to answer [6]. As no empirical guidance exists,
theory suggest to experiment with different sizes of S until
numerical stability of the estimator is achieved [4], [8], [6].
Consequently, [12], [1], [13], [14] report to have relied on such
experimentation to find an appropriate S. From experience, [1]
suggest, that estimating MSL in the context of endogenous
treatment requires “considerably more” simulation draws than
models involving seemingly unrelated errors. Yet, [1] do not
further elaborate what this might imply in practical terms. Still,
[1] state that their choice of S is based on other empirical
studies that use MSL. Table I provides a summary of the
choice of S, with respect to N , of empirical studies that
employed the MSL-approach in the context of endogenous
regressors in health economics. While there is no clear guid-
ance on the quantity of simulation draws, consensus seems
to exist regarding their quality. Quasi-random draws, such
as the Halton-sequence, rather than pseudo-random draws,
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TABLE I: OVERVIEW OF CHOICES REGARDING S IN
APPLIED HEALTH ECONOMICS RESEARCH.

Reference N S
√

N
S

Random variates
[14] 2,467 1,600 0.031 Halton
[1] 8,129 2,000 0.045 Halton
[12] 26,514 1,000 0.162 Halton
[7] 5,033 400 0.177 Halton
[16] 4,406 300 0.221 Antithetic
[13] 109,349 200 1.653 Halton
[21] Did not report S Halton
[11] Did not report S Halton
[2] Did neither report S nor type of random variates

are considered to greatly reduce the number of simulation
draws required for a given amount of precision [10], [4],
[5]. Halton-draws are more evenly distributed than pseudo-
random draws, while also displaying lower variance, as they
are negatively correlated [10]. Even though Halton-draws are
rather deterministic than random, [8] add, that when it comes
to simulation techniques, the randomness of draws is not as
important as their uniform coverage over the domain of inte-
gration. Their desirable properties made the Halton-sequence
the quasi-random variate of choice, as displayed in Table I.
Also, consensus exists that MSL-estimation is, as suggested by
theory [4], [6], a rather computationally burdensome approach,
as also explicitly stated in several pieces of applied research
[13], [12], [7], [15]. Even more so, [12] report to have used
less simulation draws than desired (due to having relatively
large N ) to ensure convergence of their model, while [13] even
report that one of their models did not converge after four days
of CPU time. One notable deviation of the experimentation-
strategy within applied research seems to be the approach
by [16] who conducted a Monte-Carlo experiment prior to
their empirical study to justify their choice regarding the
number of simulation draws. Also, [17] are able to quantify
simulation noise and simulation bias of their MSL approach,
as their econometric model also offers an analytical solution,
to which they can compare their MSL results. Similarly, [18]
are able to quantify simulation error, as within their theoretical
approach, they employ a simulated dataset, for which the true
parameters are known. A different, more formal approach in
choosing S is suggested by [19], who describes a diagnostic
test, constructed from a Wald test statistic, that captures the
magnitude of simulation bias and could be used to compute an
amount of S that will produce an acceptable estimator. Even
though some pieces of literature [6], [4] point out to this formal
test, it was not employed in the reviewed literature. Yet, e.g.
[20] employ this diagnostic test in the context of MSL-based
dynamic probit models.

IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Within applied research, the question whether one has
used enough simulation draws remains challenging. As no
clear guidance exists, researchers rely on experimentation
with different values of S to achieve numerical stability of
the estimator. This procedure does not necessarily satisfy
the reader’s interest in transparency and traceability with

respect to empirical research. One exception [16] in applied
health economics research employed a Monte-Carlo study as
a benchmark for their subsequent choice of S. Even though
translating conclusions drawn from self-designed experimental
data to “exogenous” real-world data might similarly raise
doubts, it at least seems to be a somewhat more traceable way
of justifying one’s choice of S. Also, having an analytical, thus
correct, solution, as a benchmark, might very much answer
the question, whether or not one has used enough simulation
draws. Yet, not having an analytical solution remains the
motivation to employ MSL in the first place.

This piece of (emerging) research is tackling this overall
lack of guidance with respect to choosing S by producing an
empirical benchmark within the endogenous treatment context.
This benchmark should not be solely based on self-designed
experimental data, such as [16], as this type of data might not
reflect real-world complexity, that is known to make the MSL-
approach burdensome [6], [7]. Nevertheless, such a Monte-
Carlo study might clearly be supplemental to reach this overall
goal. Also, employing an econometric model on real-world
data, for which an analytical solution is possible, does neither
seem to be a desirable option, even though the true parameters
would be known and could thus serve as a reference. Yet,
as already stated, the lack of an analytical solution is the
motivation to employ MSL in the first place.

In order to exploit real-world data, while also knowing the
true parameter (with respect to selection on unobservables), the
Oregon Health Insurance Experiment [22] will be employed.
In 2008, within this experiment, a limited amount of Medicaid
insurance coverage was allocated randomly to low-income in-
dividuals, while also recording healthcare utilisation behaviour
of lottery winners and losers afterwards. Randomly assigned
Medicaid insurance (i.e. treatment) can be considered exoge-
nous with respect to healthcare utilisation. Thus, employing [1]
endogenous treatment regression model, the effect of selection
on unobservables on healthcare utilisation will be hypothe-
sised to be zero (due to randomisation). Making use of the
Oregon experiment will thus be beneficial to illustrate MSL-
convergence behaviour in the context of endogenous treatment
regression. These results can ultimately serve as a guide for
other health economists to choose an appropriate amount of
S, as the simulation error can be estimated quite well, as the
true estimates (with respect to selection on unobservables) are
known. Thus, MSL-convergence behaviour can be explicitly
illustrated for different values of S. Additionally, the formal
Wald-based test, suggested by [19], will be employed, to
formally support (or reject) the findings. Also, the literature
dealing with the MSL-procedure, especially in the realm of
health economics, will be reviewed more extensively and in-
tensively, with respect to strategies of choosing an appropriate
S, while also promising alternatives to the MSL-approach, as
suggested by [18], need to be studied closely. As a result,
health econometricians will benefit from this ongoing piece of
research, as it will provide them with some guidance whether
or not they have chosen a sufficiently large S, when employing
MSL estimation.
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Abstract—Non-public institutions play an important role

in higher education.  The article  discusses  the  develop-

ment of administrative repairs through RPA. Based on

the robotic process automation, a dedicated project was

presented to the automation. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ECHNICAL and technological innovations are to con-

tribute to creating better solutions that help in automat-

ing  administrative  processes  taking  place  in  educational

units. Important in creating innovation and the adaptation of

existing solutions has not practiced in the field of higher ed-

ucation, the need is very detailed analysis of the organization

and the processes taking place in it. The latest technologies

are a challenge for today's universities. They can help create

creative solutions that will contribute to the development of

the  organization,  affect  the  development  of  the  individual

and help maintain high quality education. The solution pro-

posed in the article aims to relieve the recruitment staff and

the dean's offices. It has to minimize the procedures related

to the circulation of documentation, including the signing of

an agreement on science and issues of storage. The proposed

functionality will also significantly affect the improvement

of ecology in the university environment, which is not with-

out significance for more and more aware students in this

matter. The project has been prepared based on the operation

of a non-public entity, however you can be so universal that

it can also be used by public universities - the larger  and

smaller. 

T

II. THE ROLE OF RPA TECHNOLOGY AND ERP SYSTEMS IN

SUPPORTING THE CIRCULATION OF DOCUMENTATION IN THE

EDUCATION INDUSTRY 

Investments in new, intelligent technologies bring devel-

opment and build the future of innovation in many enter-

prises both in Poland and on the global market. They also of-

fer  specific  benefits,  such as  reducing costs and obtaining

more useful data and information. On the subject  of RPA

technology ( Robotic Process Automation) , which enters the

administration , with the aim of automating repetitive pro-

cesses, you can find many interesting publications, but the

topic of RPA could also be used to manage the circulation of

documentation in a private university. Just as in the case of

ERP systems that support the circulation of documentation

in the education industry, the RPA technology is designed to

automate and replace  the repetitive ,  measurable activities

that have been performed so far by man. Thus, it reduces hu-

man error and improves the functioning of the entire organi-

zation. Replacement works human operator, who celebrates

part, cap and processing data, and sentence her to be an idea

and solution to the issue of reorganization and documenta-

tion university. In the following will be considered a case of

signing  contracts  for  storage  and  science,  however,  these

technologies could also help s to work Bursary department,

human resources or the rector of the university and shapes -

not just the public. This technology is a element of intellec-

tual above process automation (IPA - intelligent process au-

tomation), which means that the used solutions are based on

logic circuits that perform pre-programmed operations, ben-

efiting from the services about data, which further seems to

confirm  the  legitimacy  of  considering  the  introduction  of

smart technologies to the modern administration of a non-

public university. 

III. DEDICATED SOLUTIONS FOR REORGANIZING

DOCUMENTATION FOR A NON-PUBLIC UNIVERSITY 

As  already  mentioned,  the  RPA  technology  and  ERP

class  systems  are  designed  to  support  processes  and  take

repetitive tasks. They should also eliminate the risk of cleri-

cal errors and improper storage of the most important docu-

ments for the university, which is undoubtedly the education

contract.  In  non-public  universities,  the  contract  regulates

the payment issues and is a set of rules and procedures in

specific cases. Therefore, an attempt was made to design a

solution  based  on  intelligent  technologies,  which  aims  at

signing learning contracts by accepting the terms of the con-

tract and storing it in electronic form, limiting highly repeti-

tive activities for the employees of the dean's offices or re-

cruitment departments. 

The organization within the scope of the documentation

kept, which from 1 October 2019 will be allowed by the Or-

dinance of  the Minister  of Science and Higher Education,

among others: 

Automation of signing contracts for learning in educational units
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 student ID cards will be issued only in electronic 

form, 

 the hologram of the ID card placed in the fields 

marked in succession will become a print of strict 

accountancy, 

 reviews of diploma theses will become public, 

 in principle, changes in the required elements on 

the diploma of graduation, 

 resignation from issuing decisions on admission to 

university,

 storing student documents in the so-called 

electronic student file .

The electronic student file is intended to limit the storage

of a large number of documents and to minimize the scope

of archiving work at universities . Reducing the number of

printing, including paper and toners,  will undoubtedly im-

prove  the  ecology  of  the  university  and  reduce  its  costs.

Electronic briefcase student carries with it the possibility of

storage contracts for science in the work of organizing the

deans' offices. Using intelligent technologies, instead of stor-

ing a given print in the form of scans of signed contracts for

learning in a formal briefcase, you can expand the function-

ality of the system supporting the dean's office work and ex-

tend it with a module that would allow you to sign a learning

contract  in  electronic  form.  Such  a  document  would  go

straight  to  the electronic  portfolio  of  the  selected  student,

thus limiting the scope of procedures and the repetitive work

done by the  employees  of  the  recruitment  departments  or

dean's offices - in line with the idea of RPA . This solution is

admissible under Article 60 of the Civil Code, in which "(...)

the will of the person making a legal transaction may be ex-

pressed by any behavior of that person that reveals his will

in a sufficient  manner,  including by revealing that  will  in

electronic form ". 

The signing of the contract would take place in the fol-

lowing steps: 

 to the e-mail address provided in the recruitment 

form there is a link to the page with a learning 

contract asking for familiarization with its content, 

 after learning the terms of the contract, the student 

is asked to accept it through the "I accept the terms 

of the learning contract" button, 

 if you select this be an agreement concluded in 

electronic form to e legal consequences resulting 

from its signing . 

After the student has accepted the provisions , the confir-

mation  along  with  the  contract  is  sent  automatically  in

the .pdf file to the new system contracting module and the

dean's office will be notified and the information about the

acceptance of the new contract is sent via e-mail to the mail-

box of the indicated department employee , who accepts the

contract to the system after acceptance . For universities that

do not use the electronic portfolio tool, it would be possible

to store files of this type in the cloud or on servers. Dedi-

cated  extension  of  the  selected  non-public  university,  he

would also allow for printing such an agreement, the impor-

tance of which would be tantamount to the agreement signed

in the traditional way and stored in a standard student carried

a briefcase act. The described process is presented in the fig-

ures below.

Figure 1: Scheme of electronic procedures for submitting science

agreements

I. 

Figure 2: Scheme of data transfer acquiring knowledge between the

system and the user

Figure 3: Scheme of automated transfer of information about the

contract and admission between the university and candidate

The above diagrams (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) present it opera-

tion of a dedicated solution and its connection with the sys-

tem together with the automation of messages sent to candi-

dates.  These  solutions have been designed based on tech-

nologies used to build autoresponders . The mechanism in-

troduced into the dedicated contract module, which will be

responsible  for  the  preparation  of  data  collected  and  col-

lected in the data warehouse, will operate on the basis of a

group of processes. The following procedures are used to au-

tomate  the  repetitive  and  tedious  processes  performed  by

employees: 

 notification of a new recruitment form in the 

database of the system supporting the university,
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 analysis of the application in terms of missing data, 

 error analysis in the provided e-mail addresses and 

feedback on the incorrect form to the employee, 

 determining the potential number of messages with 

contracts to send, 

 automatic sending of messages notifying many 

candidates at the same time about the acceptance of

the application, completion of the recruitment 

process and the possibility of signing the contrach,

 analysis of the number of sent messages and the 

number of returned, signed contracts, 

 re-sending messages reminding you that you have 

completed the formalities after passing the 

specified period,

 recording of reported non-standard cases, 

 activities supporting and analyzing the 

effectiveness of the process.

IV. ADVANTAGES OF THE PREPARED SOLUTION FOR A

PRIVATE UNIVERSITY 

In the abovementioned , which became an example to cre-

ation of the above mechanism, one of the most important ad-

vantages  is  the simplification of  admission procedures  for

the new student. Dean's office employees are responsible for

all types of studies and courses , so the obligation to accept

recruitment documents falls on the dean's office . Due to the

large  number  of  duties,  automation of  recurring  processes

will significantly improve the efficiency of the department,

reduce costs and streamline the admission process. The big-

ger the university, the more benefits it can take from the pro-

posed solution , because the contract module can be freely

expanded by the necessary functionalities or create similar

solutions dedicated only to the specific needs of organiza-

tional units . It is worth noting that filling out contract forms,

sending e-mail with identical content and identical links are

tasks that can be automated without any problems, thus gain-

ing time for duties that require more attention.

V. CONCLUSION

Intelligent technologies undoubtedly bring access both in

the field of science and in the socio-economic environment.

It  is  therefore  recommended  that  public  and  non-public

higher  education  institutions should  use  solutions  that  are

supported by the latest technological  solutions, in order to

improve the quality of education, minimize errors in the cir-

culation of administrative documentation and the course of

study. Each solution that carries the features of innovation

gives the opportunity to meet the expectations of future can-

didates, thus building the prestige of the university and posi-

tively influences the reception of the individual. The intro-

duction of automation of repetitive activities in the adminis-

trative departments of universities is a new approach, which

may raise some kind of controversy . However, broadening

the horizons in the field of modern technologies and intro-

ducing its functionalities to departments and organizational

units,  in  which  repetitive  activities  are  on  the  agenda,  is

caused by the constant need for change, the need to keep up

with the changing requirements. The search for creative so-

lutions is the equation between the known, acceptable order

and the chaos that change can bring, innovation. Innovation,

its  implementation  and  constant  search  for  new solutions,

treating it as a direction of action, and as a way of manage-

ment can dispel fears of disturbing relative stability. 
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Abstract—Vision is the most essential sense for human be-

ings. Vision impairment is one of the most problems faced by

the elderly.  Blindness is a state of lacking the visual perception

due  to  physiological  or  neurological  factors.  This  paper

presents a detailed systematic and critical review that explores

the available literature and outlines the research efforts that

have been made in relation to movements of the blind and pro-

poses an integrated guidance system involving computer vision

and  natural  language  processing.  An  advanced  Smartphone

equipped with vision, language and  intelligence capabilities is

attached to the blind person in order to capture surrounding

images and is then connected to a central server programmed

with a faster region convolutional neural network  algorithm

and an image detection algorithm to recognize images and mul-

tiple obstacles. The server sends the results back to the Smart-

phone which are then converted into speech for the blind per-

son’s guidance.

Index  Terms—Computer  vision,  Smartphone-based,  Faster

CNN algorithm, visually impaired, natural language process-

ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

RADITIONALLY, movements of the blind are guided

by  a  walking  stick.  As  technologies  improve,  smart

walking sticks have been explored by embedding sensors on

the walking sticks. Other attempts have also been tried with

the use of  electronic travel  aids [1],  electronic orientation

aids (EOAs) [13] and position locator devices (PLDs) [10].

Despite all the efforts undertaken to solve the movement of

the blind, it remains challenging and requires more research

endeavors [2].

T

This paper gives the state of the art and outlines the re-

search efforts in relation to the techniques involved in the

movement of the blind. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2

discusses the research motivation or concern, section 3 pro-

vides the current literature about the techniques involved in

solving the problem, section 4 gives the methodology, sec-

tion  5  gives  the  intended  research  product  and  section  6

gives the conclusion.

II. RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Globally,  it  is  estimated  that  approximately  1.3  billion

people live with some form of distance or near vision im-

pairment.  With  regards  to  distance  vision,  188.5  million

have mild vision impairment, 217 million have moderate to

severe vision impairment,  and 36 million people are blind

[3].  With  regards  to  near  vision,  826  million  people  live

with a near vision impairment. The study carried out in [3]

identified 288 studies of 3,983,541 participants contributing

data from 98 countries. Among the global population with

moderate or severe vision impairment in 2015 (216·6 mil-

lion  [80% uncertainty  interval  98·5  million  to  359·1  mil-

lion]), the leading causes were uncorrected refractive error

(116·3  million  [49·4  million  to  202·1  million]),  cataract

(52·6  million  [18·2  million  to  109·6  million]),  age-related

macular degeneration (8·4 million [0·9 million to 29·5 mil-

lion]), glaucoma (4·0 million [0·6 million to 13·3 million]),

and diabetic retinopathy (2·6 million [0·2 million to 9·9 mil-

lion]) [3].

Furthermore, 81 percent of people with vision impairment

are aged 50 and above years. Apart from age, other causes

of vision impairment have been found to be cataracts, glau-

coma, diabetic retinopathy, and uncorrected refractive errors

[6]. The number of people affected by the common causes

of vision loss has increased substantially as the population

increases and ages.  Preventable vision loss due to cataract

(reversible  with  surgery)  and  refractive  error  (reversible

with spectacle correction) continue to cause most cases of

blindness  and  moderate  or  severe  vision  impairment  in

adults aged 50 years and older. A large scale-up of eye care

provision to cope with the increasing numbers is needed to

address avoidable vision loss. [3]

Arising from this statistics, it is clear that the problem of

vision impairment cannot be addressed fully from the medi-

cal perspective.  We have to explore other alternatives that

support those already in existance since blindness or vision

impairment is function of age which puts the aging persons

at high risk of becoming visually impaired. 

A. Research Objective

The general objective of the paper is to identify current

literature, current research efforts in solving the problem of

the  movements  for  the  blind  or  unpaired  people  while

proposing the latest solution  which emerges from current

technological advancements in artificial intelligence with the

integration of computer vision and NLP.  In a more specific

way this would be done by finding out the current strength

and weakness of the blind movement solutions, identifying

computer vision Algorithms and NLP capabilities especially

deep learning CNN algorithms and latest smart phones sup-

porting natural language capabilities.
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B. Research Question

The general research question would be to find out how

can the current research efforts of solving the vision impair-

ment problem be analyzed? How can new trends in technol-

ogy like computer  vision and Natural language processing

be used in solving the problem?

In more specific terms the research questions would ad-

dress: What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current

blind  movement  solution  systems?  What  are  the  require-

ments  of  the  integrated  computer  vision  and  Natural  lan-

guage  processing  proposed  solution?  How  can  a  faster

CNN-algorithm be implemented with language capabilities

to provide a solution for blind movements?

In summary, according to the implementations in previ-

ous studies, assistive devices for navigation for visually im-

paired  people  still  focus  on location and  distance  sensing

and alerting users on the types of obstacles in front of them

and their surroundings. Therefore, the practicability of such

assistive devices is very low due to the cost and vulnerabil-

ity to damage from the sun and rain [9]. Therefore, this pa-

per addresses those obstacles and proposes a mobile naviga-

tion system for  visually impaired  people;  this system em-

ploys an advanced Smartphone and with deep learning algo-

rithms to recognize various obstacles and is not limited to

indoor or outdoor environments. 

The Google 3xL Smartphone released in November 2018

whose Image processor and sensor is shown in (Fig 1). is

equipped  with  machine  learning  capabilities  like  text-

speech,  image  recognition,  voice  processing  and  facial

recognition and has Google global positioning system fea-

tures  (A-GPS,  GLONASS,  BDS,  and  GALILEO).  The

Smartphone  has  Google  applications  like  the  Google’s

cloud, maps, lens, and assistant. This latest advanced Smart-

phone addresses gaps existing in the old non mobile systems

and makes the study address  the research gap in previous

implementations.  The study, investigation, analysis,  design

and implementation of these new technologies will squarely

bridge  the  research  gap  and  contribute  a  new  knowledge

base towards bridging computer vision and natural language

processing.

Fig. 1. Google – Pixel - 3XL –Image Processor and Sensor

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Existing Technologies

A smart blind guidance device has been proposed by  [1]

which uses infrared sensors and includes a small hand stick

along with a wearable head set. Another system known as

Sonic Path Finder shown in (Fig 2).  by [4] which works

based on ultrasound transmission and reception but it is not

a hand held system, it is attached on the head of the user but

is unable to provide the accurate path and the position of an

obstacle.  It  is  a secondary mobility  aid for  use by people

with vision impairment.  It  is not suitable for  anyone who

does not have primary mobility skills. It is designed for use

out-of-door in conjunction with a cane, guide dog or resid-

ual vision [4].

Fig. 2. Sonic Path Finder

ETAs are  general  assistant devices  to help visually im-

paired people avoid obstacles [5]. Microsoft Kinect shown

in (Fig. 3) is usually used as the main recognition hardware

in such systems [11]. However, Microsoft Kinect cannot be

used in environments with strong light. Moreover, it can de-

termine only the presence of obstacles ahead [8] or recog-

nize a few types of obstacles in few related studies [7]. In

general camera recognition systems are designed to recog-

nize tactile or obstacle images.

Fig. 3. Microsoft Kinetic Sensor

A combination of a camera and other multiple sensors is

usually used to get more information to draw the shapes of

passageway and obstacles [7]. Thus these systems may pro-

vide a guiding service and a recognition result out of a few

types of obstacles. The drawback of EOAs is that they need

more complex computing to hardly be realized as a real-time

and lightweight guiding device. PLDs are used to determine

the precise position of its holder  such as devices  that  use
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global  positioning  system (GPS)  and  geographic  informa-

tion system (GIS) technologies [2].

B. Computer Vision

Computer Vision (CV) tasks can be summarized by the

concept of 3Rs [12], which are reconstruction, recognition,

and reorganization.  Reconstruction involves estimating the

three-dimensional (3D) scene that gave rise to a particular

visual image. This representation is shown in (Fig 4). It can

be accomplished using a variety of processes incorporating

information from multiple views, shading, texture, or direct

depth sensors. Reconstruction process results in a 3D model,

such as point clouds or depth images. Some examples for re-

construction tasks are Structure from Motion, scene recon-

struction,  and  shape  from  shading.  Recognition  involves

both 2D problems (like handwritten recognition, face recog-

nition,  scene  recognition,  or  object  recognition),  and  3D

problems  (like  3D  object  recognition  from  point  clouds

which assists in robotics manipulation). Recognition results

in assigning labels to objects in the image. Reorganization

involves bottom-up vision: segmentation of the raw pixels

into groups that represent the structure of the image. Reor-

ganization tasks range from low-level vision like edge, con-

tour, and corner detection, intrinsic images, and texture seg-

mentation  to  high-level  tasks  like  semantic  segmentation

[15], which has an overlapping contribution to recognition

tasks. A scene can be segmented based on low-level vision]

or high-level information like shadow segmentation that uti-

lizes class information.

Fig.4 The 3Rs in computer vision (Malik et al. 2016)[12], which are re-

construction, reorganization and recognition.

C. Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Following the Vauquois triangle for machine translation

shown in (Fig 5).[17], Natural Language Processing (NLP)

tasks can be summarized into concepts ranging from syntax

to semantics and to pragmatics at the top level to achieve

communication. Syntax includes morphology (the study of

word  forms)  and  compositionality  (the  composition  of

smaller language units like words to larger units like phrases

or sentences). Semantics is the study of meaning, including

finding relations between words, phrases, sentences or dis-

course.  Pragmatics  studies  how  meaning  changes  in  the

presence of a specific context. For instance, an ironic sen-

tence cannot be correctly interpreted without any side infor-

mation that indicates the indirectness in the speaker’s inten-

tion.

Fig 5. The Vauquois triangle for machine translation (Vauquois,

1968) [17].

Ambiguity in language interpretation a main obstacle for

an intelligent system to overcome and achieve language un-

derstanding. Some complex tasks in natural  language pro-

cessing include machine translation, information extraction,

dialog interface,  question answering,  parsing,  and summa-

rization. There is always meaning lost when translating be-

tween  one  language  and  another.  When  “translating”  be-

tween the low-level pixels or contours  of  an image and a

high level description in word labels or sentences, there is a

wide chasm to be crossed. Bridging the Semantic gap means

building  a  bridge  from  visual  data  to  language  data  like

words or phrases.

D. Conceptual Framework

As a general framework shown in (Fig. 6), most methods

in image captioning are trying to either model language in-

formation as another layer on top or jointly model language

and vision simultaneously by a carefully designed loss func-

tion or algorithm. These systems consider structural multi-

modal input and create structural  output in contrast  to the

traditional system.

[15]  Unifies  language  and  vision  for  robotics  again  by

bridging  visual,  language,  speech,  and  control  data  for  a

forklift  robot.  Their  robot  can recognize  objects  based  on

one example using one-shot visual memory. Its natural lan-

guage interface works by speech processing or pen gestures.
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[18] provides a survey for verbal and nonverbal human-ro-

bot interaction.

A video can be described by a sentence or a discourse that

is a structured set of sentences that tells a specific story. A

sentence prior can be learned from web-scale corpora to bias

the model and penalize unlikely combinations of actors/ac-

tions/objects  [19].   It  links  the compositional  structure  of

languages and the compositional  structure of  video events

using natural  language semantics  and three essential  com-

puter vision tasks which are tracking, object detection, and

event recognition. These three tasks are done simultaneously

using a single cost function including the attention mecha-

nism to focus on the most salient event to produce the best

sentence description for activity recognition.

From a natural language processing perspective, the sen-

tence tracker utilizes lexical semantics and contains the in-

formation of “who did what to whom, and where and how

they did it” [20]. An object is described as a noun phrase;

the observed action is described as a verb; object properties

are described as adjectives; spatial relations between objects

are described by prepositions; and the event characteristics

are represented as prepositions and adverbs. The system has

a predefined vocabulary and a sentence is composed using a

set of predefined grammars.

The sentence tracker can be divided into two subsystems

[20]. The first subsystem consists of three steps. First, object

detection  is  performed  with  a  high-recall  setting.  Second,

tracking with forward projection to increase precision is per-

formed. Third, the optimal set of detections is chosen using

dynamic  programming  with  the  Viterbi  algorithm,  out-

putting a result consistent with the optical flow. For the sec-

ond  subsystem,  events  are  recognized  using  HMMs,  also

computed using the Viterbi algorithm. The unified objective

function from the final step of the first subsystem and the

second subsystem can be merged, since both are based on

HMMs. 

Recent approaches deploy powerful deep-learning frame-

works to model both image and word sequences. These ap-

proaches can support a larger vocabulary than other methods

that have a small set of predefined vocabulary [21]. Similar

to image captioning, [21] combines a sequence of CNN and

another  two sequences of  LSTM to generate  sentence  de-

scription from video.  AlexNet is  deployed as a pretrained

CNN model, and the output features are mean-pooled before

feeding to the LSTM sentence decoding layer. This work is

inspired by [22], which uses CRF to extract image features

for the intermediate representation for an LSTM. [21] makes

an improvement to [22] that discards the temporal informa-

tion and models the image frames as a bag-of-images.

E. Fast CNN (Deep Learning)

There  are  many attempts  in  many  benchmarks  in  open

competitions to design a better architecture of CNNs. Some

notable architectures are AlexNet, GoogLeNet, VGGnet and

ResNet  [16].  The  main  insight  from these  models  is  that

deeper models are better for classification. Based on these

models for recognition, more models are proposed for other

computer vision tasks. For example, R-CNN or Fast R-CNN

have  been  proposed  for  object  detection.  Another  widely

used architecture is FCN for semantic segmentation. It is a

fully  convolutional  neural  network  that  can  perform pixel

wise labeling. The idea delves further into a deeper problem

of structured prediction when recurrent neural networks can

be seen as a generic sequence model like CRFs.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Philosophy

The philosophical stance of the research is highlighted in

the research onion’s outermost layer.  According to (Saun-

ders et al., 2012) [16] there are four different philosophical

branches that define the presence of a research entity; the

first is positivism, the second is realism, the third is interpre-

tivism and the fourth is pragmatism.

On the basis of empirical evidences and prior theories on

brand management, brand choice frameworks will be exam-

ined in the current research. Positivism is mainly based on

strong  observation  and  forecasting  outcomes  similar  to  a

laboratory scientist, with the aim of obtaining law-like gen-

eralizations for ascertaining cause and effect.

The  researchers  who  adopt  this  approach  underline  the

use of ‘scientific method’ for proposing and testing theories

that have highly measurable and structured data, wherein the

values of the researcher do not influence the research. Thus,

this  approach  supports  large  samples  of  quantitative  data

which is analysed along with statistical testing of hypothe-

sis. Such an approach helps test a theory, confirm a theory

or revise a theory based on the analysis of the existing data.

This paper proposes positivism.

B. Research Design

The research design is experimental. The proposed navi-

gation system employs a Google 3xL Smartphone.  It will be

used  to  continually  capture  images  of  the environment  in

front  of  a  user  and  perform image processing  and  object

Fig.6. The early vision and language conceptual framework which

passively utilizes high-level language information as an additional

context. memory.
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identification to inform the user  of  the image results.  The

Uganda National  Institute for  Special  Education (UNISE),

Kyambogo  University  will  be  used  as  an  experimental

scene. UNISE is a national institute for students with special

needs especially disabled students.  On the other hand, the

specification of Linux server hardware is a modern personal

computer equipped with an i7 central processing unit (CPU)

64-bit  i7  Intel/AMD-based  PC  and  4  gigabytes  (GB)  of

RAM or higher   and  a graphics  processing  unit  NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1050 GPU (or higher)to execute deep com-

puting modules which are based on the faster region convo-

lutional neural network (Faster R-CNN) algorithm.

C. Software Design

The software design of our proposed system involves the

feature recognition, deep recognition, and direction and dis-

tance modules. There will be also a mobile application for

interfacing the above modules. These modules and the appli-

cation will be developed using Open CV, Java and Python

computer programming languages.

D. Experimental Data collections

The experimental tests will be carried out on various can-

didates  in the University.  The tests will  based  on gender,

age, degree of visual impairment, past experience on the use

of similar or related equipment, literacy level, type of obsta-

cle during movement and duration of time during the use of

the experiment. Practically it is proposed that Women, chil-

dren and the elderly may be given priority. Interviews may

be carried out in assessing the performance,  accuracy and

speed of the equipment.  The findings will  be used to im-

prove the performance and use of the equipment. About the

experiment process, the participants will be required to turn

the camera lens of smartphone to the front  side and walk

through institute campus from a main building through the

parking  towards  the  institute  main  gate.  Each  experiment

will be arranged in the morning, noon and evening time. Be-

fore the experiment is carried out, a training session involv-

ing stakeholders can be arranged on how to use the equip-

ment and precautions noted. This process would allow each

participant to know the usage of the system. The selected

participants may include five female and three male visually

impaired students with a range of 17-25 years and also four

old people like two females aged between 50-60 years and

two males aged between 60-70 years. To obtain the degree

of accuracy the degree of visual impairment should be simi-

lar.  It should also be noted that this system will work for

people with a hearing sense. The blind and deaf will not be

managed by the proposed system. It  should also be noted

that  the system will  work  for  virgin  disabled  people  who

have never used any other system.

V. RESEARCH PRODUCT

The intended outcome of this research paper is a solution

which solves the problem of movement for the blind people.

This  solution  is  a  Smartphone-based  guiding  system  for

solving the navigation problems for visually impaired peo-

ple and achieving obstacle avoidance to enable visually im-

paired people to travel smoothly from a beginning point to a

destination  with  greater  awareness  of  their  surroundings.

Blind people find it hard to walk through busy roads and

travel  new places  and  so the guided  Smartphone will  be-

come their daily companion. This product is simple, cheap,

user friendly and it is designed and implemented to improve

the mobility of both blind and visually impaired people in a

specific area.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the development of a user-friendly

guidance system for the visually impaired people. This sys-

tem involves an advanced Smartphone and a Linux server

connected and processed using a deep learning algorithm for

image  recognition.  When  the  system is  in  use,  the  smart

phone would continuously transmits images of the scene in

front of the user to a server through using a 4G technology

or a Wi-Fi network. Subsequently, the server performs the

recognition process and the final results are transmitted back

to the smart phone. The system would provide the user with

obstacle track and avoidance information through voice no-

tifications.

In the future, to provide information on more types of ob-

stacles  and  more  accurate  recognition,  a  broader  range of

obstacle images and a high-end server equipped with a more

powerful graphics processing unit could be used to increase

the  number  of  recognition  categories  and  the  recognition

rate. The system is recommended for the blind people with a

hearing sense and suitable for less traffic environments like

universities, prisons and hospitals not busy city roads.
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